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INTRODUCTION 
Th� discovery and study of a journal of considerable 
age is not unique. Journals, both published and unpublished, 
written alike by the famed and the obscure, are legion. A 
recently compiled bibliography of American diaries before 
1861,1 which includes only the published diaries, is a sub­
stantial volume . It is, therefore, with some trepidation 
that I undertake for my thesis the study and editing of the 
journal of an almost completely unknown Southern woman who· 
wrote it more than a century ago. Yet, a journal may be of 
some importance if it fulfills one of three conditions. If 
it is wri�ten by·a person of some note, even trivial, day-by­
day details take on an unwonted significance. Hawthorne's 
Note-Books and Emerson's Journals fall into this category. Or, 
if a journal gives a .detailed and interesting picture of a 
hitherto little-known period of history or group of people, 
the document is worthwhile . ThUs Sarah Kemble Knight's account 
of her journey from Boston to New York is a pa.rt of American 
literature read even in high schools for its graphic details 
concerning the towns and taverns of colonial New England and 
the people therein, although the author is not at all a lit­
erary personage. Furthermore, the material may be of importance 
1 William Matthews, American Diaries; .2!! Annotated Bibli-
ography of American Diaries Written Prior to the Year i-8.6..l 
(Berkeley and Los Angeles: The University of c'a'Iiforni'i"""1>ress, 
1945). 
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if its author is acquainted with persons of note in history 
and literature and g�ves new insight into their personalities. 
The journal which is the basis of my research can make no 
claim to importance because of the prominence of its author. 
She.is Mary Elizabeth Moragne of Abbeville District, South 
·carolina, a girl twenty-two years of age in 1838, the date of 
the particular journal used in this study. Although she later 
. attained some local fame as a writer, the beginning of which 
is evidenced by entries at the close of this year, and though 
her earliest published work received some recognition out·side 
the South, she is virtually unknown to students of American 
literature. Yet, because her journal seems to fulfill ade­
quately the second qualification and to some extent the third, 
and perhaps because she reveals herself so fully as a young 
woman somewhat different from most of her contemporaries--
one who was intellect�ally hungry and seized with avidity such 
crumbs of knowledge as fell her way, who craved the companion­
ship of kindred minds, but, withal, for a time at least, par­
ticipated in the usual activities of her associates, enjoyed 
her share o�· popularity,_ and never incurred the .reputation of 
being a "blue-stocking" because of her literary interests-­
for these reasons her journal seems worthy of study� 
Much has been written about the glamorous ante-bellum 
South of Charleston, of New Orleans, of the feudal splendor and 
luxury of the great plantations just before the CivUWar . Such 
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a picture has by its overemphasis on one type of life tended 
to give an unbalanced idea of the South before 1860. Little 
has been written or said until recently about the great mass 
of people who were neither great planters nor slaves nor "po' 
whites"-- the upcountry small planters and farmers, merchants 
and professional people. Augustus B .  Longstreet, it is true, 
wrote his Georgia Scenes in the early l830's and thereby intro­
duced to the world the frontier Georgian in humorous realism . 
His sketches, however, were as exaggerated in their way as 
those of the moonlight-and-magnolia school, for Longstreet, 
like Mark Twain, used exaggeration as the stock in trade of 
the humorist. As a realist he emphasized the crudeness of semi­
frontier pastimes in which f-ist-fighting, gander-pulling and 
horse-swapping, enlivened with vivid language appropriate to 
the occasion, were the order of the day when boys turned the 
schoolmaster out of the house by force when they wanted a holi­
day.2 William Gilmore Simms, the foremost Southern novelist 
of the period, turned to the romance of colonial Indian wars 
and Revolutionary days . No Southern woman of the period achieved 
a lasting place in American literature although a few, such as 
Caroline Gilman and Susan Petigru King, wrote prolifically and 
"elegantly.n Both these women, however, were from Charleston, 
2Augustus Baldwin Longstreet, Georgia Scenes '(New York: 
Harper and Brothers, 1897), pp. 94-107. 
and represented respectively the intellectual and social 
life of that aristocratic city .3 
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Mary Moragne's journal, then, it would seem, occupies 
a unique position in ante-bellum Southern literature because 
it is the halfway mark between society and the frontier . 
Through her account of her visit to Augusta, Georgia, we get 
a glimpse of fashionable life in a small but prosperous South­
ern city of no mean culture . The remainder of the journal is 
concerned with the informal, easygoing life at her home on a 
small upcountry plantation, the constant round of visits among 
friends and kinsfolk, the carefree gatherings among the young 
people chiefly for the purpose of cultivating the art of love­
making, and the studies by which the author educated herself . 
Her life at home was not a particularly exciting one, and yet 
her ability to recapture conversations, to give just the right 
details for characterization, to write fluently·and frankly 
with an occasional twist of sarcastic humor, gives her journal 
a style and flavor all its own . 
A few of the people who appear in the journal are well 
known to history; most of them are not. One is conscious that 
there is little luxury or wealth among them; yet no one is 
really poor. This was not the South of pillared mansions, but 
of plain, substantial frame houses. Out of them every now and 
3aeorge Armstrong Wauchope, Literary South Carolina 
(Columbia, South Carolina: The University of South Carolina 
Press, 1923), pp. 30-34. 
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then, however, came a statesman who made himself heard in the 
world. The numerous Calhoun clan, for instance, mentioned so 
frequently in the journal, were the close relatives of the 
great secessionist, John C. Calhoun. Besides the prominent 
land-owning families of the community, the r�mgher ·element is 
present to an appreciable degree-- overseers, an occasional 
alien schoolmaster, storekeepers and their idler companions. 
These people provide an effective contrast t9 the gallant, and 
in many cases well-educated,beaux of Mary Moragne's acquaintance. 
Thus the tout ensemble is not one isolated stratum of society 
but an overall view of the varied assortment of people one 
would be likely to meet in everyday life in the upcountry where 
the caste system was not so rigid as in the sections where the 
extremes of poverty and wealth were greater. 
It is well known that Southern literature of this period 
i� conspicuous, if not for its total absence, at least for its 
paucity and mediocrity. Few people in the South took literature 
seriously; practically no one devoted his life to it. Paul 
Hamilton Hayne, who ranks with Timrod as the South's greatest 
poet during the middle decades of the nineteenth century, de­
clared that the literary efforts of Southerners were regarded 
as "the choice recreation o-r gentlemen,· as something fair and 
good, to be courted in a dainty amateur fashion. 11 4 Young men 
4I have been unable to find the primary source of this 
quotation. It is-quoted by Carl Holliday in A History of 
Southern L.iterature (New York: The Neale Publishing Co., 1806) 
pp. 185-86. 
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of literary promise took to the law and gave legislative halls 
the benefit of their talents iri impassioned oratory. William 
Gilmore Simms and John P. Kennedy were almos� the only South­
ern men of the time who left their law practices in pursuit 
of a literary career, and they are by all accounts the best 
novelists of the period and the most significant men of let­
ters . Since a purely literary career in the South was a mat­
ter of unusual occurrence, it is rather singular that a young 
woman of limited forJJ1al education and secluded environment 
should have the desire to be an author and should actually 
achieve fair success during the short time she wrote for.pub­
lication. Such a circumstance makes the reading of her journal 
a matter of increasing interest. One wishes to find out what 
stimulus in heredity or environment gave her the impulse to 
write, what her tastes. in literature were, her social inter­
ests, her endeavors to improve her education, what qualities 
necessary for a writer she possessed. 
But the author's personality in relation to her times 
is only one reason for studying her journals . The region in 
which she lived was rich in history--.history which furnished 
much of the basi-s for her own writing. Some years before the 
Revolution, one of the last groups of French Huguenots to flee 
persecution, among them the author's own grandfather, cleared 
the wilderness and laid out the plan for the village of New 
Bordeaux . The old fort.Ninety-Six,to which General Greene in 
the Revoluti·on laid unsuccessful siege, was very near her 
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uncle's home at Cambridge, a now extinct village. To Moses 
Waddel's log-house academy in the forests of Willington came 
boys from some o f  the finest families in the state-- as well 
as those of humbler parentage-- to imbibe quantities of Latin 
and Greek along· with the discipline of frontier life and their 
master's hickory rod. The earliest of these developments had 
taken place only fifty-one years before the birth of Mary 
Moragne, and the traditions which had inspired them made her 
conscious of their dramatic import and their suitability as 
material for stories. One purpose of this Preface is to in­
vestigate and bring together the t1reads of the historical 
background, to establish the historical authenticity of the 
journal, and to clarify and supplement the references therein 
to related historical matter and social customs and institu­
tions. 
Mary Moragne seems to have kept a journal all her 
life. The earliest extant one is for the year 1836, though 
there are some journalistic. sketches which antedate the regu­
larly kept journal by two or three years. Fragments also re­
main of her last diaries up to 1902, the year before her 
death at the age of eighty-seven. The portions of the jour­
nals which have survived cover the years 1836-42 with frag­
mentary sections for 1863, 1865 and 1867. As might be ex­
pected from old manuscripts, carel.essly handled, and written 
on sheets of paper sewed together, the journal for no one year 
is entirely complete. The handwrit�ng is, however, very legible 
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and the ink is remarkably well preserved . All the manuscripts 
which Mary Moragne left, including her journals, brief sketches, 
letters, notes, and two complete textbooks on Biblical history 
and astronomy, she kept with her wherever she lived . At her 
death they passed into the hands of her three unmarried daugh� 
ters, who in turn left them to their nieces, Miss Clara L .  
Rogers and.Mrs. Marie Thompson of Talladega, Alabama, who 
still retain possession of all manuscript material . The jour­
nals are of different sizes, the earliest, 1834(?)-1$36, being 
written in a blank book without binding which might have been 
intended for a ledger . The others, as indicated, are less 
substantially put together and on the whole are about the 
size of a folded sheet of stationery .5 
The journal for 1838 has been chosen for editing and 
special analysis here because it contains more varied, impor­
tant and interesting information than do any of the other 
journals . It was in this year that she made a visit of some 
weeks to Augusta . Because she saw Augusta with the eyes 0£ 
a keen and intelligent observer as well as a newcomer to town 
from the country, she records many specific details of people 
and places that would have been taken for granted and passed 
over by someone accustomed to such scenes . 
I have been able to borrow the journals and have 
typed copies for the years 1834(?)-41, 1867. All page 
number references are to the typed copies . 
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Besides the visit to Augusta, her days at home during 
this year seem to have been unusually full of pleasurable 
associations and pastimes which were characteristic of the 
young people of her day, especially in comparison with her 
account of the years preceding and following·l838. There was 
a definite reason, which will be discussed later, for a dis­
tinct change in the tone of her �riting in 1839; so the year 
1838 catches her at the height of her gaiety and social life, 
and her ability as a writer was blossoming into print with . 
the publication of her only novel, The British Partizan, in 
December of this year. 1838 was indeed her annus mirabilis . 
The journal is not reproduced here in its entirety. 
I have selected the salient ·portions-- those which throw light 
upon. customs, people or places of the period and those which 
particularly reveal the personality of the author-- and have 
indicated omissions by the customary signs . The omitted 
material is s'imply that mass of ·trivial, rather monotonous 
entries of everyday experience which appear in most journals 
except. perhaps those of the literary great. The annotations 
are for the purpose of giving biographical and historical 
information and explaining words no longer in common usage. 
The first three chapters of the Preface follow the line 
of thought already indicated-- that is, they provide a detailed 
study of the historical, cultural and social background of the 
journal. · Those facts commonly known to most historians are 
passed over with brief mention to save space and emphasis for 
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that which directly concerns or is derived from the journals 
or related material . Although only the 1838 journal is studied 
intensively, I shall quote from those for the other years and 
from other papers or Mary Moragne for illustrative purposes 
when necessary . The last part of the Preface is a sketch of 
Mary Moragne's life and an analysis of her personality, re­
lated, of course, t� those factors of h�redity and environ­
ment set forth in the preceding portion . 
It may be well to state here that this Preface is 
just what the word impli.es, an introduction, something to set 
the stage for what is to follow, namely,the journal itself, 
which is the matter of primary importance. The Preface will 
serve its purpose it succeeds in illwninating, in setting 
forth the journal in such· a. light that its merits may be 
truly and impartially present,ed through an analysis of those 
underlying facts of history, literature and biography which 
brought it into being . 
HISTORICAL BACKGROUNDS 
The earliest settlers in that part of South Carolina 
known as Long Canes were the Calhouns. When an·agreement was 
made between the colonial government of South Carolina and 
the Cherokee Indians in 1755, which opened new and fertile 
lands for settlement, ·Patrick Calhowi, father of John. C., 
with his mother, three brothers and a sis ter together with 
their families left their Virginia home in the New River val­
ley on account of the increasing hostility of the Indians and 
headed southwest.1 Leaving behind the last trading post at 
Ninety-Six, they journeyed still farther west to Long Canes 
to settle along the stream which was later known as Calhoun's 
Creek, where they received substantial grants of land. Even 
by their far removal, however, the Calhouns had not escaped 
the fury of the Cherokees, whose rage had been kindled-- and 
justly so-� by the stupid and high-handed policy of Governor 
Lyttelton,.who_refused to hold council with the chiefs and 
broke his promises to them.2 The Calhouns and others, �o es­
cape massacre, fled towards Augusta, fifty miles away, but, 
lcharles M. Wiltse, John C . Caliloun, Natronalist, rn-
1828 (Indianapolis: The Bobbs Merrill Co., 1944, pp. 13-14. 
2w11liam Gilmore Simms, The Histo1 
of South Carolina 
(Columbia, S. C. : The State Company, 1918 ,PP• 86-88. 
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while stopping to pull a mired wagon out of the mud, they 
were attacked by the Indians without warning, and about fifty 
people out of the party of two hundred and fitty were killed. 
,Among the dead were Patrick Calhoun's seventy-year-old mother 
t and his brother James. 3 After the French and Indian War ended 
in victocy for �he British, the Calhouns and their neighbors 
were enabled to live in comparative peace on their extensive 
acres. 
Patrick Calhoun quickly became the leader of his sec­
tion in all its efforts for advancement. He was captain of 
the militia for protection against the Indians, justice of the 
peace, and representative to the colonial assembly at a time 
of increasing struggle for power between the aristocracy of 
the coastal planters and hardy, independent upcountry farmers. 4 
He was also a surveyor, and in this capacity assisted a band 
of French Huguenots in getting settled and acclimated to the 
ways of the frontier when they ·reached Charleston early in 
1764 and received a grant of land on Long Cane Creek, where 
they laid out a village after the Fr•nch fashion and called 
it New Bordeaux. 5 
3wiltse, .QR• cit. , p. 16. 
4 Ibid. , p. 21. 
5Arthur Henry Hirsch,� Huguenots of Colonial South 
Carolina (Du.rham, N. c.: Duke University Press,· 1928), p. 39. 
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These Huguenots were among the last victims of the re­
newal of persecution in France after the revocation of the 
Edict of Nantes. In their native land their property was con­
fiscated, and they were forbidden to hold church services or 
.to open Protestant schools . In 1724 a law declared all Hugue-
not children illegitimate and therefore incapable of inherit­
ing property because their i:srents had not been married in the 
Roman Catholic church.6 The resista�ce of the Huguenots in 
southern France was especially strong, Qringing down upon them 
the increased wrath of churc� and state. They were forced 
into hiding in the woods; those who were caught were hanged 
or sent to the galleys.7 One has only to read the pitiful 
prayers of the Huguenot Psalter to realize the grim terror 
which constantly overshadowed their lives . 
It is natural that the Huguenot unit of organization, 
like that of the Pilgrims, should be the church congregation, 
and its leader the pastor . The Reverend Jean Louis Gibert 
proved himself a true shepherd to the colonists.of New Bordeaux, 
for it· was he who served as agent for the colony, negotiating 
6w111iam Caine Moragne, An Address Delivered at New 
Bordeaux, Abbeville District, South Carolina, .Q!! the Ninetieth 
Anniversar of the Arrival of the French Huguenots at that 
Place Charleston: James Phynny, 1857), pp. 3-14. - --
7 George Howe, History of the Presbyterian Church in 
South Carolina (Columbia, S. C . :  Duffie and Chapman, 187oJ", 
I, 345. 
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with the British for a ship and goods . He was a man of 
marked abilities as a leader. "His frank boldness and char­
acteristic courtesy were outstanding traits .n8 A person of 
considerable education and culture, he brought with him on 
the crowded ship to South Carolina a fine library. He was 
evidently very much beloved by his people; W. C. Moragne, 
brother to Mary, likens him to the pastor in Goldsmith's The 
Deserted Village.9 When he died in 1773, the colony was with­
out a minister for some time . 
The two hundred and twelve colonists, 10 characterized 
by one of their grandsons as "a plain, but high-souled and 
energetic people,"11 escaped from France by devious routes and 
made their way to England where they assembled and prepared· 
for the journey to America. They had suffered much from rough 
weather in cros�ing the Channel, and when ·they fir·st set out 
on their voyage, they were beset by storms �d suffered such 
damage to the ship as necessitated a return to England and a 
8Hirsch, -2.E:· _-c1 .. t.,  p. 38 . 
9w. C. Moragne·, .Q.12.• cit. , pp . 32-3. 
10There seems to be some disagreement as to the number of 
colonists . Hdrsch claims there were 371 in the first group; Will­
iam Moragne mentions only 212. The explanation could lie in the 
fact that, according to Hirsch, some of the Huguenots remained 
in Charleston, and possibly Moragne took into consideration 
only those who arrived at New Bordeaux. This, however, is merely 
a conjecture� · 
llw. c. Moragne, .Q.!?. • ..£!1., p. 3. 
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month's delay. After forty-seven days on the sea they landed. 
at Charleston, where they were kindly received and where they 
remained about six months before making their way to the region 
where they were to settle. 
Probably the best description of the location and con­
struction of New Bordeaux, as well as of the general character­
istics of its inhabitants and their reasons for settling in 
this particular place, is written by Mary Moragne herself in 
a short sketch, "The Huguenot Town, " intended for an introduc­
tion to an unfinished novel and published in Hart's Female 
Prose Writers of America. The choice of a site was, according 
both to our author and her brother, not a particularly happy 
one in spite of the fact that it was "in a rich and level 
valley on the western bank of Little River, shut in-by hills 
and a deep forest • • • •  n 12 because the climate was· unhealth­
ful, a fact which can with some certainty be attributed to 
malaria. Throughout the journals we read that the author and 
her family and friends suffered frequently and severely from 
"chills and fever ." New Bordeaux was three and a half miles 
from the Savannah River and forty miles above Augusta. Its 
lo�atio� on Little River is ascribed by Mary Moragne to an 
error in geography on the pa.rt of the Huguenots, who thought 
the stream led eventually to Charlestont 13 
12 . · · W. C. Moragne,� cit., p. 21. 
13Mary Moragne, "The Huguenot Town, " quoted in Johns. 
Hart's The Female Prose Writers of America (Philadelphia: E.H. 
Butler and Co., 1852), p� 416. 
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The Frenchmen did not, like their English and Scotch­
Irish neighbors, lay claim to large sections of land for plan­
tations. Instead, unaccustomed to large-scale farming, they 
laid off a village around a square,_in the midst of which was 
a building which served for all public meetings, each house 
being allowed a half-acre plot. Each person then received 
grants of a four-acre vineyard and a hundred acres of land for 
the head of a household wfth fifty acres for each additional 
person in the fami_ly. · The rent was only four shillings per 
hundred acres, and even that was suspended for ten years on 
account of the "indigent condition" of most of the colonists. 14 
The Huguenots for a number of years lived to themselves, having 
little association witp their neighbors� They kept thei� native 
language, customs and farming practices, attempting at first 
to grow their accustomed crops of flax, silk and grapes, which 
were in·time supplanted by the more American cotton and corn. 
The failure of the vineyards and silk-raising has been attri­
buted to the disturbing influences of the Indian wars and the 
Revolution, the growing popularity of cotton as a lucrative 
money crop, and also to·the fact that French vintners, fearful 
that American vineyards would threaten their market, sent the 
colonists grapevine shoots of an inferior quality. 15 
1¼irsch, .212.· .£11., p • . 39 and map facing p .  42. 
15writers' Program of the Works Progress Administra­
tion, South Carolina--.!, Guide to the Palmetto State (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 1941), p. 457. 
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The �uguenot town of New Bordeaux as originally planned 
. did not long survive. At the time of Mary Moragne's sketch-­
the date of which is uncertain, though it would.have to be 
before 1852-- scarcely any vestige of it remained . The un­
healthy situation, the increasing desire of the colonists for 
more land than was to be found within their isolated valley, 
and the gradual mingling and intermarriage of the Huguenots 
with their neighbors drew them away from their original settle­
ment, where nthe traces of a narrow trench, surrounding a 
square plot of ground, .now covered with the interlacing arms 
of hawthorn and wild honeysucklenl6 were all that indicated a 
former human habitation . The name New Bordeaux, however, was, 
and for that matter, still is, applied to the general locality . 
Pierre Moragne, grandfather of Mary, was one of the 
original colonists, and from the available records, something 
of a leader in the group .· He was the son of Pierre Moragne, 
"a property owner, apparently in easy circumstances, n17 and 
·Marie Paris. Born November 16, 1740, on the Dordogne in the 
south of France in the parish of St . Avide du Tizac and edu­
cated in Paris, he is said to have possessed "the literary 
taste of the French metropolis and the religious zeal of the 
Southern Huguenot . n18 At the age of twenty-four, shortly 
l�ary Moragne, "The Huguenot Town, " lac . cit., pp.416-17 . 
17Mary Moragne, Family History, p .  1 . (MS .) 
18w .  C. Moragne, .Q.12. .  ill•, p .  33. 
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before coming to America, he was married, by one of those 
outlawed Huguenot clergymen appropriately called "the Pastors 
of the Desert,"19 to a girl whose name is unknown and who 
died during their sojourn in England while waiting for pas­
sage to America. Pierre Moragne had, at the outset of his 
journey, three hundred pounds from the sale of his estate 
and was thereby enabled to advance the company !.31. 16s. for 
provisi"oning the ship.20 
About a year after coming to this country, he was ' 
married, July 16, 1765, to Cecille Bayle, daughter of Jean 
and Marie Leyeal Bayle. An excerpt from a copy of a letter 
written to his father in France shows that the colonists be­
gan to prosper soon after their arrival: "As it regards my 
situation, it is, God be thanked, very agreeable:-- I live in 
peace with my family and cultivate the earth with success . I 
have an abundance of that which is necessary for me and mine�1 
• • • God gave me a son on the fourth of July."22 His family 
was finally to include four sons and a·daughter. 
Pierre .Moragne was always a student and a rather soli­
tary person, thereby gaining a reputation for eccentricity 
l9Mary Moragne, 
2oW. c. Moragne, 
21Ibid., ··p. 47. 
22:Mary Moragne, 
Family History, p. 2 .• 
.QE• ill•, p .• 15. 
Family History, p • 3. 
• 
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among his more practical-minded neighbors. Like Mr . Gibert, 
his pastor, he brought from France his library, which seems 
to have consisted chiefly of religious books of the ·Evangeli­
cal faith but probably included a fair sprinkling of French 
classics as well. For example, mention is made in the 1836 
journal·of Mary Moragne's unearthing the Letters of Madame de 
Sevign� in the neglected remnants of her grandfather's library. 
After the death of Mr. Gibert in 1773, Pierre Moragne was 
chosen to conduct the religious services of the colony, a 
position for which he was fitted by his close study of his 
religion and the possession of some ability at writing. It 
was his practice to read or have read the essays and prayers 
which he wrote himself. Many of these religious treatises, 
to the writing of which he completely devoted his last years, 
were not known until .after his death . Wil-liam and Mary Moragne 
took a special interest and delight in bringing these docu­
ments to light. But, like his grand�aughter, his most impor­
tant work was that which was never intended for publication, 
namely, his journal . The Moragnes s·eemed to be a family of 
chroniclerst The old Huguenot's diary, translated by William 
and Mary, is invaluable for its record-of their voyage to 
America and the early days of the colony. In fact, most of 
the information in this thesis concerning the history of New 
Bordeaux comes indirectly from that source through the address 
of Willi"am Moragne previously referred to. Unfortunately, 
nothing is known to remain of the journal except the excerpts 
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which are quoted or the information paraphrased in this address 
and in some of the writings of Mary Moragne . Two his tor ies, 
Howe's two-volume History of the . Presbyterian Church in South 
Carolina and Hirs ch's Huguenots of Colonial South Carolina 
refer to this journal and address as source materia.1. 23 The 
few short portions of the journal which have survived make one 
wish that more of it were extant, for, even in translation, 
it evinces a style that is simple, restrained and fluent in 
the manner of one who is accustomed to writing and has a 
feeling for the rhythm of prose . 
Of Pierre Moragne's books, only two are known to have 
come down to the present day, the Catholic prayerbook mentioned 
in the Journal (see p. 79) and the Huguenot Psalter, which 
probably date1 back to 1742 .24 The latter is an historic old 
book containing the French metrical version of the Psalms with 
their melodies that actually must have resoumed many times 
both in --caves and other secret places of the ttconventicles" 
in France and the freer forests along the banks of Little 
River . It also· contains the Huguenot prayerbook with its 
order of service and catechism for instruction · of the children . 
It is evident that, if the Huguenots followed this form of 
worship, their services more nearly resembled those of the 
23Hirsch, .Q!!.• cit., p. 48, and Howe, .2.£• cit ., I ,  352-56 . 
24 W.  C .  Moragne, .2.ll· cit. , p .  34 . 
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Episcopal and Lutheran churches than those of their more in­
formal and extemporaneous brothers in Calvinism, the Puritans . 
But Pierre Moragne, in spite of his scholarly turn of 
mind, was sufficiently concerned with practical matters to 
extend the original two hundres acres of land allotted to him 
and his wife to a holding large enough to provi de each of his 
four sons and his son-in-law with "a fine tract of land, and 
besides this, a lot and spring for the site of a Presbyterian 
Church ."25 This church, located about a mile from New Bordeaux, 
was appropriately called "Liberty" (see journal, p .  85, n. 73) . 
It is supposed that the Huguenots held services during their 
earliest days at the public building in the center of their 
town or in the forests. Later they went ten miles to the 
Presbyterian church of · Hopewell . At Liberty for several years 
they worshipped in a log schoolhouse until a "suitable frame 
· buildingn26 could be erected . 
At the time of the Revolution when the severe fight ing 
in South Carolina took place (1780-83) , Pierre Moragne, then 
about forty years of age, ·was considered too old for active 
service in the army . He was further incapacitated from having 
25 
Mary Moragne, Family History, p .  4 .  
26 
Howe, .2.E.• cit ., I, 631. 
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been shot in the leg by some Tories who were attempting to 
steal his horses, and permanently lamed. Little is known 
of the remainder of his life except that as he grew older he 
devoted himself more and more completely to study and writing. 
Mary Moragne describes his home as follows : 
About a mile from my Father ' s  residen�e, there stood 
in the days of my childhood, the remains of an old 
plastered building with a long narrow veranda in front 
• • • • In this house lived in his last days, my . grand­
father, Pierre Moragne, and in the upper story was the 
study of the stern �ld Huguenot • • • •  27 
Here he died about 1816 and was buried near by, though it is 
uncertain whether in a family graveyard or in what is known 
as the Old Huguenot Cemetery. 
The Huguenots had been in this countpY scarcely ten 
years when the American Revolution broke out . They, however, 
did not feel the force of the conflict for about four or five 
years after its outbreak . When the Britis� attempt to storm 
Charleston in 1776 met with defeat, the invading armies turned 
their attention to the northern colonies, and South Carolina 
was left in comparative peace except for occasional troubles 
with the Cherokee - along the borders of the upcountry . When 
war returned, however, it came with a vengeance . The British, 
in order to prevent the Southerners from supplying the Conti­
nental forces and to cut off the southern colonies from the 
rest of the country, directed their forces against them in the 
27Mary Moragne, Family History, p .  1. 
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fall of 1778 when the invaders captured Savannah without much 
difficulty and made their way up the river to Augusta and into 
South Carolina.28 
Tom Paine would have thought his vituperations against 
the Torie s more than justified had he been in South Carolina 
and upper Georgia at this time because they were unusually 
numerous and given to dastardly deeds of plwidering and mur­
der. The patriots of the upcountry had three enemies to fight ; 
the British, the Tories and the Indians, and it is  hard to say . 
which of the three was most dreaded. Mary Moragne was not 
writing of an unusual situation when she made the hero of her 
first novel, � British Partizan, a Tory , son in a strong Whig 
family . Truly in those days a man's foes  were of his own 
household. Many of the Torie s were the Scotch along the bor­
ders of North Carolina, who, having succored the Pretender and 
incurred the wrath of the English government, had taken an 
oath of allegiance to King George which they felt under com­
pulsion to keep. Paul Green ' s  play, The Highland Call, pre­
sents the struggle in the minds of these people-- Flora Mac­
nonald, for instance, and her clan-- between loyalty to the 
king and to the new republic. 
After the surrender of Charleston to the British on 
May 12, 1780, the whole state was overrun with it s enemies. 
28 The source for this summary of the Revolution in 
So�th Carolina is William Gilmore Simms's Hi story of South 
Carolina, pp . 129-200. 
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For some time they received little or no help from other sec­
tions of the country or from the main Continental army, which 
was having its own difficulties just then . The most important 
South Carolina . leaders had been captured or were needed out­
side the state . Thus it became imperative for the patriots 
to provide their own defense, to develop the method of warfare 
best suited to ·their needs. Men like Francis Marion near the 
coast and Andrew Pickens of the inlanµ section organized small 
bands for skirmishihg, which gradually developed into something 
like a respectable army . Though South Carolin� . sent her quota 
of soldiers and money to .the general Continental army, her 
major part in the Revolution was accomplished by the men who 
fought on their own lands-- sometimes against their ow� neigh-
. bars . The battle of King's Mountain, for instance, which 
marked the beginning of victory for the patriots, was entirely 
led by local men . It was in this battle, incidentally, that 
Colonel Ferguson, one of the prominent characters who appears 
under his own name in The British Partizan, led the Br�tish 
troops, which were almost entirely wiped out . Ferguson him­
s elf was killed . The increasing number of outrages committed 
by British and Tories alike stirred up all the people to par­
ticipate in the conflict, when, if they had suffered less 
severely, they might have been inclined to remain neutral . 
After hard-fought struggles everywhere, which crystallized in 
such major .�ngagements as the battles of Cowpens and Eutaw 
Springs, the land was gradually freed of its ravagers , although 
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it was over a year after Yorktown ( December 14 , 1782 ) before the 
British withdrew from. Charleston, and longer than that before 
the border folk quelled the Tories and the Cherokees. General 
Pickens and Captain William Butler of Edgefield were instru­
mental in bringing peace into that section of South Carolina 
with which this thesis is particularly concerned. 
The most important battle of the Revolution occurring in 
Mary Moragne ' s  part of the state was General Nathaniel Greene ' s  
ill-advised siege of the fort of Ninety-Six in what is now 
Edgefield County. It will be remembered that when the Calhouns 
came down from Virginia, this post was the last vestige of 
civilization which they passed . It had originally be.en built 
for defense against the Indians and had received its name from 
the fact that it was supposedly ninety-six miles from the 
Cherokee town, Keowee. The fort was regarded as a rather stra­
tegic paint for the British because it enabled them to main-
. tain communication with the Indians � and troops stationed 
there could easily reach · Augusta and Camden if needed. 29 The 
fort had been in British hands since the outbreak of the w�r 
in 1775 ; the region around it was at that time considered staunch­
ly royalist . Colonel John Harris Cruger was the officer in charge, 
and it was he who directed the building of the ingeniously con­
structed "star redoubt," a stronghold in the shape of a star 
29 Edward Mccrady, The History of South Carolina in the 
Revolution, 1780-83 ( New York : The Macmillan Company,1903 ) , p. 279 . 
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which pe�itted an outlook on every side and angle. Mccrady, 
the historian, regards Greene's attempt to �ake the fort as 
a grievous · mistake. prompted by the general's love of the spec­
tacular. 30 Although the fort was garrisoned by a relatively 
small company, its impregnable position enabled it to hold 
out against Greene for a month until Lord Rawdon's forces 
could c�me to their aid. By his foolhardy det€rmination to 
take· a fort which the British were at the point · of abandoning, 
Greene tied up a large part-- over a thousand-- of the patriot 
army, lost the lives of many men, and succeeded only in un­
doing much of the good work of the other American generals. 
After the evacuation of the fort, the Indians without restraint 
descended upon the neighboring people to work their usual 
aftermath of slaughter . 31 
· The ruins of the old fort in the "deserted villagen 
of Cambridge are frequently mentioned by Mary Moragne as a 
place of particular historical interest . She knew the sur­
roundings well because her uncles , whom · she often .visited, 
lived at Cambridge. Her historical information, for the most 
part, checks quite accurately with the known facts. 
The Huguenots of New Bordeaux, in spite of their feel­
ing of gratitude toward the English king for the - assistance 




he had rendered them, one and all took up the American cause, 
and many of them, including Pierre Moragne, Jr . ,  then a boy 
of sixteen, fought at Ninety-Six. 
Thus it is from a region rich in history that Mary 
Moragne's journals have come. The spirit of the pioneer which 
built Ameri�a is as plainly manifest in this .section or South 
Caroli�Q as in the more popularly known stories of the settle­
ment of New England and the far West. The Calhouns, thrifty 
and shrewd Scotch-Irish that they were, tired of the confines 
of' the Old World and restless under anything less than com­
plete freedom in the New-- a characteristic which cropped out 
"even to the third genera�ion" in Jolm C. Calhoun and his 
doctrine of individualism and states' · rights-- sought limit­
less expanses of land and accepted the dangers and privations 
that went with - settling it as everyday fare. They combined 
thought and action to a practical extent and speedily made 
thems·elves heard in their state and nation . · The Huguenots 
represent the other side of early America_-- the searchers for 
spiritual freedom, forming, with the Scotch Presbyterians and 
the New England Puritans a mighty chain of Calvinism which 
stretched, with few interruptions, the entire length of the 
Atlantic coast-- a powerful force in shaping the thought and 
morals of our nation even when it had the opposite effect from 
that which it intended. These Huguenots seem to have been on 
a social and economic level with the Mayflower Pilgrims-- God-
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fearing , middle-class folk and artisans with a few intellec­
tuals among them. The Frenchmen, however, had known far 
more activ� persecution than their New England brethren ex­
p erienced. Their town did not survive, but they peopled a 
locality in the agrarian fashion of the South, left the record 
of their early days , and helped to spread throughout the 
region their love for education, for sound moral living,  for 
freedom and conservative republican principles . 32 
32w. c .  Moragne , Q!t• .£1!., p. 40-41 . 
CULTURAL BACKGROUNDS 
It might be  supposed  that the culture of a completely 
rural upcountry region would be extremely meagre and crude . 
Yet , ·  the very fact that one of it s daughters , who had few 
contacts  outs ide the communi tie s surrounding her home , was 
capable of writing a j ournal and other pie ces  that are , to 
s ay the least , readable today , indicate s the pre s ence of a 
stronger cultural influence than one might expe ct to find . 
At least , the people of thi s section s eemed to have had a 
healthy re spect for the print ed work . When � British £.!!:­
t izan came out , Mary Moragne was not looked upon as a curi­
o sity , s et  apart from ordinary folk, but was congratulated  
by her apparently appreciative acquaintance s , who read her 
book with interest.  
The greatest  educat ional s timulus Abbeville Di strict 
rece ived was initiated in the first decade of the nineteenth 
century by Mos e s  Waddel ,  Presbyterian mini ster and rigorous 
master of the clas s ics , when A8 built a s choolhous e in the 
forests  to which he gave the name of Willington and proceeded 
to draw by his excellent instruct ion boys from large s ections 
of two states .  He was a living example of Emerson ' s  remark 
concerning ·the man and the mousetrap ,  for though Waddel ' s  
s chool was buried in the woods , the world made a beaten path 
to  it s door . He c ame to be known as "the Carolinian . Dr. 
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Arnold"1 because he . taught so many famous men . Waddel had 
come originally from Iredell County, North Carolina, and was 
educated at Hampden-Sidney College and Old Cambridge (see 
Journal, p . 80 ,  n .  68) . When his family moved to Greene 
County, Georgia, just across the Savannah from South Caro­
lina, he became headmaster of a school at Appling, Georgia, 
and rode fifty miles to the Calhoun settlement every week to 
conduct services there2 and also for the Huguenots at Liberty 
(see p .xxiii) . He married Catherine Calhoun, who died about 
a year later, and gave John C. Calhoun, his brother-in-law, 
his first real taste of books. 3 
Waddel opened the Willington academy in 1804, and, 
acco�ding to one of his pupils, A .  B .  Longstreet, it soon 
gained a reputation for 11plain dressing, plain eating, hard 
working, close studying, close watching-- and, when needful� 
good whipping . n4 This unusual school, ,where the boys studied 
in little log huts grouped around a large log house which 
1 . -George· Armstrong ,Wauchope, � Writers of South 
Carolina (Columbia, s .  C .: The State Company, 1910) ,  p .  266 . 
3 
Wiltse, on . cit., p .  25 .  
Ibid ., p .  26. 
4Augustus Baldwin Longstreet, Master William Mitten 
(Macon, Georgia : J .  W . Burke and Company, 1889) , p .  128-
29 . 
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served as a recitation and assembly· room, was surprisingly in 
accord with some features of modern "progressive" education . 
The customary assignment was "as long a lesson as they could 
. get, " but the high standards and the keen disgrace of falling 
below one's fellows made the laziest boy study twice as hard 
as he ever had before. 5 A minimum preparation was 1 50 lines 
of Virgil, and George . McDu.£fie (see Journal, pp. 50, 65-69) 
broke all records with 1212 lines of Horace for one recitation . 
A kind of student government was enforced by monitors, who 
maintained · order and saw that the students kept at their books. 
They reported all infractions of rules to Dr. Waddel, who dis­
pensed justice at the regular Monday morning "court" sessions. 
He was noted for his justice and · his quick mind which. enabled 
him to see through the cleverest trick concocted by mischievous 
boys. 
Inasmuch as Willington when Longstreet went to school 
there was composed only of students and one tavern keeper, the 
boys boarded with scattered _families in the vicinity for ten 
dollars a month, a su:m which included laundry and firewood .6 
At sunrise Dr. Waddel blew his horn, which was answer�d by some­
one in each boarding house, the students assembled for prayers, 
5 
Ibid., pp. 105, 122. 
· 6Ibid., pp. 136 ,  125 .  
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and the regular work of the day began.7 The boys studied in 
their huts until recitation time, which was announced by their 
teacher ' s  calling out the name of the class-- ttHorace," "Virgil, " 
or "Homer"-- from the door of the schoolhouse. Monitors 
rounded up those who were out of earshot. Southern orators 
and writers, with their usual penchant for the romantic, made 
much of the pastoral . situation of these halls of learning: "The 
melody and majesty of Homer delight the ear and charm the under­
standing in the very spot and under the identical trees which 
sixty years ago resound�d with the war-whoop and horrid yellings 
of savage indians. n 8 
Commencement was a grand occasion at Willington, for 
visitors attended from all over two states : proud parents, 
friends of the school, and old students . Although the usual 
number of students was not more than a hundred and fifty, two 
thousand people frequently came for the commencement exercises, 
which were held in · a  brush arbor, where the judges of the com­
position contests sat on a platfo;-m, the ladies on log benches, 
while the gentlemen stopd. Oral examinations were held at this 
time, not by the teacher, but by the most distinguished visitors. 
Calhoun, · the idol of Longstreet and McDuffie, was often a judge 
7John Donald Wade, Aur,stus Baldwin Longstreet (Mew York: Macmillan Company, 1924 , p. 27 • 
. 8navid Ramsay, The History of South Carolina (Charles­
ton : n. p. , 1809) ,  II, 370-71, quoted in Wade, .212.• cit . ,  p. 27. 
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and e�aminer, and his congratulations were no small part of 
the exalted honor of winning a prize . "'Young sir , ' Mr Cal­
houn would say,' the United States have an interest in you ; 
and should I live to see you in the prime of life I shall be 
dis appointed if I do not s_ee you the admiration of them all . '  n9 
The academy flourished under W�ddel's . teaching for fif­
teen years-- until 1819, when he left to become president of 
Fran_�lin College, now the Univer sity of Georgia. He is credited 
with imp�oving the financial, academic and religious aspects 
of this institution .10 The Willington academy was carried on 
to some extent by Waddel·' s nephew, Mr . Dobbins, and later by 
his sons . In 1829 the old teacher returned to Wi-llington to 
take up the pastorate of the Presbyterian church there and to 
exercis� some measure of authority over the academy .11 Mary 
Moragne's uncles attended the school sometime between 1820 and 
1830 . One teacher during that time was a theological student, 
John Hannah Gray .12  
· A  school of Dr . Waddel's academic standards was, however, 
extremely rare at that period and for some time later, not only 
9tongstreet, .Q.Q• cit ., p . 192, quoted in Wade, �- cit ., 
10wade, �· cit ., p .  26 . 
11Howe, 2.1!.· cit ., II . 541 . The be$t account of Dr. Waddel ' s  
later years was written by Mary Moragne for thi s  history, while 
that of the period of the heyday of the academy is to be found 
·in Longstreet's Master William Mitten . 
12uary Moragne, School Days . (MS .) 
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for the upcountry, but for all South Caro lina except for its 
two cities, Charleston and Columbia . The "old field" schools 
were about the only educational resources available to her 
community by the time Mary Moragne reached school age, and even 
those were few and the terms intermittent. She mentions in a 
fragmentary sketch entitled "School Daysn having received her 
primary education under a Boston teacher at Willington, where 
by the time she was nine years old, she had nadvanced into 
primary Geography , nl3 but beyond �his we have no details of this 
particular teacher. A typical itinerant schoolmaster who held 
forth at Liberty meetinghouse was a Scotchman by the name of 
Duncan, aptly described by Mary Mo�agne: 
His tall straight figure was uniformly clad in a dark 
domestic coat & vest, with blue pants of the same manu­
facture ; & as he approached the school with this coat 
hanging · on one arm, & his dinner ba·sket on the other, 
no wolf, venturing on a sheepfold, was ever watched 
with more august reverence . An autocrat by nature, 
the austere habits of Bachelorism, together with the 
long & unlimited u.se of the "Birch" had given ·to hi s 
fierce grey eye & hard features, a "vinegar aspect," 
which his Engli.sh whiskers-- now sprinkled with gray, 
rendered more repulsive . 
By thi s tyrant, the tender lambs of that old "Liberty 
meeting house" were victimized for two whole years . He 
was perfect master of his vocation, as far as it extended . 
In "Webster's Spelling Book, " "Murray's Grammar," & "The 
Federal Calculator, "  �e was 71 au fai t ; " but mostly he 
gloried in his penmanship , which, to do him justice, was 
really beautiful . He sat, with a cynical smile nearly 
all day at his table, making or mending pens; & with 
one or two exquisitely finished, sticking in the crisp 
locks over his ear, he seemed to be looking with the eye 
13Ibid. 
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of a connoisseur, at the slit, in one which he held 
up to the light ; but suddenly, as the fall of an ava­
lanche, the hickory rod, always at his side, was 
launched unerringly into the lap of one of the terri-
fied delin qu ents crowded together on the long, high 
benches. 
It was verily believed, by these martyrs to learn­
ing that he had eyes, like the spider, in the back of 
his· head, or that like the fly, . he could see in all 
directions at once .· Woe to that daring pupil who was 
thus ca�ght looking off his �; or had ventured � ·  
smile, or a whisper with his little elbow friend tl4 
In spite of Mr . Duncan's harsh methods of maintaining 
order, he was probably considered a good teacher by most of his 
patrons, because being a good disciplinarian was a prime quali­
fication for a successful schoolmaster. 1 5 Whether or not the 
lack of restraint imposed on boys in many Southern families ·fos­
tered ."the enterprising uncontrollable spirft of Southern gentle­
menn16 and made them unusually averse to authority, the problem 
of discipline was foremost in the minds of pre·paratory teachers- ­
and indeed � ma jor concern even of college professors. Mary 
Moragne herself recognized this problem in 1837 when, upon hear­
ing complaint from her younger brothers and sisters concerning 
their teacher, a successor to Mr . Duncan, she wrote, "They all 
1¾Lary Moragne, School Days. 
15 Rosser H .  Taylor, Ante-Bellum South · Carolina : A Social 
and Cultural History (Chapel Hill: The University of North Caro­
lina Press, 1942) , p .  114. 
16Ibid., p. 111 . 
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complain greatly of the old Irishman' s  harshness, but I think 
he must be more amusing than severe, for truly tis a most jolly 
& rebellious crew he has to deal witha1 .n17 
Because teaching school in the South-- especially in 
elementary school--was regarded as a profession definitely un­
suited to gentlemen, these institutions were all too often in 
the hands of men who taught because they could do nothing else . 
These teachers were not usually on the social level of their 
patrons . Consequently,Mary Moragne refused to go to a party 
given by their schoolmaster , although her mother and sister, in 
the democratic spirit of the upcountry, were willing to attend 
(see Journal, p .  7, n .  13) . Another reason for the teacher ' s  
being regarded as an outsider was that he was frequently a 
Northerner18 and there.fore looked upon with no little suspicion 
and not infrequent amusement . A Mr . Clark, evidently a native 
New ;Englander, who opened a singing school at Willington in 
1841, was the object of Mary Moragne's plain-spoken sarcasm which 
she confided to her journal . 
Young men of the South did sometimes teach school, but 
usually it was only until they could get something better to do . 
They frequently found positions in the academies, the equivalent 
of the modern high school, which were either privately estab­
lished or sponsored by the churches. William Moragne, upon 
17Mary Moragne, Journal for 1837, p .  10. (MS . )  
lSraylor_, .Q.!2.• cit ., p .  114. 
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graduating from South Carolina College, taught for two or three 
years at the Greenwood academy (see Journal, p. 2, n. 8), but 
he left to seek more education abroad and a law practice upon 
returning home. An address of his entitled � Character of .2:. 
Scholar and � Gentleman, delivered in 1853 at the commencement 
exercises of the Greenwood school, indicates that the boys of 
that institution must have received adequate training in the 
classics because he frequently quotes from Latin author s with­
out stopping to . translate and extols
. the benefits of classical 
studies--and, indeed, of the humanities in general. The boys 
in the Moragne family received their preparatory education at 
this school. 
In spite of the praise Southern gentlemen gave _ to learn­
ing, however , few of them were willing to make a profession of 
imparting it. The teachers for boys, as we have seen, were 
composed of three groups :  ministers like Moses Waddel who 
preached on Sunday and taught school during the week, eccentric 
and propertyless  individuals who held school for a few months 
in the year and rarely stay�d long in one place, and college · 
graduates of limited means who had not settled upon their life's 
work. The se were the schoolmasters of the journals, and, from 
all accounts, the scho.olmasters of the ante-�ellum South except 
possibly for cities like Augusta and Charleston whe re several 
competent schools for both sexes were located. There was no 
system, of course, of equalizing education. The children who 
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were fortunate enough to live in a community near a good 
school received competent instruction . Those who did not re­
mained ignorant of "book-learning" µnless their parents were 
able to send them to boarding school • 
. Practically the same resources for education were open to 
girls as to their brothers so far as elementary and secondary 
education were concerned, with this difference : if family funds 
gave out before all the children were educated, the girls were 
kept at home. 19 This is well illustrated by Mary Moragne's 
situation . While her two eldest brothers received fine edu­
cations--William at South Carolina College and the University 
of Heidelberg and John at West Point-- she, who was as keenly 
interested in things intellectual as they, attended .only the 
neighborhood schools and an academy at Edgefield . The age at 
which her formal education ceased is uncertain, though no men­
tion is made of her going to school at the age of sixteen when 
the earliest journals were written . 
Because she was sufficiently interested in learning, 
however, to carry on a program of studies by herself , encouraged 
and aided to some extent, no doubt, by her brothers, she suc­
ceeded in becoming .sufficiently well educated to teach school, 
though she taught only her younger brothers and sisters and 
neighbors ' children . In 1841, however, she rec�ived a letter 
from an acquaintance in Abbeville begging her to accept a po­
sition in an academy for girls whi ch was to be enlarged at that 
l9Taylor, .Q.:Q.• ill•, p. 112 . 
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time . His letter is very valuable to this study because it 
contains a list of all the courses to be offered as well as 
some pertinent remarks about the condition of education for 
Southern girls in general. A Northern lady by the name of 
Miss Landon was to be the other teacher . Mr. Cunningham, 
writer of the letter, recognized the lack of educational 
facilities in the South for young women. "The South has been 
and is deficient in the means & fruits of education, ·especially 
of females • • • •  These institutions [academies] s [hould] 
serve to females what colleges do t� males, and to · attain this 
object the branches of education must be so diversified, so 
thoroughly taught and some of them so high in kind, that more 
than one is  requisite to undertake them .n20 He deplored the 
dissension which often arose when a group of citizens banded 
themselves together to organize and manage a school and was of 
the _ opinion that one established and run directly by the teachers 
themselves would be much more successful. Although he does not 
mention the source of support for the school he proposes, one 
surmises that Miss Landon herself supported t�e school from 
the fees of her students, aided, perhaps, by such public-spirited 
individuals as Mr . Cunningh� whom she could enlist in behalf 
of her cause. The course of studies, listed here in full, was 
fairly comprehensive and typical of secondary education of the 
time . In general, Miss Landon was to teach the sciences, Mary 
20John Cunningham to Mary Moragne, September, 1841. (MS. ) 
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Moragne the arts, and a third teacher was to be employed for 
music: 
Yourself . History 
Belles Lettre [s] (including rhetoric, logic 
& composition) . 
• 
Languages (including English, French & . Latin) 
Moral and mental philosophy 
Reading & some other lower elementary branches 
Miss Landon Arithmetic, algebra & geometry 
Natural philosophy 




Mr. Cunningham indicates the opinion of Southern ladies con­
cerning school teaching when he hoped that Mary Moragne would 
"lead the way i� improving female education & the facilities 
for it among us, and in doing away with that prejudice or in­
difference among Southern ladies to the more solid branches of 
education & to themselves diffusing them .n 2 2  He assured her 
that the teachers would be able to "command handsome competen­
cies" but did not specify any definite amount. 
Unfortunately for the plans of Mr . Cunningham, Mary 
Moragne did have this prejudice against becoming a teacher, and 
she very definitely records it in her journal . It was one thing 
to tea c h in her own home; it was quite another to go into the 
world-- even such a near and familiar section of it as Abbeville-­
and be branded as a schoolmarm. Although she had the good judg-
21John Cunningham to Mary Moragne, September, 1841. 
22Ibid. 
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ment to realize the advantages of such a situation--opport'l:l!lities 
for association with people of similar interests, for study-
ing music, for gaining self-confidence-- the disadvantages were 
to her far more weighty: nto leave my home & friends-- the 
sheltering roof of my parents-- my flowers, my books·, my 11 terary 
leisure-- & quiet life-- & worse than all to destroy the feminine 
delicacy of my character • • • •  it is more than I can bear." 23 
She realized � however, being yet unmarried at the age of twenty­
five, that if she did not find a husband to her liking soon, she 
must become "the thing I dre [a ]d  -- a school mistress.n24 At 
this time, however, she was putting off the evil day as long as 
possible, and her marriage to Mr. Davis the following year saved 
her from this fate . 
Such, then, were Southern attempts at educating young 
girls and such the attitude of at least one Southern woman toward 
teaching . If Mary Moragne was unusual for her time in being 
competent to fulfill such a position, she was typical in having 
no desire to do so . There were, however, saveral academies for 
young women scattered throughout the section-- at Greenwood, at 
Pendleton, and at Edgefield . Their a:tm was to turn out "accom­
plished'• young ladies, and to this end the Greenwood academy, at 
least, put particular emphasis upon music . Mary Moragne writes 
23Mary Moragne, Journal for 1841, p .  23. (MS . )  
24Ibid . 
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in 1838 of attending a concert there. She also notes with some 
surprise that Greek, a study evidently hitherto reserved for 
men, was taught at Pendleton, and comments with no little irony 
that the girls from that school would be so learned that they 
would never get husbandst 
Higher education was, of c�urse, reserved exclusively 
for men. Women were not expected to use it and therefore had 
no need for it. South Carolina College at Columbia, now the 
University of South Carolina, was well known for its high stan­
dards and fine professors, supposedly equal to those of the 
eastern universities. The salaries paid the professors here, 
$2,500, were as high as those of any other university in Ameri­
ca. 25 Two men, Ellet 1.n chemistry, inventor of gun cotton, and 
Lieber in political science, attained national if not interna­
tional distinction. 26 Thomas Jefferson chose to send his grand­
sons to South Carolina College in preference to any other school 
in America. 27 Since the history of this institution has been 
25Richmond Croom Beatty's introduction to Giles Patterson, 
Journal of a Southern Student (Nashville: Vanderbilt University 
�ress, 1944;, p. 15. 
26Ibid., pp. 16-17. 
27Robert Burwell Fulton, "Education in the South .before 
the War, " in The South in � Building of � Nation (Richmond, 
Virginia: The Southern Historical Publication Society, 1909) , 
x, 202. 
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t reated by several authorit ie s , it needs no further comment 
here . I mention it only in pas sing as a cultural influence of 
some importance to the young men who were it s g raduate s , a few 
of whom appear in the j ournals . 
The influence of the church ·as a medium of culture was 
more widespread than that of the schools ·, fo� it reached more  
people than the schools and kept clos ely in touch with them 
throughout the ir live s .  The only denominat ions which figure 
to  any appre ciable extent in the · j ournals are the Pre sbyterians 
and Methodi st s ,  the latter being of relative�y minor importance. 
The reason for this s ituation is not merely that the author 
was Pre sbyterian and frequented chiefly churche s of her own 
faith, but that the communities  of her neighborhood were com­
pos ed mainly of Scotch- Iri sh and Huguenots , who we re alre ady 
Calvinistic  before coming to  this country,  and continued  in the 
religion of the ir ancestors . The country c�urch, now all too 
rapidly dis appearing or given over to a religion of startling 
sensat ionalism, was then in the · height of it s power ,  and rural 
minis ters compared very favorably with thos e in the towns and 
cities . Of the . two churches whe re Mary Moragne ' s  husband was 
pastor, Hopewell had 171 members in 1846 and Willington had 89 
comminicant s in 1840 and a hundred in 1854, repres enting thirty 
families ; now Hopewell has a membership of eighteen and Will ing­
ton is not much larger . 28 
28statistics  from the records of  Hopewell and Old Willing­
ton churches . 
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Hopewell, one of the five oldest Presbyterian churches 
in the whole of western South Carolina, was first called Lower 
Long Cane . The ·date of its organization is not kn.own; it was 
one of those churches which . grew up in the wilderness some time 
in the 1770's, when its earliest pastor, the Reverend John 
Harris, · preached with a powder horn around his nec·k and his gun 
by his side in the pulpit . 29 Hopewell was the church of the 
Calhouns, and the Huguenots also attended services there after 
the death of their pastor, Jean Louis Gibert, in 1773 (see p. xvi , 
xvii) . ·  It was· also one of the first charges of Moses Waddel 
when he accepted a call to Hopewell in 1801 about the time he 
opened a school in Vienna, a short-lived village on the Savannah . JO 
Although Hopewell, like many other country churches of its time� 
was of�en without a regular pastor , it was supplied from time to 
time by members of that vanguard of the church, the itinerant 
missionaries, w�o performed the duties of the "circuit-riders" 
without assuming the name, Isaac Waddel, son of the indefati-
gable Moses, was pastor there .from 1833-38 ,  ·the period of the 
early journals, and the Reverend William H. Davis succeeded him 
in 1839 . 31 
29 Howe, .fill. cit . , I ,  442-43 . 
3Q:!b!d . ,  II, 141 . 
31Ibid. , pp. 538, 758 .  � 
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The origin · of Liberty church, the nearest to the 
Huguenots, has already been commented upon (see p. xxiii) . It 
did not last very long as an organized church; it was able to 
secure the services of a minister for only one Sunday a month, 
and finally became merely a meetinghouse for any group who 
wanted to hold services there. When the Presbyterians had all 
but deserted the place, the Baptists moved in .32 In 1837-38, 
however, we know that services were still being held at Liberty 
because Mary Moragne mentions going to church there more often 
than at Willington. Later , the Methodists preached at Liberty 
once a month . 
A primary cause for the descendants of the Huguenots · 
forsaking Liberty was the increasing importance of the community 
at Willington, which led to the organization of a Presbyterian 
church there in 1813 . As might be expected, Moses Waddel was 
the first pastor . Truly this man was the mainspring of the 
religious and intellectual life of Abbeville District and beyond ! 
In the ten-year interim of Dr . Waddel's presidency of Franklin 
College, the Willington congregration called a Mr . Cater of 
Beaufort, South Carolina, as pastor. Although Mr. Cater was an 
effective preacher, he was too much inclined to controversy, and 
finally devoted so much of his time to the presbytery's proposed 
plan for a South Carolina theological seminary that he neglected 
32 
Ibid ., p. 144. 
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his pastoral duties and resigned in 1826. 33 Dr. Waddel re­
sumed his pastorate in 1830 and continued there until his health 
failed in 1836.  During the most interesting years of the jour­
nals, 1837-38, there was no pastor at Willington. Various minis­
ters came and preached and were duly commented upon by Mary 
Moragne. Mr. Davis took charge in 1839 and was pastor .until 
1860 • .34 
This, in brief, is the factual history of the most sig­
nificant churches of this part of Abbeville District . We must 
consider their influence upon the people they served. The spirit­
ual kinship between these people and the New England Puritans 
has already been noted {see p. xxix-xxx) . Ben Robertson in his 
Red Hills and Cotton, a recent and admirable study of upcountry 
South Carolina, emphasizes this fact very stTongly. He asserts 
that in many ways these people had far mo�e in common with Salem, 
Massachusetts, than with Charleston, South Carolina.3 5  Both Dr. 
Waddel and Mr. Davis would probably have felt as much at home 
preaching to the descendants of the Puritans as to their own 
congregations. Their religion emphasized the same stern but logi­
cal doctrines, . strict morality, the appeal to the intellect rather 
33Howe, .QI!• £11., II, 384-86 •· 
34Ibid ., p. 758 . 
35Ben Robertson, Red Hills and Cotton (New York: Alfred 
A. Knopf, 1942) , pp . 127-30 . 
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the emotions, and the insistence upon an educated clergy usually 
associated with Calvinism wherever it is found. Such was the 
discipline of the church that in 1841 a man of the Willington 
congregation who had been "engaged in an angry fight on the 
Public Road,alnad his offense publicly announced to the congre­
gation and was suspentled from the privileges of church member­
ship until such time �s he should make proper repentance, al­
though the . Session of the church acknowledged that he had not 
been the aggressor in the fight. 
One cannot say, however, that the church was able to 
regu�ate the recreations of the young people according to the 
preaching from the pulpit. Mary Moragne's journals up to 1839 
are written from the point of view of a participant in all the 
social life of the �ommunity regardless of ecclesiastical dis­
approval. Although she was always a regular church attendant, 
an appreciative listener, an orthodox believer, and an interested 
reade.r of religious literature, she was in her own eyes and those 
of the minister� quite_ worldly. She had not experienced conver- · 
sion, the essential requirement for a true Christian; conse­
quently, she was not a church member. Furthermore, she took 
part in a number of activities frowned upon by her church : she 
danced, went to the theatre when occasion permitted, read and 
wrote novels, in all likelihood played cards, and felt no apparent 
guilt in doing so . The young people of Abbeville District, being 
more in touch with South Carolina and Augusta society than Mr . 
3�iscellaneous papers from records of Old Willington. 
1 
Robertson ' s  kinsmen of the hills,37 were less rigid in their 
attitude toward recreations, more sophisticated and worldly . 
In 1837, after chronicling the events of . a party at which danc­
ing was a major part of the entertainment, Mary Moragne adds: 
"yes, dancing spite of the bull which the presbytery has issued 
against us . n -'8 Dr. Waddel, though now quite feeble in body and 
mind, did not hesitate to point out to her the error of her 
course . It was not, however, until her conversion in 1839 under 
the dual influence of the shock of two deaths in her family 
within a very short time and the genial and earnest young minis­
ter, Mr . Davis, that she gave any real heed to her old pastor ' s  
admonitions . After this event she became the kind of person the 
church hoped to produce because she then took her religious 1·ir e 
and its duties very seriously and gave up many of her former 
recreations. The greatest disadvantage of this course was that 
she became convinced that fiction-writing was a vain and frivo­
lous pastime, if not actually sinful, and she refused to send 
any more stories to the periodicals for which she was writing . 
Indeed, she would not even finish a serial which had already 
been accepted by The August Mirror. 
"A new broom sweeps clean," and Mr. Davis seemed to have 
had fair success in awakening his congregations to an active par-
37 er . n .  35 , above. 
3�ary Moragne, Journal for 1837, pp. 17-18 . 
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ticipation in the work of the church. In 1839 , shortly after 
his arrival, Sunday Schools, hitherto unknown in this neighbor­
hood, were formed at Liberty and at Willington. Mary Moragne 
was one of the first teachers � Their purpose seemed to be not 
only to care for the religious instruction of the children of 
church members, but to reach those of the families of over­
seers and other humble . folk, not quite so degraded as to de­
serve the stigma of "po' whites," who had previously had little 
or . no connection with church or school. Mary Moragne in 1839 
recounts her efforts to overcome the pre judices of one ignorant 
mother who had no desire that her daughters-- eager though they 
were to attend Sunday School-- should be exposed to the influ­
ences of religious or secular education . The Sunday School work 
of this locality was � part of a movement active in the churches 
of South Carolina at this time, according to Rosser Taylor, 39 
and probably in the whole South as well . 
Along with the Sunday School came the Temperance Movement 
and the week-day singing school. The former is mentioned only 
occasionally in the journals in connection with sermons preached 
on that sub je ct, but t�e singing s chool, taught by the Mr . Clark 
previously mentioned, whose Yankeeisms so amused Mary Moragne 
(see p . xxxvil) ,  was a prominent feature of social life as well 
as a means of improving . church music by teaching part-singing. 
39 Taylor, .2,£! cit., pp. 162-63. 
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It was quite an occasion when in 1841 they were able to sing in 
church from notes instead of "parcelling the lines n 40 as was the 
usual custom. Instrumental music in church was severely frowned 
upon . at this time. It was many years later, and then against 
the wishes of Mr. Davis, that the Willington church dared to 
purchase an organ. 
Concerning religious instruction for the Negroes, not 
much is said in the journals. The people of this section were 
fairly typical of Southern planters as a whole in that respect. 
Some families, such as that of Dr . Wa�del, taught their slaves 
regularly every Sunday afternoon, a practice, according to the 
1838 · journal, .kept up after the old man was no longer able to 
ascertain whether they answered correctly (see Journal, pp . 86-
87) ." Mary Moragne's poems entitled "Plantation Sket;ches" indi­
cates that several of her father's older slaves were very devout. 
After her conversion, she expressed a desire to improve the 
spiritual condition of the'ir servants but felt tha t she was 
· hindered by nth� forms of societyrr and a "diffidence in speaking 
of these things. n41 That slaves, howev.er, did attend church in 
considerable numbers, sitting in the gallery provided for them, 
is evidenced by the fact that thirty-three of Willington's hun­
dred members in 1854 were Negroes. In the dark days of 1867, 
40mary Moragne, Journal for 1841, p. 25 . 
41Ibid . 
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when the horrors of reconstruction had just been unloosed up­
on the South, and the newly-freed slaves, intoxicated by their 
liberty and the presence of an unlearned and highly emotional 
revivalist, reverted to religious meetings reminiscent of their 
native Africa, Mary Moragne remarks: "And this is not half as 
bad as they do in some parts of the country; for in this region 
they have always h�d particular religious instruction and are 
not so ignorant as some. n42 
In the 1830 ' s  and 40 ' s  there seemed to be little or no 
sectarian ill-will among members of different Protestant de­
nominations. One reason for this may be that in rural districts 
ministers were frequently so scarce and churches so often with­
out pastors that any opportunity for Divine service was welcome, 
regardless of how the preacher felt about free-will and predes­
tination • .  In fact, Kary Moragne evidences considerable affinity 
for the Methodists' more kindly interpretation of salvation, 
an attitude not to be wondered at in view of the rigid ideas 
of predestination held by Presbyterians, but she could never con­
done the inevitable emotionalism which at this time characterized 
the Methodists . When in Augusta, she and her friends visited all 
the churches indiscriminately-- that is, all the evangelical 
churches .  It would never have occurred to them to attend the Epis­
copal or Unitarian churches, both of which were represented in this 
city . The people of this semi-frontier region were as republican in 
42-ary Moragne, Journal for 1867, p. 6 .  
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in their religion as in their politics . Bishops and ritual 
suggested too strongly the yoke .of England from which America 
had but recently been freed, and they lacked the academic at­
mosphere which fostered Unitarianism. Men who daily come to 
grips with elemental forces of nature and humanity are not 
likely to question either the d octrine of original sin or man's 
need of redemption . 
Two periodicals of the decade 183 5-45, � Augusta Mirror 
and the Orion, may be taken as fairly representative of the 
reading matter-- of the people who read . They are chosen �e­
cause of their special connection with Mary Moragne, who wrote 
for both ·of them. In The Augusta Mirror appeared her most im­
portant work, The British Partizan, for which it was written as 
a prize tale . Her contributions to the Orion were shorter pieces, 
fewer in number than those · contributed to the Mirror, which was 
the older publication, having first appeared May 5, 1838, as a 
semi-monthly periodical nnevoted to Polite Literature and Useful 
Intelligence, Contai�ing the latest popular pieces of Music, 
arranged for the Pianoforte or Guitar . n 43 Its editor was William 
Tappan Thompson, who has received recognition as a writer of 
humorous local color stories somewhat like Longstreet's . Though 
Thompson was a native of .Ohio., he was keenly interested in the 
promotion of Southern literature . The Mirror was his first 
43Bertram. Holland Flanders, Early Georgia Magazines 
(Athens : The University of Georgia Press, 1944) , p. 30 .  
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venture in editing a magazine, though he had previously done 
newsp�per work. The periodical was at first quite successful ; 
the two hundred subscribers with which it began had increased 
to eight hundred by the end . of the first year. In spite of 
this auspicious beginning, however, its financial support had 
declined by 1841 so that Thompson decided to merge it with the 
Family Companion of, Macon, and became joint editor with Mrs . 
Sarah Lawrence Griffin . Probably no small cause of the Mirror's 
lack of funds was its policy of not requiring subscriptions to 
be paid in advance. 44 
The Mirror was the first purely literary periodical in 
Georgia . In spite of the fact that its contributors received 
no money, several of the South's ,leading authors, of whom Long­
street and Simms are the best known, wrote for this magazine. Oc-
· casional contests with books for prizes served as a stimulus 
to local talent. When Mary Moragne received first prize for 
The British Partizan, which appeared in the second nwnber of the 
Mirror, her reward was a leather-bound set of Scott's novels. 
The prose of the Mirror, as a whole, was much superior to its 
poetry, which for �he most part consisted of the sentimental 
verses so common in nineteenth-century magazines . According to 
Mr . Flanders, the general level of the Mirror's reading matter 
was about average for the time in which it was written-- neither 
44 
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very good nor very bad. 45 It had, however, as the first of 
Georgia ' s  literary magazines, the distinction of being the 
pioneer, of opening the way for periodicals of more lasting 
quality . 
The Orion of Penfield, Georgia, edited by William C .  
Richards, a young English-born Baptist minister who attained 
considerable fame as a literary critic, was a more widely known 
magazine than its predecessor. Richards had earlier contributed 
to the Mirror and had, with the help of his artist brother, .T .  
Addison Richards, published Geo�gia Illustrated, a collection 
of engravings of Georgia scenery. 46 Richards's modesty was not 
his outstanding virtue, and his tendency to magnify his own 
importance and assume credit that was not his due resulted in 
hard feelings . toward himself on the part of Thompson and Griffin 
of the Family Companion, with whom Richards had been associated .  
Evidence of this unpleasantness is found in a letter, March 21, 
1842, to Mary Moragne· from Mr. Thompson. 
In 1841 Richards made a visit to Mary Moragne, an oc­
casion which gave her no little delight because it was one of 
her few opportuniti�s for discussing literary work with someone 
who was actually engaged in it. At this time he set forth his 
plans for beginning the magazine which later became the Orion, 
45Flanders, .Q.I2.• cit., pp . 34-5 , 37-8 . 
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named for "the most magnificent constellation in the Southern 
hemisphere. n47 This periodical, in which he placed high hopes, 
was to be patterned after the New York Knickerbocker, for which 
Washington Irving wrote, and which was regarded by all Southerners 
whose opinions I have read as the � .plus ultra of literary pub­
lications. Richards was even so ambitious at this time that · he 
planned to pay contributors to his embryonic Orion the amazing 
sum of three dollars a page to match his Northern rival . We 
read, however, in a letter to Mary · Moragne, after accepting her 
sketch, "Thoughts on Tallulah, " for a prominent place in his 
first issue, that the . only compensation he could make at that 
time was "grateful acknowledgmentn t48 By 1842, however, both 
the Orion and the Family Companion were . offering her a dollar 
per printed page for contributions . 
The first issue of Orion appeared in March, 1842, its 
handsome engravings and other elaborate work necessitating its 
being printed in New York because of the limited equipment of 
Southern printers. 49 It is best described by its editor in a 
letter to Mary Moragne. nNow I design to issue in future .a 
monthly Illustrated Magazine-- under the name of "Orion"-- the 
47 
�., p . 71 . 
48w. C .  Richards to Mary Moragne, December 7, 1841 .  
49 
Flanders, .212.• .£11., p .  71 .  
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form a royal 8vo--the page like that of the 'Knickerbocker' or 
the 1 Electic. 1 The number will contain one superior steel 
plate of Southern scenery {not confined to Georgia--at least 
after 6 months) and 54 pages of Original matter, the whole to 
be executed in the best style of American art. n50 
Richards, like Thompson; championed the cause of litera­
ture in the South and urged that Southerners not be content to 
be dependent upon the North for their reading material. His 
editorials are one of . the best features of his magazine, for he 
shows able and discerning criticism, sometimes of a sharply 
satiric nature . In one of the most memorable of these articles 
he excoriates a poem by Thomas Holly Chivers, contemporary and 
friend of Poe, unmercifully analyzing the poem in detail, ac­
know�edging its uneven merits, but sparing nothing in his caustic 
pointing up of its faults. 51 Richards 1 s editorial abilities, his 
contacts in the North and in England, and his success in secur­
ing worthwhile contributions made his pa�er, in its brief two 
years of publication, one of the outstanding periodicals of the 
South. Unfort-g.nately, for reasons not · known, it lasted only six 
months after its removal to Charleston where Richards doubtless 
hoped to have cultural advantages and literary associations. 
Several years later, after two minor ventures in magazines, its 
50w. C. Richards to Mary Moragne, December 7, 1841. 
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editor returned to the North to devote the remainder of his life 
to the ministry. 52 
The decade of 1835-45 witnessed the beginnings of periodi­
cal literature in Georgia and throughout the South. William 
Gilmore Simms ' s  Southern Literary Gazette had been established 
less than ten years before in 1828 ; the Richmond Southern Liter­
ary Messenger, made famous by Poe, antedated The Augusta Mirror 
by only four years. Mary Moragne was fortunate in beginning to 
write when editors were eager for native Southern material. 
Richards and Thompson, though neither was a Southerner, were 
keenly alive to the need for fostering Southern literature, and 
their influence seems to have been of real value. They had a 
hand in four of the six literary magazines published in Georgia 
from 1837-46. The quality of their work, if not illustrious, 
was substantial. Although their efforts were short-lived, they 
gave Southern periodical literature a great impetus, through 
awakening the reading public to the value of "home-grown" liter­
ary productions and providing a means of publication for authors 
whose work would otherwise never have been known. 
The cultural background which we have sketched so far 
has been chiefly that of a rural community. That, however, i.s 
not the whole picture, for the 1838 journal, as previously stated, 
is taken up to a large extent with the author's visit to Augusta. 
52,1anders, .QI?.• cit., pp. 69 , 87 . 
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Because of its accessible location on the Savannah River, 
Augusta was one of the three most important cities of the lower 
Southern states , Charleston and Savannah being the other two. 
It  served as a port for the upcountry region of both Georgia 
and South Carolina, and was thus the connecting link between 
the cultural advantages· of low-country society and the isolated 
uplands. It had a decided cultural influence upon this region. 
Because the section of the journal dealing with Augusta, with 
accompanying annotations, is included a·s part of this thesis, 
I shall merely mention Augusta ' s  significant contributions. 
While the town's population about this time was only six or 
seven thousand, it was considered a good-sized city in that 
day of an almost totally rural civilization. Charleston in 
1848 had only 26, 000 inhabitants . Mary Moragne's visit was an 
indication of the cultural as well as the social advantages 
people of the surrounding region gained from Augusta . One of 
her purposes in going there was to take music lessons, and she 
found this to be true of other girls from South Carolina whom 
she met there. She tells us that there were three music teachers 
in the city, at least two of whom were ·Germans. These teachers, 
·as might be expected, contributed their share to the music of 
public occasions-- holiday celebrations, church services, and 
concerts . 
Actors and lecturers of national fame included Augusta 
on their Southern tour. The three plays Mary Moragne saw here 
were current in New York . I hav·e been able to identify all but 
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one of the actors named by means of Odell's Annals of the New 
York Stage . Augusta's theatre was bui'lt in 1824, and the Masonic 
Hall, which · provided facilities for balls and lectures, was only 
four years younger . Mary Mo�agne mentions going to two lectures, 
one on phrenology and the other on chemistry by a professor at 
the medical college. Both lectures were quite well attended. 
Evidently the citizens of Augusta were not averse to receiving 
instruction with their entertainment. Furthermore, they patron­
ized art in the person of an unidentified portrait painter, a 
Mr . Mifflin, who had studied in Italy . Mary Moragne remarks that 
"almost every man · who has a wife brings her & himself to the 
painter . "  (See Journal, pp. 26-27 .)  
Most of the homes which Mary Moragne visited in Augusta were 
supplied with _ books and a piano, a circumstance which especially 
delighted her since pianos were evidently quite rare in her com­
munity. Her acquaintances here were reasonably well-read. She 
tells us that they frequently spent the time reading and dis- ­
cussing their favorite authors, of whom ·shakespeare, Milton and 
Washington Irving are most often mentioned . 
The free _ and easy hospitality of this section made it 
possible for its people, who had a great deal of leisure time, 
to visit in different towns and communities, thereby preventing 
isolation and permitting them to partake of whatever cultural ad­
vantages were within convenient travelling distance . Generally 
speaking, they were more concerned with social than cultural 
interests as will be pointed out in the next chapter. This is , 
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of course, � major reason why the South produced so little sub­
stantial literature during this period . From time to time, 
however, a_ few individuals, some Southerners by birth, others 
by adoption, realized the South's deficiency in education and 
literature, at least, and made an effort to do something about 
it. As a result we have Moses Waddel 's  school and Thompson's 
and Richards's magazines. It will be noted that these wor thy 
enterprises originated in Georgia. The culture of Charleston 
seems to have been rather sharply confined to its own district . 
The people on both sides of the upper Savannah were by and large 
cut from the same cloth, at any rate, in so far as politics and 
religion were concerned, being rather solidly democratic and 
evangelical in opposition to Charleston's more rigid caste sys­
tem and support of the Episcopal Church. 
Though Willington and its neighborhood seem in many ways 
rather typical of Southern culture--and the lack of it--it was 
more than usually fortunate in the number of its connections with 
men of ambition and prominence in education and politics . Of 
course, these men--McDuffie, Calhoun, Waddel, Petigru 53 __ did not 
stay there, but they came back to visit and to . retire. Their 
presence and that of a number of others of local importance gave 
the .secluded little hamlet a personal connection with events of 
53 
James L. Petigru, a descendant of Jean Louis Gibert, 
was an outstanding lawyer, noted for his opposition to secession . 
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the state and nation. Unfortunately for Willington, the gradual 
but ceaseless migration to towns and cities has robbed her of 
her .former prestige, and, since the Civil War, the population 
has become more and more depleted until now this region is 
lonely and thinly · settled with only a few descendants of the 
original families remaining there. 
SOCIAL BACKGROUNDS 
The ante-bellum South excelled in social life. Its hospi­
tality and leisurely ease and elegance are almost legendary. 
These are the qualiti�s which g ave the local color of the South 
1 ts peculiar charm. The sec_tion as a whole �1S dominated 
by a certain social code and an accepted pattern of life re­
gardless of the extent . of one's material possessions. Thus the 
chief difference between the social environment of the man who 
owned ten slaves and that of the man who owned a hundred was 
more likely to be a difference in degree rather than kind, in 
quantity rather than quality. This generalization is based in 
large measure upon the fact that though none of the people men­
tioned in the journals here studied might be called wealthy or 
lived in the style associated with the great plantations, their 
social life was taken up with the same tradi�ionally. Southern 
pastimes, the same standard of etiquette · between men and women, 
and rested upon the same economic basi s  as  tha t which character­
ized the South as a whole. 
It has already been noted that the distinction between 
social classes was not so pronounced in this section as in wealth­
ier and more pretentious districts. The main reason for this situ­
ation was that too many of the yeomanry lived in this region and 
they were too close to those who considered themselves the gentry 
to be ignored. A storekeeper, known as "Squire" Jacobs, and his 
family were somewhat uncouth persons, offensive to Mary Moragne's 
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tastes in the way of company, but they not infrequently called 
upon the Moragnes and were visited by them in turn. We do not 
find, . however, that people of this social level were ever in­
cluded in fashionable events of major importance-- dinner par­
ties, excursions and dances. 
It seems to have been easier in the upcountry for an 
ambitious young man to raise his social standing than in the 
longer established regions . George McDuffie is an example of 
a poor boy who became one of the leading men of his state. If 
such an individual could attract the interest of a prominent 
family as McDuffie did that of the Calhouns, his path was con­
siderably easier . When a man lacked property and family stand­
ing, the best way to gain social recognition was by educati�n . 
Even so, transition from one social group to another was not 
en�irely comfortable, as is borne out by the cruel sport Mary 
Moragne' s friends made o·f Mr. Wilson, a young lawyer from Abbe­
ville, whose "ungainly rusticity of manner" and homely features 
counteracted all his good qualities and made him the laughing­
stock of the party . (�ee Journal, p. 71 .) Yet, in time, Mr. 
Wilson might become a successful and respected member of the 
bar, and his children be accepted without question in Abbeville 
society. 
One of the most notable features of the life of this period 
to a person of the present fast-moving age is the unlimited lei­
sure of these · people and the unhurried tenor of their d�ys. Clocks 
were almost unnecessary, for there was virtually no occasion 
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that required exact punctuality . The first indication we have 
of the consciousnes s of time occurs in connection with Mary 
Moragne's first ride on the new Georgia Railroad in Augusta, 
when, some of her party arriving too late and mis sing the train, 
she remarked: "they • • •  arrived just five minutes too late-­
just as well an hour l "  (See Journal, p. 60 .) Here was indeed 
the beginning of the Industrial Age when machines would not 
wait upon the convenience .of individuals t The freedom from any 
exacting routine of duties was the result, of course, of the 
basic institutions of slavery and agriculture. Mary ·Moragne's 
father, although not in affluent circumstances, owned enough 
Negroes to warrant the hiring of an overseer, thereby sparing 
himself and his sons the direct supervi sion of the "hands . "  
Almost all the young men who appear in the journals were, so 
far as c�n be ascertained, preparing themselves either for ·the 
professions or for planting . If the former, they had ample 
vacations to devote themselves to the company of the ladies. 
Mr . Cress of Augusta, with whose family Mary Moragne and her 
cousin stayed while visiting there, owned a store, and one young 
man of his family connection was in the same kind of business. 
Keeping a store was, however, quite a different matter in Augusts 
from what it was at Willington or Mt. Carmel. The me�chant s of 
Augusta seemed to be substantial and respected citizens .  
The question of money or the lack of it almost never 
appears in the journals--and indeed, it. was not at all essential 
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to most o! the social activities of· their day. When every 
family kept horses and some sort of conveyance, it was little 
expense to spend the time driving over the countryside . In a 
day of large families , abundant, home-raised food, and plenty 
of help in the kitchen, a party of ten or twelve dropping in 
unexpectedly for a meal did not seriously disrupt the domestic 
economy. Slaves as individuals are rarely mentioned in the 
journals except when they proved refractory . We read that 
"the horses were ordered," or n1 had dinner prepared, " 1 but 
the writer does not specify how these arrangements were made . 
The slaves were like stage hands who stayed in the background, 
managing the mechanical and menial affairs so that the drama 
of . Southern social life could continue undisturbed .  Such a 
· system was not conducive to the development of intellect or 
industry on the part of those who received its benefits, .but 
it emphasized the cultivation of the social graces to a point 
unique in .American history. 
Visiting was the basis of Southern social life . Such 
occasions could be as informal or elaborate as time and circum­
stances permitted . Ladies frequently called �n the morning 
and spent the whole day. A business transaction, such as Mary 
Moragne describes (see Journal, pp. 3-7) , might involve a visit 
of several days before both parties could come to terms. Nothing 
at home was so pressing as to cause a guest to take his leave 
abruptly and inhospitably. Mary Moragne herself did not always 
1Mary Moragne , Journal for . 1841, p .  14 . 
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welcome visitors by any means • . Time after time she complains 
about being called down to entertain company just when she had 
expected to put in a good day of writing . Even her school was 
sub ject to a visitor's interruptions, for she writes of being 
called away from her pupils, her mother being absent from home, 
to perform the duties of hostess to two ladies who stayed all 
dayt 2 Sunday was a special day for company. One either in­
vited or was invited to dinner from church and made the rounds 
of the neighbors in the afternoon. Intimate or even casual 
acquaintance was not requisite for an unannounced, spend-the-
day call. The more formal ladies sent their cards in advance 
by a servant ; the others merely "dropped in." In 18.37 �ary 
Moragne writes : 
I was reading this morning, when I heard a strange 
voice below stairs, informing my Mother that Mrs 
Upshai, and Mrs Thompson two ladies from Elbert 
Georgia, would dine with her today. This was a 
strange announcement certainly, as we had never 
seen either of the ladies ; but I was pleased to 
hear it, as I had a curiosity to see Mrs Upshai, 
who hed frequently been down to her plantation 
here . j  
By taking a survey of an average month in one of the journals, 
we find that there were not more than six or seven days when 
their author was not visiting or entertaining. 
Though conversation, seemingly inexhaustible conversation, 
2Ibid., p. 15. 
3uary Moragne, Journal for 1837, p .  17. 
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which took the pla ce of a newspaper in this day, was the chief 
means of entertaining callers, music . was also an important as­
set, especially among groups of young people. For this reason 
music was a major item in a girl's education. It was really 
more a social than a cultural influence. Mary Moragne was fre­
quently called upon to play the guitar, and the whole group 
would join in singing. Her brother William played the flute. 
Their songs were the customary sentimental ballads of the period 
except on Sunday, when the singers usually confined themselves 
to hymns. 
A popular sport for summer was a fishing party on the 
Savannah or the Little River, both of which were near by. A 
group of twenty or thirty young people would go out early in 
the morning and fish from flat-bottomed boats. At noon they 
would tie up to a shady bank for a picnic, augmented by the fish 
they had caught. Even on these informal occasions, however, 
there was no such thing as sport dress . A young man of_ their 
�cquaintance, whom they saw standing on the river bank, greeted 
them but could come no nearer, for "he was not exactly in 
plight to come near the .ladies being in his shirt ·s1eevesn 1 4 
For indoor and evening gathe rings dining and dancing were 
the chief amusements . Invitations called "tickets " were sent 
around to guests by a servant or one of the younger boys in the 
family. These occasions usually meant that the whole party 
4Mary Moragne, Journal for 1841, p .  7. 
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stayed overnight at their host's since most of the company 
lived too far away to travel at night. A party which began 
with a dance might last two or three days at one house, after 
which a member of the group would give out invitations to her 
home, and they would begin all over again. In spite of the 
church's threat of excommunication (see p. 1) , dancing persisted 
as a popular form of entertainment. The best account of one 
of these parties · 1s to be found in the 1837 journal from which 
I sha ll quote in part: 
Amidst a crowd of greeting, & introductions we were 
shown into a dressing room, and about an hour after­
wards Miss Rogers, & Miss Moragne, in full evening 
costume might have been seen entering a drawing 
room well filled with ladies, & gentlemen,-- they 
were late entering; & had barely been seated before 
the. last mentioned of these two young ladies was 
led to open the dance with Mr H. McGehee ; and such 
was the alacrity with which one reel trod on the 
heels of another, that her pa rtner having seated 
her, immediately returned with · Dr Wardlaw, who on 
being introduced, led her again upon the floor. 
In this spirit the dancing was kept up till 3 
o'clock in the morning without the least abatement 
of good humor & conviviality-- it was indeed a 
gloriously free & social company; but who could be 
cold & stifr� ·under the influence of the wa:cm hos­
pitality, & frank courtesy of the Calhouns t 5  
The young Caro�inians did not, howev�r, confine their 
pleasure-seeking to their own community. They followed the 
universal practice of going on excursions to the mountains of 
western South Carolina and north Georgia. There they received 
5 
Mary Moragne, Journal for 1837,  p .  7 .  
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the double benef it of a more healthful climate and of meeting 
and mingling with people from ·all over the state, particularly 
t�e low-country, where onslaughts of malaria and other warm 
weather diseases drove all who could· afford it to higher 
ground.6 Two such expeditions are related in detail by Mary 
Moragne, who was the commissioned chronicler for the group. 
In July, 1835, a party of three carriage.s set off from Willing­
ton for Tallulah Falls in Habersham County, Georgia. Their 
progress was extremely unhurried . Wherever they found acquaint­
ances or relatives , they stopped and spent a few- days , explor­
ing the. surrounding countryside and meeting the people of the 
community, whom they visited as informally as if they had 
been at home. In more unfamiliar villages an inn or a tavern 
accommodated the group , for this was a much frequented route 
for summer travellers , and the region was not lacking in those 
who catered to the tourist trade . Ten days after leaving 
Willington, five of which were spent in Pendleton, an old vil­
lage where a nwnber of low-country people had built summer 
homes , they arrived at the falls. Mary Moragne's comments in­
dicate a somewhat co�descending attitude on the part of the 
Carolinians toward the crudities of the mountain people, . though 
she does at times manifest a sort of Wordsworthian romanticism 
in regard to the simple, homespun life set amid such beautiful 
6Taylor, .2.11• cit ., pp. 102-106. 
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natural surroundings as she found �here. · Her p�int of view 
here seems very similar to that of a much earlie r woman jour­
nalist previously mentioned, Sarah Kemble Knight, whose half­
amused, half-disgusted remarks concerning her travelling ac­
commodations and the people who supplied them are in much the 
same vein as Mary Moragne's •. Unfortunately, the extant manu­
script of this excursion is a fragment which breaks off after 
a des cription of the falls; so we have no details of the re­
turn journey. 
.., 
The other excursion of which the journalist writes was 
made in the summe� of 1840 to Table Rock Mountain in north­
western South Carolina, another favorite spot for sight-seers. 
The size of the party was about the same as before: "we started 
'en route' with three Barouches • • •  with three passengers 
each, & one riding horse, which the gentlemen would occupy 
tour a tour. n7 They followed the same course as on the ex­
pedition to Georgia except that instead of eventually turning 
west, they kept straigh� to the north. This trip was more 
direct; in four days they had reached Pumpkintown, the nearest 
village to the mountain . The crowds at the hotel here were 
large, and the accommodations for travellers cramped and meagre . 
The girls were assigned to 
little rooms in the ·corners of the. piazzas just large 
enough to hold the half of a bed. Here we had a glass 
vial for a candlestick ,  & a clay bake-pan for a wash­
bowl; but · we esteemed ourseives happy in having secured 
7M�ry Moragne, Journal for 1840 , p. 3 . · 
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thus much; the gentlemen wers sent aloft to contend 
for a lodging with the mice . 
The climb up the mountain was quite an ordeal for the girls 
of the party, unaccustomed as . they were to mountains. The 
top of the mountain, which rises sharply like a table from 
the surrounding country, could be reached only by mounting 
ladder-like steps up the bare surface of the rock. Their 
Victorian inhibitions made them quite timorous about such an 
undertaking, and Mary Moragne tells us that she, for one, 
after climbing not more than fifty feet, "sank down on a 
large flat rock �rembling through terror and exhaustion. n9 
The. mountain was scaled, however, and the party returned 
without any. worse mishap than being drenched by a sudden shower. 
They de�ided to extend the ir excursion by making another trip 
to north Georgia, covering approximately the same territory 
as in 1835. Again, however, the manus cript comes to an end 
before the journey is finished and leaves the travellers to 
the somewhat inadequate hospitality of a Habersham cabin as 
they crossed the river into Georgia just at nightfall. 
In spite of the fact that Southern life on certain 
levels was apparently one long holiday, special occasions, such 
as Christmas and the Fourth of July,called for extra celebra­
tion and conviviality . The students of the .nearby academy at 
8Ibid., p. 13. 
9Ibid., p . 9. 
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Mt . Carmel, which Mary Moragne's younger sister attended, 
regularly observed May Day and invited their £riends to see 
the customary . pageant of the May Queen's court and partake 
of the ·ever-present bountiful refreshments. The custom was, 
however, apparently confined to the schools, for there is no 
indication that this was a holiday of general observance in 
the English tradition. Of the Fourth of July little need be 
said, for it is too wel1-known as a favorite holiday of South­
erners because it was celebrated with barbecues and speech­
making. Willington and its _ environs were quite typical in 
this respect, ' and the. ambitious young would-be statesmen 
"orated" .in flowery language especially for the applause of 
the young ladies. 
Christmas in this· district was distinctly a social, 
not a religious, holiday. There is no record of church ser­
vices being held on that day, of carol-singing, ·or . Christmas 
trees, of gifts traditionally associated with the season. This 
attitude is, of course, quite natural to a strongly Calvinistic 
community . If the church did not� like that of the Puritans, 
forbid the observance of the day, it' simply ignored it and 
let the people enjoy themselves as they wished. The journals 
record three instances of Christmas festivities, the earliest 
undated, but apparently. 1833-34, and the other two 1839 and 
1841. The first, written in the extremely effusive, vague 
and overly romanticized style which the author fortunately · 
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learned to curb in her maturer works, is concerned with a 
round of visiting and parties at Abbeville, Cambridge, and 
several unidentified places, where nothing of unusual sig­
nificance distinguished this occasion from numerous others. 
In 1838 she dined at Governor Noble's at Willington; in 1841 
she gave a dinner party which is of interest because of the 
casual way in which large crowds were taken for granted even 
by a family of comparatively modest means. Nearly thirty 
guests were present, a group �hich must have taxed e'ither 
the capabilities or the number of the Moragne servants , for 
the journalist remarks that " I  remained in the pantry to wait 
on two tables-- expecting to sit at the second; but was dis­
appointed. «lO As usual, the afternoon did not see the de­
parture of all the company: ttthere were some ten or twelve 
who remained all night-- there were five girls of us ; & more 
than as many gentlemen • • • •  I gave them music; & the younger 
folk had plays. n 11 The next day it rained; so the guests who 
had gathered on December 28th did not leave until the 30th. 
The readiness wi�h which Mary Moragne and her cousin 
found their places in Augusta society indicates the similarity 
between the social life of the town and country and also that 
essentially the same type of person was to be found in both 
10 Mary Moragne, Journal for 1841, p. 31. 
11Ibid. 
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places . The latter element is one of the most praiseworthy 
features of the ante-bellum South, for today we have become 
in all too large measure products of an industrial age where, 
as Edd Winfield Parks puts it, "the word city, when used as 
an adjective, means all that is fine and desir�ble, country 
all that is backward and crude. "12 Such was not the case in 
1838 when thes·e two young women, comparative �trangers board­
ing in a private home, were showered with attention and invi­
tations to all the public and private entertainments which 
Augusta had to offer. It is · not known just what previous con-
nections the South �arolinians. had had with Augusta. Mary 
Moragne mentions having been there once before, but her former 
visit was apparently a brief one because the- Augusta scenes 
of which she writes were quite new to her, and most of the 
people she.met were introduced to her as strangers . Her 
cousins, Mary and Dyonisius Rogers, with whom she made the . . 
trip, were apparently better acquainted with the city and its 
people than she was , a{ any rate, none of t�m might be called 
frequent visitors . 
Because their hostess, Mrs . Cress, had connections with 
a number of people of social prominence in Augusta, the girls 
from Carolina found themselves in no danger of being wallflowers. 
12 Edd Winfield Parks, Segments of Southern Thought 
(Athens : The University of Georgia Press, 1938) , p. 12. 
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Students from the medical college and other young men pro­
vided more beaux than they could find time for. Their morn­
ings and afternoons were spent in shopping, sight-seeing, in 
making and returning calls, and their evenings in receiving 
the attentions of the gentlemen and being escorted to places 
of entertainment. Except for the fact that the so.cial life 
here was more concentrated and somewhat more formal, and that 
there was more to do and see, it did not differ markedly from 
that of Willington. The cultural advantages of Augusta dis­
cussed in the preceding chapter, particularly music and the 
theatre, gave opportunity for mo·re elaborate entertainment . 
Still, groups of young people spent many evenings at each 
other's homes, singing, talk�ng and flirting. 
Occasionally Mary Moragne mentions a fine point of 
etiquette observed somewhat differently in town from the way 
to which she is accustomed, as in the following instances : 
I should have highly enj oyed the varied scenes 
presented to my view in this gay bazaar of the 
South if I could have over come a foolish timid­
ity, which made me feel as if I was alone in the 
midst of a thousand strangers: always accustomed 
to looking upon a gentleman's attendance in such 
cases, as the 'sine-qua-non' of etiquette, it 
would be long before I could walk with an air of 
confidence, solus, along these streets • • • •  Mrs 
Carter, & Mrs Poe called on us here yesterday 
morning ; & according to town etiquette, we are 
as much bound to return it as if we had seen 
�. 13 • • •  After waiting a reasonable time for 
. l�ary Moragne, Journal for 1838, p. 8. 
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the ladies to dress, which is the tribute that 
patience daily pays to fashion here, we were 
greeted by the entrance of Mrs Carter, & Miss 
Groves. (See Journal , pp. 21 , 42 . )  
These, however, are but trifles, and the mere fact that they 
are mentioned thus as the only points of difference to the 
newcomers to Augusta shows that they were socially at home 
there . 
Augusta, in spite of its lovely homes and cultured at­
mosphere, still retained some elements of its frontier neighbor­
hood. Mary Moragne was awakened in the night by the cater­
wauling of a drunken party below her window on the city's main 
street . Fists were used readily upon occasion even in a sup­
posedly polite assembly. Iverson, one of the music teachers, 
who evidently possessed a temper as well as a musical tempera­
ment, was knocked down at the Masonic Hall by a "door keeper" 
with whom he had previousl,y quarrelled and had threatened to 
horsewhip. (See Journal, pp . 18, 50 .) 
The major interest of Southern social life, so far as 
young people were concerned, whether in city or country, was 
the chivalrous art of love-making after the manner of Sir Walter 
Scott's heroes and heroines. Scott was a favorite novelist in 
the South, for his stories of a romantic past peopled by gal­
lant men and beautiful women found avid readers here . Southern­
ers liked to think of themselves as living , in the same type of 
civilization with the same knightly ideals as those depicted by 
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Scott .14 Beaux of all kinds and types figure largely in Mary 
Moragne's journals . They give occasion for some of her most 
amusing incidents and most distinctive bits of local color • 
. From the awkward Mr . Wilson, who was captured so completely 
by the flirtatious wiles of Floride Noble, to the accomplished 
wit, Henry Kneeland of Augusta, all were characterized by 
their devotion to the ladies . The whole of Southern society 
evidently concentrated upon getting its young people married, 
an end· of which even the children were acutely conscious . (See 
Journal, p .  95 .) Young men and women were therefore given 
every opportunity to meet socially, unhampered, so far as I 
can ascertain, by conventional chaperones . Making allowance 
for the fact that the journals were· written from a feminine 
point of view and that their author was naturally a little in­
clined to boast of her conquests, it seemed quite customary 
for a girl to have half a dozen or more beaux at her feet . Al­
though Mary Moragne's visit in Augusta lasted only about six 
weeks, sh� carried on a gay flirtation with Henry Kneeland, 
received a serious proposal of marriage from Dr . Martin, and 
attent�on from at least four other young men. 
Topics of conversation, "the devotion due my sex from 
his, " "the comparative talents of the sexes, " (see Journal, 
pp . 29, 76) , emphasized the status quo, the pretended enthrone-
14.raylor, £12.• ill_., p .  143 . 
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ment of womanhood while actually she was regarded as an in-
ferior being, mentally and physically. Women were expected to . 
be charming and entertaining, but whatever intelligence or 
interest in sober affairs they possessed must be hidden under 
a bushel lest it discomfit or amuse their admirers. When the 
gentlemen embarked upon their favorite sub ject of politics , it 
was time for the ladies to yawn politely and excuse themselves, 
and they seldom failed to live up to these expectations. Only 
in the privacy of the family circle did Mary Moragne discuss 
literature and study French with her brothers . 
On ·the whole _the social background for the journals is 
quite typical of the ante-bellum South. The life of . these par­
ticular people, neither grand nor crude, was in .all probability 
characteristic of the average, middle-class Southerner, who 
was, in fact, chiefly concerned with fulfilling his part in 
his· social world . The widely separated plantations, where life 
would have been very lonely without frequent guests, and the · 
close relationships of blood and marriage uniting most families 
of a stable population t·ended to make hospitality the cardinal 
virtue in this. region. The scattered and heterogeneous popu­
lation also · discouraged to an appreciable extent the founding 
9f schools and other intellectual projects which occupied the 
attention of New Englanders of this time and earlier. The con­
tribution of the journals to Southern social history is not that 
they portray distinctive qualities hitherto unknown, but that 
they show the widespread influence of the common Southern tradi­
tion and preserve in the words of -one who actually experienced 
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1 t the. gay and carefree spirit of the ante-bellum South . 
PERSONAL AND LITERARY BACKGROUNDS 
Many important points concerning the personal life 
of the author of the journals have already been made in con­
nection with her writings on subjects rela�ed to the history 
of her times. It is therefore the purpose of this chapter 
merely to give a sketch of her life as a �hole, to evaluate 
her literary efforts, and to comment upon her personality. 
Mary Elizabeth Moragne was born either in 1815 or 1816 
at her father's plantation, Oakwood, near New Bordeaux, South 
Carolina, the eldest of eleven children. The date of her birth 
is given as 1815 by the Library of Congress card catalogue 
and the editor of Hart's Female Prose Writers of America . The 
later date, however, is on her tombstone, and it is the date 
that has - come down through family tradition. The dated jour­
nals give no definite information as to her age . Her father 
was Isaac, youngest son of Pierre Moragne, who has been fully 
dis cussed in the second chapter . Her mother was Margaret 
Blanton Caine, who was descended on her father's side from 
William Caine, an Englishman who owned a plantation on the 
Savannah River, and ·on her mother' s  side from Philip Vaug� 
and Margaret Blanton o_f Caroline County, Virginia, the la tter 
being related to John Randolph of Roanoke, a descendant of 
Pocahontas .1 Members of the Caine family were the originals 
¾lary Moragne, Family History, p. 6 .  
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for the Cornets of The British Partizan, William Caine, the 
Partizan's elder Cornet, having been actually killed by the 
Tories in the manner described in the story. 2 
Isaac Moragne inherited his father's studious and 
taciturn disposition. The journals mention him infrequently 
and then usually in connection with business matters . He 
evidently took little active part in the affairs of his family 
and community . In 1838 he was sixty-seven years old, not hav­
ing married until the age of forty-three . From his epitaph 
in the Old Willington Cemetery we learn that he was a ndeep 
solitary contemplator" who "marked his character with· eccentri­
city. n3 His disposition was probably the chief reason that 
his family lived in an unpretentious home in an isolated spot. 
H is children, therefore, in order to have social advantages, 
spent much of their time with their mother's relatives at 
Willington and Cambridge. Although a great amount of informal 
visiting took place at the Moragne home, comparatively little 
formal entertaining was carried on there . 
Margare� Caine Moragne was a bride at fifteen • .  In 
spite of her extreme youth she seems to have been a mature and 
capable person, for her daughter writes that her father left 
2 Mary Moragne, Miscellaneous Papers . 
3Epitaph copied from the tombstone by Mrs . Bothwell 
Graham of Newberry, South Carolina. 
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the discipline of their eleven children entirely to his wife .4 
Fortunately she possessed a happy and cheerful disposition as 
well as a "mind strong and practica1,n5 to counteract her hus­
band ' s  detached taciturnity . Apprehended runaway slaves came 
to beg her pardon and ask her to intercede for them because 
they knew her kind-heartedness and forgiying nature .6 
Mary Mora�ne spent much of her early childhood with her 
maternal grandmother, Ma.ry V�tughn Caine . This arrangement 
enabled her to attend better schools than she -could have other­
wise , for Mrs . Caine had several young sons to educate and 
moved to Willington so that she might be near its academy . 7 Of 
her life from the age of eleven to seventeen we have no record . 
Since the facts co�cerning her formal education have already 
been given in the section on cultural backgrounds, they need 
little further mention here . In her study of Fr·ench in 1837 
Mary Moragne had the assistance of her father and also, oddly 
enough, an old Irishman who had once been employed in the 
foreign correspondence service of the government .8 
4Mary Moragne, Early Recollections . (MS .) 
5Epitaph in Old Willington Cemetery . 
6 Mary Moragne, Journal for 1837, p .  15 . 
7 
Mary Moragne, School Days, p .  1 .  
8 
Mary Moragne, Journal for 1837, p .  16 . 
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Mary Moragne was especially devoted to her two older 
brothers, William and John, and their academic and professional 
successes were a matter of particular pride to her. W+lliam, 
after graduating from South Carolina College with honors, 
taught school for a year or two and continued his education 
abroad at the University of Heidelberg • .  His letters to his 
sister . at this time make interesting reading for their detailed 
descriptions of his travels . Upon hi s return he studied law 
and was admitted to the bar in 1844, practicing chiefly in Edge­
field, South Carolina . He · served in the Mexican War · as a first 
lieutenant in the Palmetto Regiment. After the war he continued 
his practice of law, ·building up a reputation among his associ­
ates for integrity and sound judgment . He was married in the 
early 1850's to Emma Butler, and to them was born one son, 
Butler . In the Civil War Moragne was aide to General M. L .  
Bonham at the battle of Bull Run . He returned home and organized 
the Nineteenth South Caroiina Regiment, of which he was colonel . 
His health fa·iled soon aft·er the organization of the regiment, 
and he died shortly after his return home at the age of forty­
four .9 H. A. Lee of Abbeville describes him as "a close student, 
a well read lawyer, and an accomplished scholar • • • •  He was 
9John A. Chapman, History of Edgefield County (Newberry, 
S .  C. : Elbert H. Aull, 1897), pp . 268-71 . 
1 • 
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a forcible and pleasant speaker • • • • a man of the highest 
character, and was respected by all who knew him for his ster­
ling integrity. nlO He was the author of several published ad­
dresses, _ of which The Character of !!:. Scholar and E Gentleman and 
the anniversary Address Delivered at New Bordeaux have already 
been cited . His writings are characterized by a polished, flu­
ent style, evidence of a thorough classical backgro�nd, and 
clear, logical organization. 
John Moragne gave promise of an equally worthwhile 
career, . but was killed at the age of twenty-nine in the Mexi-
can War. After his graduation from West Point he practiced 
law with his brother at Edgefield. He, too, was a first lieu­
tenant in the war and received speci�l commendation from General 
Winfield Scott as "the gallant West Pointer of the Palmetto Regi­
ment. ,,11 He was killed in action September 18, 1847, during 
the storming of Mexico City, very near the close of _ �he war. 
His body _was brought home by his men and buried in Old Willing­
ton Cemetery where his grave is marked by a tall shaft of marble 
upon which is engraved a stanza of an _elegy written by his sister. 
His letters to Mary provide information concerning his attitude 
toward the war and army life. His writing is somewhat more in­
formal and warm-hearted than that of his rather austere brother • 
. John Moragne possess ed some artistic talent. His pen-and-ink 
10 
11 
Ibid. , p. 271. 
Ibid. , p. 270. 
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sketch of the murder of the elder Hamlet, the only drawing 
which has survived , evinces considerable skill in the execution. 
of detail . 
Up to 1839 Mary Moragne ' s life followed very closely 
those social and intellectual interests outlined in the pre­
ceding chapters . When at home, she was busily engaged with 
her music, her flower garden, h�r studies and writing. At this 
time, however, she met real tragedy for the first time in the 
death of her favorite uncle, John Caine, and the young wife of 
�nother uncle in the same branch of the family, the two deaths 
occurring within a week . The sadden�ng influence of these days 
upon her sensitive and sentimental nature probably changed the 
entire course of her life . Because she first met Mr . Davis in 
her uncle's sick-room during his last days and found the new 
minister a true spiritual guide, she was disposed from the 
start to think highly of him . The immediate result was that 
she became quite amenable to his religious ins truction; the 
eventual result was that she married him . 
Her journals after 1838  are quite different from the 
preceding ones; her interests had undergone a decided change. 
Although for the most part her life seemed to move on much as 
before, inwardly .she experienced a great consciousness of sin, 
augmented by recurring periods of 111 health and the difficulty 
of subduing a naturally haughty and imperious disposition. Her 
family, particularly her beloved older brothers and uncle, did 
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not sympathize with her conversion. They thought she was be­
coming over-religious. Thus her way at this time seemed quite 
lonely and bitter. She began to be conscious of the vanity 
of frittering away her time in what she now considered selfish 
and idle pursuits and turned her attention assidiously toward 
toward teaching school and Sunday Sc�ool. 
She did not stop writing imm.ediately after becoming a 
church member, but she was co�tinually troubled about the 
religious propriety of doing so after that time. When I.b£_ 
British Partizan was published in 1838, its success stimulated 
her to turn out stories arid sketches eage�ly, much to the evi­
dent pleasure of the editors. Mr. Davis, she tells us, was 
surprised and no doubt somewhat shocked to find that she wrote 
fiction, but it was not his prohibition that made her stop 
writing, as some of her descendants have imagined, but her own 
convictions. Shocked and reproachful letters from Richards, 
Thompson and Mrs. Griffin of the Family Companion could not 
change her mind, nor could the sound advice from her brother 
William in Germany : 
The cause of your scruple must be the fear of giv­
ing to the public a production which has no reality 
in nature, or in other words which is not true. The 
whole point turns u�on the meaning we attach to li­
ality or truth. Is that true only which is the mere 
common place of life? Is there no such thing as 
ideal or intellectual truth? • • • •  If  this intellec­
tual truth has no ftNll.ity, i.e. if it be not some­
thing which we feel and know to be true, though it 
may exist only in our intellectual nature, what will 
become: of all that sublime poetry, that wonderful 
wisdom • • •  which we find in sacred writ • • • • The 
same might be said of all distinguished poems from 
Homer's Iliad up to Goethe • • • •  I think one can 
unite · Romances as strictly in accordance with Re­
ligion, as one can unite hist�2y-- provided one adhere to moral [principles.] 
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Actually she never gave up writing,  for the extant frag­
ments of her journals . bear witness as to what must have been 
their length in full. She continued to write verses and con­
tributed numerous articles to her church periodicals, The Pres­
byterian .2.f. the South and � Christian Observer . What she did 
renounce completely and with difficulty was the writing of fic­
tion, the art in which she was at her best and which would 
have brought her most fame and money. That this suppressed 
desire was never quenched is shown twenty years or so later 
when she discovered in her ·second daughter's desk the early 
attempts at writing a love tale and realized with regret that 
she could not encourage such an action and that the only way 
she could condone it was to keep silent. 13 
Mary Moragne ' s  family was somewhat disappointed in her 
marrring a minister who had little property. Though they liked 
Mr. Davis personally, they had expected her either to marry 
someone who could introduce her to a circle where her talents 
would be appre.ciated and encourageq, or to remain single and de­
vote herself entirely to writing . They deferred to her judg­
ment, however, and a letter from William indicates that he, at 
12william c .  to Mary Moragne, July 4, 1842. 
13Mary Mor,agne, Journal for 1863. No page number can be 
given since this MS . has not been typed . 
least, had very reasonable views on the sub ject: 
I have confidence in your j udgment, & believe that 
you might know much better who is capable of pleas­
ing ·you than others do. I have no further objec­
tion in the world to your marrying a preacher-- no 
objection to your marrying a poor man: but whoever 
he be, let his prospects be such that he will be 
enaQled to support you decently, & a family, if you 
should have one. You know you have nothing, & if 
he have nothing, & small prospect of making anything, 
it will be a sad case • • • •  I throw this out only 
as a hint-- be your own judge-- & may God be the Di­
rector of your Happiness t l4 
She did follow her own inclin 1at1ons and was married to Mr. 
David in the fall of 1842. 
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William Hervey Davis, who captured for himself and his 
church the hand and heart of the most intellectual lady of his 
congregation, was evidently a forceful preacher and a man of 
uncompromising strictness in so far as his religion was con­
cerned; yet he was a gentle and kindly person in his family 
life, with a mellow sense of humor which somewhat took the edge 
off his wife's plain-spoken sareasm .. He was born December 22, 
..- -
1808, in Mecklenburg County, North Carolina, of Scotch-Irish 
parents who crune to this country with the Calhoun clan (see 
p. xiii-xiv) . His father was Andrew Davis, and his mother was 
supposedly a Calhoun· or a relative of the Calhouns, although I 
have not been able to determi�e the exact connection. Mr. Davis 
spent much of his youth in Tennessee and received his theologi­
cal education at the S�uthwestern Theological Seminary at Mary­
ville, Tennessee. 15 He had intended to become a foreign mission-
14william C .  to Mary Moragne, July 4, 1842. 
15Mary Moragne, Biographical Sketch included in her hus­
band's obituary, 1892. 
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ary after completing his education, but his health at this 
time would not permit him to do so. - It is not known just how 
he came to South Carolina, but, according to Howe's history, 
he served Providence and Rocky River churches in Abbeville 
District in 1837-38 as a licentiate. In 1839 he "was received 
into the Presbytery of South Carolina from Union Presbytery 
in the Synod of Tennessee • • •  and was ordained and installed 
pastor of Hopewell and Willington churches on the 22nd of May, 
1s39 .16 
At the time of his marriage in 1842 or shor�ly afterward, 
he purchased a small farm halfway between the churches and 
built on the top of a pleasant hill, forested with oaks, a two­
story frame house . The place eventually was called "Rose Hill. " 
Although no journals and papers, with the exception of a few 
letters, survive from the time of the Davises 1 marriage until 
the middle of the Civil War, one surmises that this was the 
happiest period of their life . During this time nine children, 
six daughters and three sons, were born to them. While their 
income was not large, they must have lived comfortably . Mary 
Moragne had received several slaves as a wedding present from 
her father, and these, with a few Negroes her husband owned, 
were sufficient to work the farm and to raise food for the fam­
ily. The pastor's salary at Willington in 1854 was only five 
16iiowe, .Q.12.• cit., II, 539-40, 551 .  
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hundred dollars, 17 but this was supplemented by the earnings 
of a school which Mr . Davis taught for a number of years and 
by stipends from other churches which he supplied from time to 
time. The deaths of Mary Moragne ' s  brother John in 1847 and 
her pa�ents in 1850 and 185 2  were the only sad events which 
broke into the serene life of these years . 
But, as in all. works dealing with the ante-bellum South, 
there comes that time when one must say "and then came the War . n 
Willington's sequestered location away from any railroad saved 
it from the burning and pillaging which went on in the better­
known sections of the South . But it could not escape the vise­
like pinch of poverty which followed, and its sons went off to · 
fight with Lee and "Stonewall"  Jackson and the other generals . 
Among the youngest soldiers from this community was the Davises' 
eldest son, William Moragne, a boy of seventeen, who, unfortu� 
nately for his military reputation, became ill with fev.er and 
was sent home before he had a chance to see active service. 
Reconstruction here as everywhere brought t�rror and 
turmoil and the insolence and laziness of free Negroes. When 
the people were almost entirely without money in the late 1 60 1 s, 
the minister's salary· fall sadly in arrears . The elder Davis 
children and their mother did their part to add to the family 
income . Mary Moragne taught school . in her home . Her most famous 
pupil was John Temple Graves I, grandson of a distant cousin of 
Mr . Davis's, who became a well-known orator and columnist for 
17Papers from Old Willington Church . 
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The Atlanta Constitution . Margie, the eldest daughter, went 
out as governess, a position far inferior to the one her mother 
had scornfully rejected twenty-five years before. "Willie" 
rented land and attempted to make a crop by cajoling the freed­
men into working . His difficulties are related by his mother :  
Willie is said to have the best crop in all the neigh­
borhood • • •  this owing to his great energy and per­
severance but in part to · his going before the freedmen ; 
for such is thier unfaithfulness; & want of stability 
they will not work alone-- & such is thier untrustworthi­
ness they cannot be depended on to feed the horses; for 
fear of taking the corn. 
Such is the slavery to which farmers are now sub·­
jected . One must either suffer his farm to be neg­
lected, or else gird on his armor and stand sentinel 
at the outposts day & night • • • •  The cry of "Bread," 
the first ever known in this country, is now owing to 
the � of labour during the past year & it must .£.Q.!1-
tinue while there are so many non�producers preying 
upon the vitals of the land-- so many Ladies, God save 
the mark l ' Who will not work for white follis '-- so 
many children, once useful, now troublesome & noisy 
vagrants-- so many hirelings, 'striking' to obtain 
higher privileges & less work • • • •  Cousin D .  M. 
Rogers the best farmer, & once the richest man in this 
community is seen ploughing & hoeing now to � his 
crop • • • •  Three of Willie ' s  hands made a ' strike' 
some time since, to obtain Holidays; & especially, two 
hours in the morning before going to work • • • •  This 
harrowing excitement and great vexation, is the slow 
torturing process which our enemies have prenared to 
destroy those whom the War could not reach .18 
It is no wonder then that eight years later we find the 
Davises, like many other families, tearing up their roots and 
moving away from South Carolina. Mr. Davis, now nearly seventy, 
·was past his usefulness as a minister. Wiliie soon married and 
18 
Mary Mor�gne, Journal for 1867, pp. 3-4 . 
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left the family, and the burden of support fell upon the 
younger sons , Robert and John . The ir first removal did not 
take them far from home , only e. short distance acro s s  the 
river to Lincolnton, Georgia .  The se cond move carried �hem 
near the middle of the state into  Greene County, where the 
family formed irrevocable tie s , for Robert married  a Greene 
County girl , and two of his s isters and a brother died and 
were buried here . 
In 1884 , l ed on by the ir cousins , the Rogers brothers , 
who had been seized with the current speculative fever and 
had vis ions of great wealth from s awmilling in the uncut 
heart-pine. forests  of Alabama , the De.vis e s  moved for the 
las t  time t o  Talladega , Alabama . Although far from home and 
kindred, they found kindly. and c�ngenial people here , brought 
up, like thems elve s , in the hospitable tradition of the old 
South. Robert finally bought a farm near the town and built 
a house for the large circle of dependents compos ed of his 
own growing family, his parents and three unmarried si sters . 
Mr. Davis  died here in 1892 . The only event of a literary 
nature in Mary Moragne ' s  lat er ye ars occurre d  in 1888 when 
her colle cted poems , Lays � the Sunny Lands , was pub lished,  
jus t  fifty ye ars after the publication �f � British Partizan .  
When her daughters decided they could support thems elve s in 
town by musi c les sons and needlework, she made her home with 
them and died the re in 1903 at the age of eighty-s even . 
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In spite of poverty and the care s of rearing a large 
family, Mary Moragne found t ime for some reading and writing as 
long as she l ived . The j ournals of her youth show that she 
read everything within her reach, which was far from being as 
wide as she could have wished it . The authors whom she prob­
ably knew mos t  thoroughly were Shakespeare and Scott . Her 
frequent Shake spearean quotations indicate familiarity with 
a repres entative , if not � c omplete number of the plays . It 
i s  quite apparent that she had read all of Scott s everal time s  
long before she received his novels  as a prize . His romanti­
cized Hi story of  Scotland and his poems had a p art icul ar appeal 
to her becaus e she too wrote historical fiction and drew upon 
the Revolut ionary storie s  of her district for her �arlies t  
wo rks . Indeed,  the influence of Scot t i s  quite strong i n  the 
lavi sh des cription and romantic  charact ers of � British 
Partizan .  G .  A .  Wauchope quot es  a review, current at the t ime 
of the novel ' s  publi cat ion, which claims that it " approached 
more nearly to the style and genius of Sir Walt er Scott than 
any novel that had yet been written on thi s s ide of the At­
lantic . n19 
19George Armstrong Wauchope ,  Literary South Carolina 
( Columbia : The Univers ity of South Carol ina Pres s , ·1923) , p .  32 . 
Whatever the s ource  of this comment ,  it is  not The Knickerbocker 
Magazine , as he as s ert s . This periodical doe s give a review of  
the novel , but it qoe s  not contain thi s s tatement . 
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Mary Moragne must  have .read Spens er , s ince a copy of 
� Faerie Queen was found in her library , but there is no 
mention of it in her j ournal. Milton-- at least Paradis e  
!Ds t ,  L ' Allegro and g Pens eroso-- she knew also ; the first 
· was in her l ibrary , the other  she ·ment ions in the 1838 Journal 
( s ee p .  47 ) and alao in a poem entitled " The Mocking Bird . "20  
No Presbyterian minister ' s  wife could e s cape Bunyan , and though 
she evidently was not familiar with hi s work at the t ime of  the 
early j ournals , both the Pilgrim ' s Progres s  and the Holy � 
were in her husband ' s  library. 
Of the Re s toration writers she quot es  in The British 
Part izan from Sam�el  But le r ' s  Hudibras and Otway ' s  Venice Pre ­
s erved .  Her knowledge of eighte enth-century writ ers was s ome­
what wider , including Pope ' s  Es s ay ..2.!! Man , Addison ' s  Spectator ,  
Sterne ' s  Trist ram Shandy and Goldsmith ' s  Vicar o f  Wakefield and 
The Des erted Village . Her predi lection, however, was fo r the 
lat e  eighteenth and early nineteenth c entury poets  and novelis t s - ­
at leas t  thos e be s t  known at that t ime. Gray , Collins and Burns 
she knew to s ome extent , Cowper thoroughly . Her knowledge of 
the last-named poet  may be due in part to the fact that she 
owned a copy of his complete poems . She also had some acquaint­
ance with Anne Radcliffe ' s  Gothic novels . In the main she read 
20 
· Mary Moragne , 1t9-1s from the Sunnz Lands ( Buffalo : 
Moulton,  Wenbourne and LJompany , 1888 ) ,  p .  11. 
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only tho s e  Romanticists  popular in their  own lifetime -- Scot t ,  
Byron, Southey , Thomas Moore and Os sian. Of the s e  she quot es 
mos t  often from Byron and Scott . Wordsworth is mentioned 
twice  and Shelley once·, Coleridge and Keat s not at all.  She 
confes se s  that Wordsworth ' s  poems are the first book over 
which she ever fell as leep .2 1  Be s ide s Scott , Bulwer-Lytton 
was the nineteenth-century English novelist  which she knew 
best , though he was not one of her parti cular favorit es . 
Carlyle ' s  Heroes  and Hero-Worship an� Macaulay ' s  History of 
England are the only Victorian works which have survived in 
her library. Bec aus e there are no j ournals for the s e  years , 
her reading during this t ime i s  unknown . 
In American lite rature-- comparatively little of which 
had been writ ten by 1840-- Mary Moragne ' s  decide� prefer�nce 
was for Washington Irving. Her particular admirat ion for his 
delineation of characte r  and his pictures que treatment of the 
past i s  shown in her po em, "Washington Irv ing, "22 included in 
Lays from � Sunny Lands . Thes e  are the only verses  she ever 
addres s ed to an author.  The other Ame rican writers whos e  
works she read are chiefly nove lists : Simms , Kennedy , Cooper. 
That she highly approved of the s entimental herqines of thes e  
novelists  and �hought them admirably depicted indic ates  that 
21Mary Moragne , Journal for 1841 , p. 2 • 
. 22Mary Moragne , Lays from � Sunny Landa , p. 105. 
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her tas t e s  did not vary appreciably from the literary trend 
of her day . She knew Hawthorne ' s  wo rk in 1842 , although his 
Twi ce-Told Tale s had appeared only five years earlier . Through 
the roundabout medium ·of a letter from W .  c. Richards ; we 
gather that she was not particularly pleased  with the New 
England nove list . Ri chards writes : "The first number • • •  1a  
in pre s s  and your article i s  worked off & the type dis tributed.  
So the reference t o  Mr . Hawthorne mus t  remain as it was . It 
is doubtless  as well . "23 Nathaniel Parker Wi llis , the dandi­
fied poet of New York, i s  apparently the only Americ an poet 
with whos e  work she was familiar at the t ime of the early 
j ournals ,  though Fit z-Greene Halleck furnishe s the quotation 
which appear s  on the t itle page of he r poems . She s ampled 
widely the current literature of her day-- Mrs . Sigourney , 
Mrs . Hemans , Peter Parley ( S . G .  Goodri ch ) and a number of 
unidentified "love tales . "  The quotat ions in her writings 
for which no source has been found probably come from the popu­
lar literature 0£ the period . 
In clas s ical lite rature Mary Moragne was handicappe d 
by lack of formal education . She menti ons only Juvenal and 
Cicero , .and we may pre sume that she re ad the se · . 1n translation 
. becaus e after her reference to the Romans , she writes  that she 
23
w. c. Richards to Mary Moragne , January 28,  1842 . 
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is studying Latin grarmnar. Her discovery in 1838 of her 
grandfather ' s  French-Latin prayerbook, however,  and her 
pleasure in reading its services in "the stately elegance of 
the perfect Latin" (see Journal, p. 79 ) shows that she must 
have had some previous knowledge of the language. 
Because of her Huguenot ancestry Mary Moragne had a 
special interest in French. It was the only foreign language 
in which she . had any real proficiency. French books were evi­
qently quite rare in her part of the country. She looked for 
them in Augusta to no avail. She urged her brother to bring . 
her books from Paris on his trip abroad. The French literature 
I I I I , which she did read, Mme. de Sevigne, Fenelon's Telemaque and 
Voltaire seem to have come from her grandfather ' s  library. 
French phrases occur rather frequently in the journals, though 
most of them are in comm.on usage. 
It can safely be asserted that Mary Moragne's reading 
was bounded only by the availability of books. For a Southern 
girl of eighteen to while away a morning reading Pope indicates 
a turn of mind not often found among the women of her day. Al­
though the list of authors she had read by the time she was 
twenty-five does not seem very remarkable by modern standards 
when libraries are available to almost everyone, in a day when 
books were scarce, in a society that offered little encourage­
ment to such pursuits , and where nearly every moment spent in 
reading had to be fairly snatched from one ' s  social duties , 
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Mary Moragne ' s  reading is  at least  indicat ive of  an inquiring 
mind. Unfortunate ly,  we have no way of knowing what· she re ad 
in later years , though we may as sume that it was somewhat 
limited and dire cted by her pos ition as  a mini s te r ' s  wife . 
Her reading , of course ,  exerci s ed cons iderable i�luence upon 
her writ ing. The connection between Scott and The British 
Partizan has already been c ited . The influence , however , was 
more in s tyle than in ideas . She read , at least in the early 
period , more for entertainment and instruction than as a s timu­
lus to thought , and she -wrote for the s ame purpos e. 
The British Partizan, the prize nove lette  which was her 
first  published work, with the exception of a few vers es  pub­
lished anonymous ly , met with ins tant succe s s .  After i t  had 
appeared as a serial in The Augusta  Mirror,  Mr. Thompson had 
five thousand copies  print ed .  Apparently n o  thought o f  paying 
a royalty to the author entered the heads of the s e  e arly pub­
lishers , for Mary Moragne writes : " Cous in P-- s ays that Mr T. 
has struck off five thous and copie s  of the "Part izan" which he 
expe ct s to s e ll at one dollar a pie ce. So much the bett er for 
him-- but he could not need it wors e than I . 024 Mr. Thompson, 
however ,  did not reap his expected  profits , for ,  according to 
Wauchope ,  the greater part of the edition was de stroyed while 
24:tlary Moragne , Journal for 1841 , p. 6 .  
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still in sheets by a flood which swept Augusta in 1840.25 A 
second edition of the book was published in 1864 by Burke and 
Company of Macon , Georgia,  into whose hands  the copyright had 
fallen , as a work of "'high literary merit • • • peculiarly 
suited to �he times in which we live. 1 "26 The paper-bound 
books of this edition were distributed  among the Confederate 
soldiers at seventy-five cents a copy. 27 
The British Partizan ,  the story of Annette Bruyesant 
and Ralph Cornet , is set in the days of the South Carolina 
Revolutionary struggle s between Whigs and Tories. Ralph, 
though his family is ardently pro-Whig and hi s brother fight­
ing for the American cause,  allows himself to be pe rsuaded by 
the suave Colonel Ferguson, a Brit ish - officer, to accept a 
commis sion in that army.  Because of . thi s action Ralph ' s  father 
disinherits him, Annette's father forbids  her to marry him, the 
patriots put a price on hi s head and make every attempt to cap­
ture or kill him,  but by true heroic s trength and ingenuity he 
manages to elude them. Annette and her father meanwhile take 
25wauchope , Literary South Carolina, p .  32. 
26�. 
27Preface to The British Partizan ,  written in s cript 
because the original preface was lost in rebinding. Since the 
title page is gone, 1.t is  impos sib.le to as certain the edition 
of my copy, but beeauBe of the advertisement of the Mirror in 
the back, it is presumed to belong to the first edition. There 
are only two other copies of the book known to be extant. One 
is in the Library of Congres s ,  the other in pos ses sion of Mis s 
Rogers and Mrs. Thompson who own all manus cript materials. 
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refuge first with friends in the village of Vienna and later 
in Fort Charlotte under the protection of General Pickens ( see 
P • xxvi . 
Ralph ., after the most baffling of his es capes , makes 
his way to his home to see what has become of his father and 
is j ust in time to s ave him from his b_urning house,  set af'ire 
by the Tories.  Ralph carries him in his canoe to a hiding 
place , a cave near the river. Here Ralph watches  over his 
father faithfully until, upon leaving him one day to get sup­
plies of food , he returns to find him brutally murdered by the 
same Tories who had burned his house .  After rescuing his horse 
from the patriots into whose hands the animal had fallen at the 
death of Ferguson, and spending weeks of lonely and friendles s  
wandering through the forest s , despised by the Whigs and be­
trayed by the Tories , Ralph determines to see Annette again ., 
and he makes his way to the fort. Friendship with a kind­
hearted old Scotchman, Andrew Morrison, enables him to see her 
alone on the day of her father ' s  burial when , after promi sing 
never again to - take up arms against his country , he gains her 
consent to their elopement. Their plans are ove rheard , however, 
by Hugh Bates ., the villain of the story, who has alr_eady caused 
considerable mischief to the lovers , and when Annette descends 
the rope ladder over the wall of the fort, Bates and his ac­
complice await her before the arrival of Cornet and attempt to 
carry her away. Ralph arrives in time to stop the abductors , 
however. He fights with Bates and kills him., but meanwhile 
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Annette , frightened, disappears and seeks the shelter of the 
fort . Here, upon a day of public rejoicing at the success of 
the patriot forces , she is held prisoner in the house of her 
friends to induce Cornet , whom they still hate bitterly, to 
reveal himself . This he does when , Annette having been per­
mitted to leave the house to attend the death of Ralph ' s  broth­
er James, who was wounded� in battle , he gallops up boldly on 
his.black horse. Lochinvar-like , he pulls Annette to the 
saddle, rides away with her and swims the river before the 
astonished citizens can catch �heir breath . The lovers are 
married by a French minister. whose services Morrison has se ­
cured , and the British Partizan and his bride disappear into 
the wilderness out of the ken of man. 
The tale as a whole has enough action to make it inter­
esting . It is noticeably the work of an amateur, however, in 
its failure to prepare the reader for the introduction of new 
characters. They simply pop up out of nowhere by convenient 
coindence . Furthermore, she fails to gather up all the threads 
of the story when the action moves forward. The natural setting 
is luxuriantly and romantically described, but the setting of 
minor characters, families and th� background of people is given 
scant attention . The characters are largely the types usually 
found in romantic fiction; the author leans heavily in that 
respect on Byron , Scott and possibly Simms . The Scotch, French 
and Negro dialects are convincing, and the conversation in gen­
eral , though stilted and sentimental , is no worse than that of 
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many contemporary novelists of greater fame. The chief merit 
of the novel lies in its rather unusual turn of plot, its his­
torical background and the fact that it was the first produc­
tion of a very young author, who had had no formal literary 
training beyond the rudiments of school composition . 
The important characters are all historical. The British 
'VJ� \\i Lb!\ 
Partizan himself was Je:me3 Caine, uncle of Mary Moragne ' s - grand-
father. (See Journal, p. 97 • For old Bruyesant the author prob-
ably had in mind her Huguenot grandfather. General Pickens, 
Lieutenant Pickens, Ferguson and the despicable Tories, the 
Doolys and Hugh Bates, appear under their ... own names . The author 
shifts minor historical incidents to fit her story, but he r  facts 
as a whole are accurate. 
The only contemporary review of. The British Partizan, 
so far as I can discover, appeared in the New York Knickerbocker 
Magazine, May, 1839.  The review is quite favorable and kindly: 
Her descriptions of scenery and limnings of character 
are spirited and natural, and she has an eye for un­
forced dramatic effects, in the disposition of her in­
cidents, which are mainly drawn from history and real 
life. We commend the little book therefore to our 
readers • •  ·• as better worth perusal than one half of 28 the republications of trans-atlantic fictions • • • • n 
By virtue of The British Partizan, Wauchope accords Mary 
Moragne a place among the fiction writers of his Literary 
South Carolina . Although he criticize& the book quite justly 
28Editors' Table, Literary Record, � Knickerbocker 
Magazine, 13 : 464-65 , May, 1839. There must have been anothe r 
review which Wauchope quotes in comparing the Partizan with 
Scott . There seems to be no way, however, to identif'y this re-
mark. 
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for being overly sentimental and romantic, he points out tha t 
her characterization of the British Ferguson is unusually cor­
rect and fair for a writer of that time . Southerners usually 
represent· him as "'a rough, brutal partizan. She portrays him 
as chivalrous, ambitious, generous, and gallant. , n29 This view 
of his character was confirmed fifty years aft�r her book in 
an article in Blackwood's Magazine. 30 
Her next story, which also appeared in the Mirror, was 
the Rencontre, another historical tale of the Revolution. Mr. 
Thompson's remark, quoted in Hart's Female Prose Writers of 
America, is the only information about it which has survived: · 
The 'Rencontre' is of that class of literary productions, 
which we prize above all other orders of fiction. Illus­
trative as it is of our owri history, descriptive of our 
own peculiar scenery, and abounding · in sound reflections 
and truly elevated .sentiment, we hold it worth volumes 
of the mawkish romance and sickly sentimentality which 
has of late · become a mercharita�1e commodity with a great portion of the literary world. 
"The Walsingham Family, or, A Mother's .Ambition'' is the 
story, during the writi-ng of wh�ch Mary Moragne became con­
vinced that fiction writing was sinful, and, although six chap­
ters were in the hands of the publisher, she would not send the 
29wauchope, Literary South Carolina, p. 33 . 
*1 
30rbid. This characterization is also corroborated by 
the Dictionary of National Biography, XVIII ,  348-50 . 
3¾rart, .Q.:Q.• cit., p. 414. 
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remainder. It was '.'a domestic tale of some length, apparently 
designed to illustrate the folly and vanity of a worldly and 
ambitious mother. " 32 The estimated length .of the piece was 
seventeen or eighteen chapters. 33 In his letter acknowledging 
the receipt of the first part · of "The Walsingham Family, " Mr. 
Thompson in his customarily effusive manner expresses his grati­
tude for her support of his magazine and declares his admiration 
for her work : 
I do admirie your style of comp.o si tion above all those 
who have contributed to the Mirror, and I know of no 
event connected with the career of my little journal, 
for which ! take more pride to myself, than that of 
having introduced- the author of the 'British Partizan' 
to the literary world. 34 
It is quite likely that Mary Moragne's prose style would 
have improved with continued practice in writing for publication � 
Indeed, the short sketch, "The Huguenot Town, " previously men­
tioned (see p. xvii) ,  evinces maturer workmanship than The . -
British Partizan . Her individual style is particula�ly notice­
able even in contributions to Howe 's  history. It · is very easy 
to spot her work long before one reaches the identifying "Mrs. 
M. E.D. " at the end. Her style is distinguished by a euphuistic 
"eleganc�" of diction (a failing common to literary ladies of 
32Hart, 2£· ,ill. ,  p . 415 . 
33 
W. T. Thompson to Mary Moragne, February 4, 1842 . 
34Ibid. 
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of her day) , frequent use . of quotations and romanticized de­
scription of setting and characters . Yet she had a sprightly, 
graceful manner of expression, an adequate vocabulary, and a 
quaint turn of phrase. All this gives her work freshness and 
originality in a modern day. 
Mary Moragne ' s  poetry is inferior to her prose . While 
the poems of Lays f..!:..9.m the Sunny � exhibit some skill at 
verse-making, no· one of them is entirely free from technical 
flaws-- halting rhythm and �hyme and prosaic lines. In this 
field as in fiction she would have pro ited from constructive 
criticism . It is true, however, that her poems are more artis­
tic, more restrained and less given to sentimental effusions 
than those written by most women of her time. Had she pub�ished 
her little volum:e before the Civil War, it would probably have 
enjoyed much greater popularity, but coming as it did in 1888, 
when the country ' s  literary taste had. undergone a decided 
change, it was definitely out-moded. All the poems except for 
a few character sketches of her father's slaves, are short 
lyrics, which fall into the following five divisions as to sub­
ject-matter: natur e, family and personal reminiscences, adap­
tations of stories , the South and religion . Two of her best 
stanzas, quoted here, were inspired by the defeat of the South . 
I 
They are from poems entitled respectively "The Mocking. Bird"  
and "A Home in the South": 
Bird of the Southt Bird of the sunny J.ands t 
Around thee, every social thought expands, 
Of home, and flowers, and breezy woodlands, too; 
Thou makest e'en sorrow brighter to the viewt 
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Partner in all my joys, solace in misery, 
A loving compact have I formed with thee . 
But more, sweet friend, I love thee as the type 
Of Southern .beauty, which no wrongs can wipe 
From my heart or thine . Oppression cannot bring 
Blight on its hues, nor . any discord fling 
In thy patrician lay . For me and thee, 
Bird of the Sunny South, there can no exile be .35 
Yes, give me a home, free from anarchy's rule, 
And suspicion's murky tread; 
From the pedant ' s  scorn, - and the bigot's school, 
And "ism" of every head, 
Where shoulder to shoulder, we stand and fight 
For honor and virtue, for truth and right; 
Where each man's face is an open glass, 
Where thoughts are mirrored to all tha� pass : 
· oh,  this is the home for m� t --
A home in the South, in the grand
3g
1d South, 
A home in the South for me t 
One cannot ascribe Mary Moragne's thwarted career as a 
writer entirely to her environment. Her own personality con­
tributed to it in large measure. Hers was a nature of strange 
contradictions . Although she was proud and fully conscious of 
her own capabilities, · yet she too timid to take full advantage 
of the opportunities that came to her. This timidity she hid 
under ·a mask of assumed superiority, ihdif�erence and- reserve. 
· The qualities which made her a student and a writer--detached 
reserve, sensitivity and melancholy introspection--are actually 
those which led her to become a fervent convert to religion, 
35 Mary Moragne, Lays from the Sunny Lands, p .  12. 
36 
.ill,g_. , pp . 4-5 . 
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apart, of course, from her personal interest in Mr . Davis . 
After she became a minister's wife, her way of life was some­
what restricted, especially as she had the ut�ost respect for 
her husband ' s  views and strove to uphold them in every way. 
In spite of her previous absorption in the world of her own 
thoughts and fancies, she was intensely devoted to her family 
and intimate friends and from all accounts displayed much prac­
tical wisdom and industry in the management of her household, 
and yet kept up her studies . Beset by a thousand nerv.e--wracking 
cares in 1867, she found time to take up the study of botany, 
which she added to the curriculum of her school, and this proved 
to be . an absorbing interest. The many bereavements and unsuc­
cessful struggles of her family during her later years, coupled 
with the abject defeat of the way of life in the old South which 
she held so dear, left her much embittered . Only a strong sense 
of duty and an unfaltering trust in the chastening hand of God 
sustained her in those hard days . She remained the head of her 
family until her death, a proud, resolute, keen-minded woman, 
who had outlived not only her generation, but the social and 
economic structure ot her time . 
IN CONCLUSION 
The facts presented in the preceding chapters should 
adequately demonstrate the range of material in the journals. 
History, literature, religion, education and social customs 
are all represented here. The bibliography to this thesis 
bears witness to the fact that Mary Moragne 1 s region was not, 
indeed, one that has been altogether neglected by historians, 
but the material has never been gathered together, particularly 
from any other point of view than that of factual history. This 
condition doubtless resulted from the exodus of the population 
. from Willington and its neighboring communities so that this 
district has been forgotten . Yet, because of its early history 
and because it produced some outstanding men, if for no other 
reason, it does not deserve this fate • 
. The social and cultural implications are, however, the 
more important considerations here, for it �s in this.field 
that the journals are of greatest value. By and large they 
substantiate the commonly held ideas concerning the ante-bellum 
South, but with this difference: tha� they were written by an 
individual who, although she stoutly championed the existing 
order of her society in most respects and conformed outwardly 
to its standards, had interests quite different from those of 
her associates. The chief marks of distinction between Mary 
Moragne and the typical Southern woman of this period were her 
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devotion to intellectual and religious pursuits. 
It must be remembered, however, that the South in Mary 
Moragne's time was not the only region in which most women were 
unconcerned with matters outside their domestic circle. Except 
possibly in New England, which had been predominantly intellec­
tual from the start, they had in 1838 little opportunity or 
encouragement in literary interests throughout the whole country. 
Therefore, in the spirit of Dr. Johnson's observation concern-
ing a woman's preaching, though we admit that the feminine litera­
ture of this period was not done well, we are in most instances 
. heartily surprised that it was done at all. The large majority 
of the women whose work is represented in Hart's Female Prose 
Writers of America are from New England, many others from New 
York and Philadelph,ia. Of the forty-eight writers only five 
were from the South, and Mary Moragne was the only one of these 
who had had little or no contact with a city. 
A conclusion in the usual sense is superfluous in a 
study of thi s kind. The preceding chapters have sought to 
realize the objectives stated in the introduction-- the study 
of historical, cultural, social, personal and literary back­
grounds. The Preface, which is long because it presents a con­
siderable body of entirely fresh material, supplies the setting 
for the Journal which follows. Since this study has undertaken 
to propound no theory, to settle no controversy, it would be 
futile merely to repeat what has been said in the pr�ceding 
pages, and it seems wiser to let the reader proceed immediately 
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to the Journal itself. 
A word should be said, however, about the method used 
in e�iting the Journal; Mary Moragne's most voluminous, and 
probably most valuable, work as source material for the history 
of this period. Almost entirely unrevised from the time they 
were written, their spontaneity and attention to detail are 
their happiest qualities. In editing the 1838 journal I have 
retained the original spellings-- and mis spelling s-- and the 
original punctuation except in instances where it is confusing 
or misleading to the thought. A list of the mis spelled words 
appears at the end of the Journal. Footnotes  identify names, 
places, quotations and unusual words. In my method for giving 
the SQurce for the se footnotes I have followed the form used 
in a scholarly edition of The Journal of Alexander Chesney, A 
South Carolina Loyalist in the . Revolution and After, 37 an his­
torical publication of the University of Ohio, a work similar 
in purpose to mine. Brackets indicate emendations for illegible 
words or those mis sing because of damagea places i n  the manu­
script. Asterisks show that a word or phrase is mis sing from 
a place where the context gives no clue to its identity. 
37 E. Alfred Jones, ed., � Journal ..Qf Alexander Chesney, 
.£!. South Carolina Loyalist in th� Revolution and After (Columbus : 
The Ohio State University, 1921) . 
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JOURNAL OF MARY E .  MORAGNE FOR THE YEAR 1838 
[ Since th� first pages of the manuscript are lost, 
the journal begins in the middle of an account of one of 
the author's many visits to friends and relatives in the 
surrounding villages and plantations. ] 
[January 4] Aunt · B .1 gave a dining party & invited 
some ladies, & gentlemen of the family connection. Floride 
Noble2 was [gene]rally speaking, the tongue of the party-­
she was fresh from a tour through the tmvns of Edgefield, 
Abbeville, 3 & Augusta ; 4 and _ as full of fashions, &: frolics, 
as she could well be: -- ·rrom the nature of her constitution, 
she c·ould n_ot rest 'till she had related 
"All the wonders which befel her: "--
"The moving accidents of flood & field" �5 
1Bersheba Caine, Mary Moragne's mother's sister, who 
married Dr . .  Nathaniel Harris, grandson of General Andrew 
Pickens of Revolutionary fame . 
2Daughter of Patrick Noble, governor of South Carolina 
from 1838-40 . 
3Edgefield and Abbeville, South Carolina, are county 
seats of the respective counties of the same names. Mary 
Moragne lived in Abbeville County, or Abbeville District, 
as it was then call�d. Edgefield was a neighboring county 
on the southeast . · 
4Augusta, Georgia� at this time a city of from six to 
seven thousand people and about forty miles down the Savannah 
River from Mary Moragne 's home at New Bordeaux, was the metro­
polis of culture, fashion and trade for this section of South 
Carolina . 
5othel�o, Act I, sc. iii, 1. 135. nor moving accidents 
by flood and ield . n 
2 
and she formed the "nucleus" of our company, arresting the 
observation forcibly, by her vivid & elegant recitals; & 
the somewhat contradictory nature of the childish vehemence 
of her manner • • • •  She told me many pretty things which the 
gentlemen of A--. had been saying about . me: �, which I 
may be excused for recording, as it is the only compliment 
that I ever valued: Mr M. a young man of some character for 
talent, ·who saw me for the first time at my Uncle 1 s6 wedding, 
remarked, that I "was not only the most intelligent lady of 
his ac�uaintance; but unlike the usual character of intelli­
gent ladies, -- I was perfectly free from pedantry". 
Friday 5th Brother? left us this morning to take 
charge of a school at Greenwood; 8 although it is but a short 
distance, it seems so much· like giving up to the world one 
of the dear members of our family, that I have been all day 
on the point of bµrsting into downright sorrow . 
6 
S. V .  Caine, Mary Moragne's mother's brother. 
7william Caine Moragne (1818-1863?), oldest . brother of Mary and her particular favorite. For biographical details, 
see Preface, pp. lxxxvi-lxxxvii. 
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Greenwood was at this time a small village approxi­
mately thirty miles from New Bordeaux. It boasted two aca­
demies� one for boys and one for girls, which were successful 
for a time, but the isolated pasitipn of the village before 
the days of the railroad made transportation difficult for 
boarding students. 
Wed 17th I have been sewing some this week but 
writing more�� I have undertaken to re-write an old manu­
script of my youthful pereg�inations-- & I have to take up 
the neglected thread of my journal before I go to Augusta. 
I recieved a letter to day from my brother at Greenwood: he 
is not vastly ple ased; but well to do----
Mon . 22nd Uncle H .9 dined here to day; but I was 
sick in bed, & didn 't  see him . A letter was brought me from 
. Jo
h
n: 10 a sweet cheerful bit of sunshine on a cloudy day-­
he has passed his examination respectably as he says----
3 
Tues . 23rd I was sitting in Mo�her's room alone this 
evening, - play1ng11 & singing "Love's Rito [r] nello" to my 
utmost forte, when I heard foot steps; but thinking it 
proceeded from some of the family did not interrupt myself 
. at all, 'till I heard my Father asking some gentlemen to be 
seated-- presently one of them walked on the tiptoe of curi­
osity across the room-- making some excuse to the table 
which answered the double purpose of proving mz identity, & 
of discovering to my astonished eyes the stately form of Mr 
9Dr. Nathaniel Harris. 
10John Bayle Moragne (1819-1847) , Mary's second brother, 
who had received an appointment to West Point, May 29, 1837. 
See Preface, pp. lxxxv�xxxviii. 
11on the guitar, a favorite instrument of young ladies 
of this period, well adapted to their light, sentimental songs. 
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William Gilchrist, whom I had not seen, since the time 
three years ago, he came here, a perfect stranger, &: or­
dered his horse to be 'well rubbed down & put up' . I sat 
still through the whole evening, notwithstanding Mr G .  
made another expedition to the secretary .!Qr. �  book; --and 
when Mother came in, ordered an "early · supper as he & his 
companion had eaten no dinner that day_." I never saw Mother 
more amused at any thing than at this last "chef-d 1 oevre", -­
she had actually, to go out to indulge her risibilities, 
fearful that if we remained together we should insult the 
dignified importance of our guest. 
After supper I sat awhile in the room with them, 
determining to indulge my curiosity in examining this amus­
ing specimen of Nature's bipeds . He immediately opened·a 
conversation with me, which surprised me, no less by its 
ease, & elegance, than by the good sense, & information, it 
included; and I had little fault to find with him except a 
rather unusual share of egotism, and a most unchristian stare, 
which is common to most young men . of his age. 
Yet it is an imperative conclusion that he is a fool-- ' 
though it must be admitted a very clever, handsome, & sensible 
fool,-- a fool that has read, & travelled to some advantage, 
& yet a fool for want of that proper combination, of those 
ideas of propriety, which is the surest evidence of a perfect 
capacity�- - and I felt something of the 'V'ein of the cynical 
5 
"Jaques" when he "met a fool in the forest, a motley foo1, nl2 
&c. There certainly must be a great .proportion of fools in 
the world, I said to myself, for "motley has been the only 
wear" with. my three last gentlemen visitors. 
Wed 24th Mr G. & his . companion, a plain gentlemanly 
old man, who carries more ballast than sail, thereby forming 
an exact "vice versa" to his top-heavy young friend,-- have 
gone out .this morning with Father to look at some lands-- they 
have an idea of purchasing: -- they took leave of us, expecting 
to proceed home from thence. 
About dinner time I was practising on the Guitar, 
when I observed Father riding up accompanied by Mr Gilchrist, . . 
who it seems was determined to spend anot�er night in our 
pleasant society, as he remarked� "it was not so often he 
came to Abbeville, he could not be hurried back. " We spent 
the evening in a conversation which was not without its 
proper uses ; for it instructed me in some things, whereof I 
had been ignorant heretofore. Among many other interesting 
12 
M_ XQ1! Like It, Act II, sc . vii, 11. 12-13, 34. 
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"trails of travel"--, Mr G. gave me a discription of Mure11l3 __ 
the great Western Land pirate, whose "speculations" are now 
confined to the blacksmith trade in the Penitentiary of 
Tennessee. When Mr G. saw him, he was tiring a waggon 
wheel-- fit occupation for such an iron-hearted wretch ! The 
conversation then turned on Stewart 1 s14 pamphlet, which I 
execrated as a villanous, & incredible expososition of human 
depravi-ty, &: Squire J. who was present, remarked, -that he be­
lieved it had done more harm, as an example of wickedness, 
than Tom Paille t s "age of Reason"-- Mr G. ·observed that the 
13John A. ' Murrell (1804-1844) ,  "was a bandit leader 
and folk hero of the Old Southwest, whose gang supposedly 
numbered some thousa:p.d members. His highway robberies took 
place in eight states." His activities and headquarters 
were centered in Tennessee and Arkansas. He was born in 
Middle Tennessee and ostensibly engaged in farming in Madison 
County, but his apparently calm and settled life was a rather 
shallow blind for directing his widespread schemes for steal­
ing, selling and disposing of negro slaves, horses and money. 
Like most American outlaws Murrell was noted for his quick 
mind, refined manners and genial personality. He was the 
idol of his men and kind to has family; yet, he was absolutely 
fearless and unscrupulous in committing the most daring and 
bloody crimes . He was captured in 1834 and sentenced to the 
penitentiary for ten years, from which he emerged completely 
broken in mind and body. His gang figures in two of William 
Gilmore Simms's novels, Richard Hurdis and Border Beagles. 
(James D. Hart, The Oxford Companion !Q. American Literature, 
p. -510, and James Phelan, Hi story of Tennessee, p. 34 9.) 
14virgil A. Stewart, under the pretense of being a 
horse-trader, _ wormed his way into the secrets of Murrell ' s  
gang and later brought about his arrest and imprisonment. The 
information which he thus obtained was published as the History 
of  the Detectiop, Conviction, Life and Designs of John A. Mure} 
(1835), an extremely sensational account which can be trusted 
only as fa� as it agrees with known facts. According to one 
historia�, "notoriety was the breath of his (Stewart's) nos­
trils. " lPhelan, p. 351.) 
correctness of the statements were not doubted in Tennessee; 
for Murell, himself had confessed in a serious moment tha t 
"it was true as far [as] it went". 
Thurs. 25th I went to bed la st night & left Father 
& Mr Gilchrist in a high argument on the bank question---
7 
This morning the first thing I saw was his. horse saddled for 
departure. But breakfast came on, & he was still endeavoring 
to bring Father to his terms about the land-- nine o'clock 
came, & ten, & he was still lingering-- in high chat, eleven 
came, & he rose to depart, but he only got on his h orse when 
he· called Father o�t, & promising to give his price, came back, 
& drew the writings. 
Friday 26th Today Mother, & Sister B. 12 went to a 
party given by Mr McKinnie13 & his lady . I was expected also; 
but some very high ideas of my own importance kept me at home : -­
God forbid tha t ever I should scorn "honest povertyn; 14 but 
12Katherine Bersheba Moragne, fifth child and second 
daughter in the Moragne family, frequently referred to as 
"Bershe. " 
13From a previous entry in the j ournals it appears 
that Mr. McKinnie was the schoolmaster. The teachers in the 
" old field" schools of country districts, far from being lights 
of culture and learning to their communities, were usually of 
the Ichabod Crane variety and were looked upon by the estab­
lished families as distinctly below them in social status. In 
a later journal (1841) and in a reminiscing account of her 
schooldays Mary Moragne holds these itinerant schoolmasters 
up to scorn as crude, bigoted and pedantic individuais, more 
ignorant than some of their students. 
14Robert Burns, "A Man's a Man for a 1 That". 
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the Eagle does not stoop its wing t� sport with jackdaws. 
Sat. 27th Cousin D-- R--1 5 came in to night, to 
arrange our trip to Augusta. It is concluded on, that I am 
to go with them on next Thurs-day. 
[ The loss of several pages breaks the thread of the journal 
here. The next page of the existing manus cript finds her in 
the midst of the journey to Augusta. ] 
The next stream we came to was very .full ; but we rushed 
through, without betraying our Woman's nature by a single 
scream-- I believe-- in a few hours it commenced raining, & 
continued thus 'till night, which set us down, at Major 
Middleton's-- Under the shelter of some umbrellas we reached 
the portico of the stately dwelling-- tolerably dry ; & from 
thence were conducted into a large parlour, by the . old gentle- . 
man himself. We were acquaintances of Miss Caroline; & were 
recieved as such by her ;-- & the fat old lady,-- the very 
personification of a growing curiosity, seemed disposed to 
ind�mnify her-self for not knowing us before, by making the 
most of our present acquaintance. We were treated with the 
most decent ho[spi ] tality, -- and after supper were conducted 
i [ nto] the drawing room, which glitt.ers with cost [ly] furniture, 
15Dyonisius Rogers was her first cousin, with whom she 
and his sister Mary were to make the trip. He was the son of 
Pierre Roger and Marie Moragne. 
9 
& echoes to the sweetest tone'ed p [iano] I have ever heard. 
But it was not· until the good humoured old lady had set her 
daughter the example, by knocking off a few fine reells 
herself, that the bashful fair one could be prevailed upon 
to touch the magic strings : -- with a most becoming hesitancy 
she then dashed away at some common pieces-- the chief merit 
of which lay in the instrument: -- she then asked me to ac­
company her in singing some songs ; but God forgive me for 
attempting to follow in such a race . We were then conducted 
into a very comfortable sleeping room, in which I am now 
writing before a very superb toilette mirror, whilst at my 
left hand, stands a handsomly drest bed, within whose shadowy 
folds, I hope soon to enjoy · an oblivion of this day's dis­
tresses . 
[February] 9th Friday evening--- Well, here we are, 
in Augusta-- in a little room on the third flo.or with one 
window looking out on broad streetl6 __ that is, my Cousin 
M [ary) & I; & we feel very strange�- at least I do, to whom 
all this parade & bustle seems like some ' magical �llusion, 
which the soft strains of music, ringing of bells, & echoing 
16 Broad Street, the main street of Augusta at that 
time, now the heart of the downtown district, is about two 
blocks from the Savannah River ·and runs parallel to it 
throughout the length of the city . 
10 
tramp of hundreds of strange feet gives to the shadowy in­
distinctnes s of a mellow moonlight amidst this magnificent 
bazaar--: but how we came here; & of all the "moving acci­
dents " that befel us  by "flood & fieldttl7 __ " !  could a tale 
unfold, nl8 which perhaps might be as original in adventure, 
as "Tom Thumb, " o� any of "Mother Bunch ' s "  tales: 19 __ When 
we left the elegant hospitality of our friends this morning, 
we were perfectly aware that we should have no slight dif­
ficulties to encounter in thi s day ' s travel, but my Cousin ' s  
waggon� 20 were on ahead of us, & arguing the possibility of 
thier having cros sed the riv�r before it was impassable,it 
was incumbent on him to follow as closely as  possible, -­
but we came upon their camp at the ferry, & were saluted 
by the very gratifying intelligence, that we could pos sibly, 
cros s tomorrow evening-- but this was not to be endured pa­
tiently. So we turned & took the .Hamburgh road, comforted 
with the assurance that if we could not cross Stephen ' s  
17see note 5·. 
18Ha.mlet, Act I, S C . v, 1. 15. 
l9Mother Bunch was a·n ale-wife of London, well knqwn 
in the sixteenth century and referred to in works of Nash, 
Dekker and Webster. Her name appears in the titles of many 
seventeenth century books of anecdotes and jests . (The Oxford 
Companion to English Literature, p .  118. ) 
-
20It was customary for farmers of this region to send 
their cotton to Augusta to market where they would also buy 
their stock of provisions for the year. 
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creek, we should be at least some miles nearer our destina­
tion. 
As soon as we came in view of the creek we were 
forced to halt, as the road was block'd up with horses, & 
waggons, in all the confusion of a newly struck camp. A 
dozen or so of nearly savage men were lounging idly around, 
either eati'ng or smoking, & one in a red flannel shirt, who 
seems to be the buffoon of the company, afforded entertain­
ment for them by his grotesque antics in rubbing the horses :-­
so easily can the idle be amused t We alighted, & sat down 
on a sunny bank of Pennyroyal, & Cousin D-- · on going to the 
ferry, . was informed that we should not be put across this 
evening-- however we ate our dinner very complacently, & 
read a love tale, & after that Cousin Mary & I, took out the 
blankets & cushions-- & rested ourselves . qn the side of the 
hill, just· above the bed of the violent 11 ttle .stream, & 
within sight of the ferry. Cousin D. was resolutely bent on 
trying the stream at all haz�rds--. The current is so strong, 
that at the lowest water thet are compelled to support the 
flat by means of a rope stre ched across the water, & fastened 
securely to trees, on either side; but now the additional 
force of the stream seemed to render this unavailing for the 
men which Cousin D had persuaded with him _into the flat were 
so frightened on seeing it begin to dip water before they 
reached the middle of the current ,that they turned immedi-
ately for the bank-- & all swore them selves free �f risking 
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it again, -- I thought the fool in the red shirt would have 
died in a fit of laughter when his feet touched terra-firma 
again. Here would have ended the enterprise, with a very 
prudent· man; but Cousin [D.] was not to be "scared at trifles"-­
& being fortunate. enough to find one sober-minded rational 
man who was willing to oblige him, they ventured out again, 
this time placing the head of the flat to the current, & 
with very violent exertions they succeeded in going, & re­
turning safely. We had now been two hours in waiting, & 
when Cousin D came to ask us if we would venture over, we 
arose, & followed him unhesitatingly . As is usual, when the 
success of an experiment is proved, we had now plenty of fol­
lowers-- one little fat redfaced man, whose natural cowardice 
was struggling most amusingly, with the bragging spirit of 
most puissant whiskey declared, that there was no danger at 
all-- at least not much, & if any one would try it he would'nt 
back out-- he could'nt bear to see ladies standing on the wet 
ground waiting . "La.dies, " said he as we walked on "had 1 nt 
you better put on your shoes; you might hurt your feet-- We 
explained to him that we had shoes under our socks�- "Ah" 
said he "I thought you only .pulled them off for diversion" 
We went over first with the gig, & then the flat returned 
for the horses-- It was a very exciting scene, & having 
waited 'till the flat returned safely to the opposite side, 
we set off determined to reach Augusta to night--- • .  
1.3 
The road which we were now travelling was almost 
impa�sable-- interminable hills of mud, & flooded vallies-­
in one place we saw a waggon overturned, with its whole bag­
gage very disagreably heaved from its mooring . About sunset 
we commenced rolling, very much to our comfort-- over the 
sandy plains of the piny woods, and arrived at the upper 
bridge just time enough to distinguish through its massive 
balustrade the broad stream beneath, now looking like a 
beautiful sheet of molten lead. The toll-gatherer came out 
of his little nest, from which a cloud of black smoke was 
pouring, & directed us in a foreign accent to the entrance 
of Broad Street. We drove on covered by the 'darkness from 
observation, but enabled to observe something o f  the moving 
.spectacle within the illuminated houses: -- to a stranger 
there was a pretty effect in the bright coulours of green & 
red displayed in the windows of the numerous apothecary 
shops-- contrasted with the sombre magnificence of the com­
pact rows of buildings . The moon began to peer over .the tall 
edifices, & brought out in clear relief the finished exterior 
of the eastern side making its white cornices & golden let­
ters brightly distinct-- we alighted _at the sign of a brass 
globe suspended at the top of a long pole, -- the entrance to 
the bar room is from a stair on the outside ; & having waited 
for some time an answer to our summons, we ascended to the 
landing place, & passed thro ' a room in which some gentlemen 
were standing into a �ong passage-- but by this time an 
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official informed us that there was no room for ladies in 
the hotel-- gentlemen attending the races having pre-occupied 
it; and we were recommended to the "United States 11 -- but this 
gentleman also regretted his inability to accommodate us, & 
referred us to a private boarding house on the opposite side 
of the street, but we drove up · to the "Planter 's, 11 & after 
some hesitation about the ladies a little barkeeper came 
out & assisted us to alight-- truly thought I ladies have 
stocked the market in this busy city-- at least they dont 
seem to be in much demandt--
As we were being conducted up stairs by the little 
bar keeper, _we caught sight of the table at which the boarders 
were supping; -- the master of the house, Mr S. Hale, a fat 
old turk of a bachelor, had gone on before to light a fire, 
& recieved us in a neat little parlour which contained � 
piano, & two sofa's, one of which was drawn to the fire,-- it 
was the same room I was shown . into some years ago when calling 
on a lady boarding there--- In a half hour perhaps, we were 
led through some winding passages to a room prepared for us ; 
it was large, & comfortable, & we sat down by the fire & ate 
our supper on a centre table between us, -- it consisted of 
weak tea, baker's bread, & the fragment of some badly baked 
fowl, however we added the traveller 's  sauce; & managed to 
dispose of the most of it . 
We had forgotten the lapse of time, & the novelty of our 
circumstances, in a train of thought leading from a volume 
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of the "8ketch-book"21 which lay on the table, to a free, & 
somewhat heartfelt exposition of our own feelings entirely 
, forgetful of the sound of voices in the next room, -- when 
Cousin D-- came in & sat down with us : -- he had been to 
call on Mrs C [ress ] the friend with whom Cousin M .  purposes 
spending her time ; -- & had recieved orders to bring us over 
to night-- how my heart ached,-- I was going among perfect 
strangers, & perhaps imposing myself on them as a boarder. 
I would much have preferred remaining at the hotel 'till I 
had secured � boarding house ; -- but I followed quietly, 
though not calmly : we walked for a square or so down Broad 
Street, then turning into an alley, ascended into a little 
back parlour-- where we found sitting two ladies & a gentle­
man: -- the husband, wife, & mother, who recieved · us with a 
polite, but plain, & unceremonious kindness. It was growing 
late, & Cousin D-- having left to return to the tavern, we 
were shown up into our room, the window of which, as I have 
said before, faces the most public part of Broad Street ; & 
a strange feeling of curiosity has often attracted us to it 
21:Mary Moragne was very fond of the writings of 
Washington Irving and referred to them frequently throughout 
her j ournals. She wrote some pleasing verses which are in­
cluded in her collected poems , Lays from the Sunny Lands, in 
honor of him-- the only one of her poems addressed to an 
author . 
to night to look out on the heavy tramp of feet, & listen 
to the various sounds of music proceeding from the many 
shows in operation:  Some Dioramas22-- so they call 'em-­
are being displayed in the "Masonic hall" just opposite us ; 
besides which there are the Circus; & an animal show,-- & 
occasionally, a deafening shout of applause reaches. us from 
the Theatre on which Miss Barnes is exhibiting her Histri­
onic skill : -- but my heart ach�s with the vague feeling of 
uncertainty, & strangeness.-- I must to bed . 
Sat. 10th of February. 
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We went down this morning at half past eight ; & were 
shown into a drawing room on the second floor, the windows 
of which shaded by yellow latticed blinds, with red tassels, 
look out on the street-- it is carpeted &, furnished. with 
all the etceteras of gentility; & . the papering of the walls 
exhibits an oriental landscape in which Grecian statues, 
fountains, temples, nwm.phs, & half naked living forms, in 
all the antique variety of ancient customs, cheat the eye 
with the idea of life & motion. 
Mr Cress was sitting at the fire reading when we 
entered-- he is a fair round man with large blue eyes, & a 
22rrhe diorama,. invented by Daguerre and Bouton, was 
a sort of magnified peep-show in which a painting, partly 
translucent, was seen from a distance through an opening. 
A variety of scenic effects was produced by skillful light­
ing. The diorama was. a popular form of entertainment fre­
quently mentioned in Odell 's  Annals of the ·New York Stage. 
( George C.  D. Odell, Annals of the New Yorkst'a�IV, 106) .  
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mouth which seems inclined to a perpetual smile,-- partly--
I suppose from a naturally sunny temper, & partly from a 
projection of the upper front teeth. Mrs C-- is a delicate, 
genteel young woman, with two pretty little Cress's-- as 
fair as hot-house plants-- And the old grandmother is kindly, 
& conside�ate: -- such is the place, & such the people with 
whom we are to spend some few weeks-- perhaps we could not 
have been better situated; we shall have all the advantages 
of iashion without being restrained by any of its forms, or 
ceremonies. We sat down to a breakfast of biscuit, buck­
wheat, & coffee, & afterwards adjourned to the drawing room 
where we sat for ·some time looking into the streets, but to 
a stranger there is too little variety in the endless suc­
cession of faces, all which are perplexingly strange, & the 
dull monotony of innumerable drays, driving to & from the 
river, to interest one long, -- the men have such an air of 
business, & haste, that we catch but short glympses of thier 
fac�s though they traverse the streets sans*. The ladies 
out shopping form a pretty feature of the prospect-- they 
always appear full-dressed, -- in nine cases out of ten, 
attired in the richest silks, or satins, with leghorn hats 
trimmed in pink satin, & artificial bouquettes but they go 
singly or in pairs-- & do not seem to attract the attention 
of the gentlemen, whom I set down for very Stoics on that 
account: -- placing the m�st _generous construction on thier 
indifference. We did see two pretty girls pass our window 
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this morning hanging from either arm of a handsome youth; 
but generally-- I believe, they dress, more to maintain 
thier caste, than with the prospect of attracting the at­
tention of these careless observers. 
Two very pretty young girls, with natural ringlets 
on thier shoulders, called in here this morning-- they are 
connected with this family: Miss Martin, & Miss Harris, -� 
I suppose we shall see them often • • • • 
11th Sunday . Last night I was waked by a singularly 
confused clamour in the streets, -- a feeling of painful 
curiosity led me to the window, time enough to observe a 
company of dark figures on the opposite pavement who were 
shouting in all the glory of drunkenness-- some very amusing 
sounds, which seemed to be an imitation of "Settin on a 
rail"-- It was,-- as I judged past midnight; but they tramped 
on heavily down the street leaving behind them a faint echo 
of thier disgusting orgies-- I went to sleep again with an 
aspiration for the unpolluted breath of the country, & a 
sigh for the native purity of man • •  
12th Monday--
Mrs Dr Turpin came in early from the country, 
she is a wealthy, & fashionable sister of Mrs C--. Miss 
Jane Kneeland called this morning to see us-- gave us a 
pressing invitation to spend some time at her father 's  which 
we have accepted for next week-- Cousin D-- came to bid us 
adieu:-- Miss K-- acosted him with the familiar persiflage 
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of old maidism,-- declared she intended an express for him 
to her wedding: -- he might come in the character of bride­
groom was the sequence I drew. 
When they had all gone; Mrs Cress offered to go out 
with me to inquire for a music teacher, as Cousin D 's busi­
ness had obliged him to neglect that important matter:-- a 
few doors below us is the music store of a German, named 
Iverson, of considerable celebrity as a teacher of the 
Pianoforte,-- he was absent ; & there was only · a colored man 
in the shop who acted as his substitute. I priced some 
Guitar's-- the highest of which was 5$,  & bo�ght a few pieces 
of music; but the man informed us that his master did'nt give 
lessons on the Guitar . Mrs C .  knew of but two other music 
teachers, one of which had married & gone into the country: -­
the other lived in the upper part of town; �- and I concluded 
to ask Mr Cress to speak to the latter. 
A gentleman was introd�ced by the name of Dr Marten, 
to night after tea: �- his visit was a compliment to us, & he 
�ndeavored to make it as great an honor as possible by mag­
nifying his own consequence in all the varied shapes of ego­
tism: -- indeed a sillier, or more good-natured fool, I have 
never met with in the country-- and yet he entertained us 
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with anecdotes which occurred when he ™ at college; 23 & 
with animadversions on lectures, thesis, & greenrooms-- in 
all of whi ch Mr 1Iarten was "propria persona"-- he said he 
had written his "Thesis" for the ensuing examination,-- & 
finding it would be too long he had stopt about the middle 
of it, intimating that there were many things he would � 
to say; but feared to tire the patience of his audience. I 
proposed to him the advantages of condensing his matter ; but 
he didn't seem to see the point of my remark, & I endeavored 
to turn the current of his egotism by asking who was the 
most eminent of his professors: -- nnr Newton was the most 
learned; but Dr Eve24 the most beautiful lecturer-- indeed 
he was very very eloquent"-- Mr or rather Dr Marten staid 
very late with his very's ; and to say truth 'till I was very 
tired of them; -- & Mr C .-- who is  something of a satirist , 
pleased me by remarking when he was gone, that he would as 
soon take an emetic, as be condemned to another two hours of 
such boreing. 
23:Mr Marten evidently attended the Georgia Medical · 
College at Augusta, the ancestor of the present University 
of Georgia School of Medicine, which was founded in 1828 
under the name of the Medical Academy of Georgia . (Charles 
c .  Jones, Jr. and Salem Dutcher, Memorial History Qf. Augusta, 
Georgia , p. 253 .) 
24This is probably Dr . Paul Fitzsimmons Eve, a member 
of . the faculty at- the medical college and· one of the publishers 
of The Southern Medical and Surgical Journal. He is noted for 
his services as a surgeon in the Polish Army during the Polish 
War of 1830 and also for his later research on yellow fever . 
(Jones and Dutcher, p. 255 . ) 
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Wed 14th This bright morning Cousin Mary & I went out 
shopping . I should have highly enjoyed the varied scenes 
presented to my view in this gay bazaar of the South, if 
I could have over come a foolish timid-ity, which made me 
feel as if I was alone in the midst of a thousand strangers: -­
always accustomed to looking upon a gentleman's attendance 
in such cases, as the "sine-qua-non" of etiquette, it would 
be long before I could walk with an air of confidence, solus, 
along these streets; but at any moment I can see some gay 
little creature tripping along, as freely, as if she were 
only dancing over the borders of her ovm flower garden, at 
her papa's country villa--: but for all that, they may be 
as modest as I : -- such is the force of habit. Truly that 
auctioner must have borrowed the brazen throat of war; for 
certain!� nothing else could stand that incessant intonation 
of sounds from the hoarsest bass to the most .edifying treb
°
Ie-­
beginning from "how much are my almonds worth"? and rising 
regularly with each successive bid till the hammer · falls-­
poor fellow l I think he must earn his br�ad at the expense 
of his lungs; & as if they were determined he should have 
no breathing space, drays are constantly employed in bringing 
to his door innumerable sacks, & barrels, & old plunder with­
out discrimination, -- which he immediately acknowledges, with 
an avidity which always reminds me of the fowl, which would 
be hatching any fowls eggs but its own. As we passed c�ose 
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by him to day I could not help pausing, altho' I amuse my­
self every day, by watching him from the windows. 
We are preparing to go out again this evening25 to 
a Mantua makers; but were delayed some t-ime by a visit from 
Mrs Taylor, -- We had to promise her to go on Monday to her 
Father's. 
We walked up street in search for a Mantua maker-­
got lost, & had . to go round one square into a dirty, dis­
agreable looking street: -- Oh ! I could: 1 :nt live in Augusta 
except on broad-way ! We had passed the place. without know­
ing it , but seeing Longstreet 1 s26 law office, we recollected 
that it was above that, & returned . The dress was cut & fit-
ted & we departed-- when we came to our corner, it was late 
enough to ( go ]  in; but Cousin Mary wished some curls, & we 
had to walk a long way down before she was accommodated.--, 
doors were closing, & the men were collected about in groupes 
staring in indolent leisure at each passer by. I hurried 
Cousin · Mary back as the tavern , & apothecary lamps were light-
25Evening is used throughout the Journal to mean 
afternoon, a standard Southern �olloquialism. 
26 
Augustus Baldwin Longstreet, humorist, lawyer, and 
Methodist minister, lived in Augusta from 1827 to 1839. He 
formed a law partnership here with William W. Mann and later 
with Charles J. Jenkins. (John Donald Wade, Augustus Baldwin 
Longstreet, p. 118 . )  Longstreet is well known in America·n 
literature as the author of Georgia Scenes . These humorous 
sketches, in a style which was to be developed later by Mark 
Twain, are perhaps the earliest bits of realistic fiction in 
our literature. 
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ing ; & I heard a supper bell, as I thought ; but it was the 
auction boy-- -with his deafening jingle-- I observed that 
he had the politeness to stop as he was passing ladies • • • •  
Thurs . 15th To day we have been sitting in Mrs Cress 's  
room sewing .-- It is raining. Dr . Turpin's oldest tlaughter, 
a beautiful child of thirteen, cam·e in from school-- her 
Father lives two miles in the country, but he sends his chil­
dren in a carriage to school every day--- There are three, 
or four female schools in Augus.ta all well filled ; but Mary 
Ann Turpin is one of the fifteen exclusive scholars of a 
very learned, & eccentric old maiden lady: -- Miss Tyson. It 
seems she has imbibed some of her self-willd & old maidish 
notions-- for though extremely intelligent as a child-- she 
has all the affectation, & airs of an· opinionated young woman . 
Her sensibilities are over wrought : today we have been play­
ing upon her feelings by ridiculing her beloved, & admired 
� Tyson: this old lady-- who is no doubt· learned, gives 
her pupils lectures on Astronomy of starlight nights,-- & 
has been engaging them to make fairs to raise money to buy 
her a telescope-- she even has in her head to build an ob­
servatory for the public benefit of Augusta; & yet it highly 
incenses Miss Turpin to say that her tutoress-- is "m2.2.!l­
struck." 
Late this evening Mr Cress came in to inform me that 
a music teacher was waiting for me in the next room-- Oh 
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how I hated it--t -- I went to see him however, & he engaged 
to come tomorrow morning at half past 9�-. He is a nice 
looking little German with rosy cheeks-- named ·Balmer-- they 
say I shall fall in love with him ; -- but no-- he wears rings ! 
Friday 16th Sent to the Planter's Hotel, for my 
Gui tar-.- The teacher came according to appointment and g ave 
me the first les son--- his German accent ; & soft prettiness 
amuses me much • • • • •  
Monday 19th • •  . . Late in the evening we dress.ed, 
& packed up our clothes for a day or two's visitation at Mr 
Kneelands-- . They live on the second square above us on the 
left side of the street. 
We were recieved with the most cordial welcome,-­
though with that particular attention to the form of polite­
ness, which always seems superfluous with plain people. We 
were accommodated with an elegant room on the third floor, 
furnished, & attended to, like the rest of the house, with 
the most scrupuluous attention : -- the old lady is ·a consci­
entious housewife-- & nothing eases her conscience more than 
to see justice done to her care [ ? ] .  
When we were seated in the drawing room a young gentle­
man was introduced as  Mr Kneeland-- I .remembered having seen 
his very handsome face before, but had never been acquainted 
with him-- ; in the course of a few hours however his inquisi­
tive, mischevous dark eyes had considerably shortened the 
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distance between us ; & when we were seated at the supper 
table, he seemed to have forgotten the necessity of eating; 
for whenever I spoke, he laid down his knife, & fork, to 
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look at me: -- to be sure I thought thi� r�ther impertinent, 
but it was too flattering impe�tinence not to be forgiven.-­
When we went in to tea, we were introduced to the old gentle­
man, as Miss Rogers, & Miss Moragne : -- he shook me warmly 
by the hand & said that he supposed .I was Miss Rogers-- from 
the favour of my sister : -- he was corrected iri his mistake; 
but still insisted that I favored her sister more than Cousin 
Mary did. -- Mr Kneeland is the very model of an old gentleman : -­
handsome, polite, & cheerful. I am delighted with him-- but 
he believes in good eating, as does his worthy spouse, whose 
keeping does infinite credit to her ingenuity in the culinary 
art . They keep an elegant table, one that would please an 
epicure ; but they pride themselves in it; and it is rather 
too severe a task on one 's digestive faculties to do credit 
to thier hospitality. 
Teusday 20th This morning we have been listening to 
the piano, singing-- laughing, & arguing. That handsome young 
gentleman , with such radiant eyes that they seem to set his 
whole countenance on fire if he smiles, -- is, I think, aware 
of his advantages in this respect, at least he knows how to 
use them; I expect nothing else but I shall engage myself in 
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a flirtation with him ; for we have been quarreling, & cutting 
our wit at each other · all the morning . -- We seem to have a 
moral antipathy: -- for we never suffer the least word, or 
look of the other to escape unanswered--
After he had gone out, Miss Jane, a very clever, in-
·telligent, & somewhat hwnorous old maid took us to see her 
friend Mr Mifflin-- the portrait painter-- His: room is one 
door below the Masonic Hall,-- we ascended the stairs unan­
nounced , into a room, in which the finished paintings were 
left for publ�c inspection: -- across it a curtain was drawn 
behind which we heard voices ; Miss Jane having taken a peep 
in at the opening ,  was met by a lady, & asked in.-- The po­
lite little whiskered painter jumped up with his pallette in 
hand , & smilingly placed chairs for us, then seating himself 
behind his canvass, fixed his eyeon the lady he was drawing, 
& reswned the conversation with the ease of the scholar, & 
artist. The lady-- Mrs Dr Cunningham,-- was by no means 
beautiful, but . she evidently had a good opinion of herself-­
& no doubt thought that the painter would do h�r justice; but 
how any one could sit there with so much composure under the 
constant gaze of a man is more than I can imagine • • • •  Mr 
Mifflin is esteemed a very fine painter here,-- he is just 
from the schools· of Italy; -- and it would seem that the mania 
of seeing themselves on � wall, very much possesses the 
people here; for almost every man who has a wife, brings her, 
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& himself to the painter • • • •  
Although the wind was high,  we took a long, very long 
walk this  evening-- along green-street down to  the grave yard : 
this i s  a beautiful street -- but very retired,  even now-- the 
green gras s looks like a verdant carpet  over its  broad smoth 
expanse-- But here are all th� public edifi ces : -- Churches ,  
City Hall , & the most  beautiful of  privat e hous e s ,  surrounded 
by evergreens , & gardens tas te£ully laid off in parterres of 
flowers . -- Mrs Jenkin ' s  house is richly , -- romantically splen-
did ;  but the most beautiful privat e hous e I s aw was Mr Phinizy ' s  
not yet finished-- it i s  bri ck,  with a porch in front of the 
s econd . story supported by four fluted  columns of a brown s tone 
which really looks  clas s ically e legant . The churches on this 
street  are all very near together : they never were very mag­
nificent ; & now look much faded-- the Baptist  church is the 
best  looking-- it has four noble pillars support ing its roof 
in front , much more to my fancy, than the t all steeple of the 
Pre sbyterian ;  but the town bell , & clock, gives thi s in reality , 
something of  the supe riority which it ·as sume s  ove r its neighbors . -­
The Methodist  i s  particularly plain ; and the Unitarian on the 
oppos ite  s ide , looks like . the spirit of desolation had as s ailed 
it s doors & windows : -- its  shrine is  desert ed. -- The Richmond 
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academy27 comes next ; & adj oining that , is the Medical Col­
lege , 28 perfectly plain, & white , -- a marble whitene s s , - -
with a small cupola , and a Grecian porch in front , of clas sic  
sympli city : it  i s  the temple of mind , not fashion. -- I have 
been persuaded to . go there , & visit the Mus eum, but I am 
c.ertain if I ever go to a museum it will  not be · a medical �· 
Low down on thi s s ame s treet stands the City-Hall , in  a grove 
of beauti ful young tree s • • • •  It i s  a s quare brick building- ­
surmounted by a st eeple , which ris e s  from a flat terraced roof- ­
around which one may walk i n  s afety, and , overlook the town-­
far above , looking like s ilver in the sunshine , a large globe 
seems to hang in a quadrangular s ocket , & a s tatue of liberty, 
j ustice ,  or some other genius , pois es  hers e lf upon it�- No 
doubt being s o  far removed  from contagion,  she may pres erve 
hers elf pure , & uncorrupted- - but so soon as she des cends from 
her ariy height she falls a victim to  human depravity. 
In the middle of the street oppos it e this , a pole i s  
reared with its point in the sky-- i t  i s  called Liberty ·pole ; 
but I suppos e  it s office has been a s inecure , ever s ince it 
27The Richmond Academy was founded during the rebuil4ing 
of the c ity after the destruction of the Revolution ( 1783 ) when 
the proc eeds from the s ale of city lot s were de s ignated  to be 
us ed "to e stablish and maintain a s eminary" for young ladies . 
Thi s  academy, which is still carried on under the s ame name , 
claims to  be "the olde s t  s eat of learning in the United States  
with the exception of Yale , Harvard, and Princeton. " ( Jones and 
Dutcher, p. 157. ) 
28see note  22 . 
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bo re the t idings to  heaven , that Augusta  was honored by "the 
nation ' s  gue.st " .  29 It is  not often the A..lllerican people find 
themselve s called on to  rejoice : - - they are too proud t o  ac­
knowledge benefits , & too matter-of-fact , to  imagine hono�s • • • • 
When we reache d  home it was time to dre s s  for evening , -­
our preparations were s imple however ,  as  we only expe cted 
s ome few part icular favorites  of our friend ' s -- the s e  were 
three young ladies -- like ours elves from Carolina & now vis it­
ing Augusta , - - and one · or two more gentlemen-- Mr Knee land & 
I had for s ome t ime been engaged in a very spirited play of 
words on "the degree of devot ion due my own s ex from his , n  __ 
this of cours e was a very eloquent subje ct for me ; and his 
oppos ition was fast fai ling when the company entered- - ;  but 
s eemingly gaining courage from the appearance of allies-- he 
renewed the s ubj ect in a manner which made me very conspicuous -­
a young Mr Mac . -- s omething, a s tudent of the medical college , 
came to his re lief with a few remonstrances  and then went over 
& took his seat by Mis s  Grove s ,  whos e very devoted  he i s -­
thereby giving me a beautiful illustrat ion of  the very doctrine 
he comdemmed--
29  This  reference is  evidently to Lafayette , who vis it ed 
Augusta in 1825 and received a public welcome when Governor 
Troup escorted him up the river from Savannah.  A proces s ion 
of bands , carriages ,  soldiers and citiz ens accompani ed the 
hero up Centre and Greene street s  to the City · Hall where he 
was welcomed by the mayor .  ( Jones and Dutcher , pp . 170-71 . } 
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A Mr Stovall ,  a tall , , long-faced youth took his seat 
by me , in wondering s i lence ; but the next morning he proved 
his acknowledgement of my theory by s ending me a ticket t o  
the ball , with his very humble pet ition for my attendance--
he is a manager bye the bye- - Mr K-- was obliged to de clare 
himself convinced, though to do j us t ice  to  his gallantry , I 
mus t  remark that he told me in a whisper,  that my " eye s had 
effected more than my argument s " J -- That . doe s  pretty well  for 
two days acquaintanceship-- the s aucy cre ature ! - - but he has 
a ve ry pretty. way of paying compl iments : - - he throws such an 
air of mock gravity into  his manner ,  that one is puzzled to 
know whether he is praising, or burle s queing-- & the result is  
always a hearty laugh with me . 
Some · of the young ladies  played on the piano , and one 
or two of the gent lemen ass i sted  them in s inging-- during mos t  
of the t ime Mr McClisky was carrying o n  a soft fire of the 
artillery of love against Mis s Grove.a-- she· took it with a 
great deal of  dignified  calmne s s -- ,  w.ithout attempt ing to 
make any defence ,  though the whole room was whispering, "dont 
you think McKlisky is a little in love " ?--- He fell in love 
with her ,  I am told- - on s e e ing her the first time at church, 
and has haunted her eve r s ince in public ,  & in private -.- s o  
that on s e e ing Mr Mc you may be  sure Mis s  G-- i s  near • • • • 
After  the company l eft we went into . the dining room, 
& took another supper of cakes , wine & oranges - - etc.  Henry 
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followed us -- the mischevous creature ! -- he · i s j us t  l ike a 
pet child, that has been  spoiled by hi s s is t ers , and somet imes 
s eems inclined to forget that he is  not privileged to torment 
others like he doe s them--
A boy raised  so among girls , is  apt to  be frivolous -­
though they are generally the mos t  pleas ant of triflers , for 
they know how to pas s off thier nonsens e with a kind of gay 
I s aucines s which give s it an eclat - - women have been accus ed 
of loving s aucine s s -- & they do , where it i s  elegant & witty-­
a decent boldne s s  l ooks well in a man, for it shows manline s s 
of spirit , than which nothing dignifie s  him more in the· eyes 
of . women . A woman of taste  & s ense may be amused,  & ente r­
tained by thi s kind of agreable playfulne s s -- becaus e its  
good humour & s ocial indications will excuse its  follies --
but its great tact lies  in knowing how far to  .82 for as  the 
least  advance to impertinence or impudence would ·pain or 
offend her-- a man shows his appre ciat ion of her character 
by the limits he s ets to his propriety . 
Thursday 22nd of Februrary-- -
. . . 
We have j ust  returned to Mr Cre s s ' s  after  having 
witne s s ed the celebration of Wash1ne;ton[ 1 s ] b irth day in the 
Presbyterian church- - This is an unfailing custom of the Augusta  
people to march in  military & civic proc e s s ion t o  the church, 
& hear an oration de live red in commemorat ion of the virtues of 
this great man; & at night they as s emble ,  & dance to his honour . 
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To day the house was well filled even to the galleries, & 
on a temporary stage erected before the crimson covered pul­
pit sat the speaker surrounded by some half dozen of old 
grey haired men in military dress. Dr Robertson, who had 
marched his company into the church, rose first & read the 
"farewell address "-- in a very pleasant & forcible (i.e. 
forceful] manner-- & was succeeded by the speaker-- Mr 
Raiford-- formerly editor ·of the "Georgia Constitutionalistn30 __ 
a young man of some oratorical graces-- & poetical taste, as 
was made apparent by his speech . The speech, though neither 
learned nor wise, was beautiful, & touching.; -- and called 
forth many applauses. --- In every interval of the ceremonies 
we haq music from a choir in the gallery-- �onsisting of a 
piano played by Iverson, & accompanied by several manly 
voices-- · It was fine I dare say-- though I have never heard 
much fine music; but it was rather too noisy to be intelli­
gible, for its forte entirely drowned the expression of the 
music-- This may be fashionable, thought I-- but it is cer­
tainly not agreable-- as I was straining my ear to distin­
guish the words of that fine Roman Catholic hymn which chants 
the benefits of the Savior's death-- & suffering, "Gloria in 
excelsis--", though I failed in distinguishing the words--
30The Georgia Constitutionalist was an early news­
paper of Augusta, established about 1797 and continuing un­
til 1877 when it merged with the Chronicle. (Jones and 
Dutcher,- pp . 2?8, 288. ) 
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the grand & imposing solemnity of the music, elevated my 
feelings into a sublime exstacy: -- & I felt that it were no 
wonder that the full rich swell of such music, amid the 
magnificent devotional surroundings of 1 Catholic worship, should 
transport the spirit into the enthusiasm of the ideal presence 
of God. But music is a dangerous appanage of religious rites-­
it lifts the spirit up with so seductive an influence that 
the heart is deceived by its piety, & it is only when coming 
again in contact with the world that it learns to ascribe its 
transient devotion to the power of divine melody. 
could always last who would not be a Christian i • 
Sunday 25th of Februrary. 
If this 
• • • 
This has been one of those bright days which some-
times come over our existence to put us in love with life : -­
the sun shone cloudlessly, & warmly, on the p�vement, & swarms 
of gayly dressed ladies fluttered in its beams; indeed, all 
Augusta-- from the whiskered beau, & glittering belle, down 
to the simple, merry negro child, seemed to be enjoying the 
vivyfying influence of a warm sunny day. • • • 
At 3 o'clock we prepared for the Baptist Church-- two 
young Mr Turpin's called, & walked with us there. The hearers 
were few this evening ; but trua"t. only gave finer effect to the 
echo of the preachers silver tones • • • • The music of the 
choir is very fine in this church, considering that it is 
simply vocal-- the three parts are carried • • • •  • ,, - "' •c. 
.. ... . . . . · 
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We bowed our beaux off at the door ; & I had stationed 
mys elf at our window above stairs , to redeem from oblivion , · 
s ome of the pas t  event s of the last week- - "thinks I to my­
s elf "-- I shall have � good, lonely ,  evening for writing ; 
but in a few moment s I heard Mrs Cres s ' s  voice  calling at the 
top stairs that a gentleman, below wished to see  me , & I mus t  
� down ; well  down I went , though in no very charitable 
spirit towards the intrude r ; -- and lo ? the re was Dr Martin 
a.gain : -- I felt as if I would as s oon be drawn through a _ wire 
sieve 7 - - or s it for an hour under a shower bath in December ; - ­
but �he evening pass ed-- tea came & went , & he was there still-- . 
I was just  fini shmg a calculation of the hours till bedtime , 
when the _ door opened,  for the Mr Turpins , & a Dr Harri s -- .  who 
was introduced to us for the firs t time . The gentlemen had 
not s at long ere they propos ed going to the Methodist  Church : -­
Cous in Mary caught at the idea-- & having at length got me int o 
an obliging humour ,  we s et off , she with Mr Jackson Turpin, & 
I with the magnifi c ent Dr Mart in, - - to the utter exclus ion of 
the other gentlemen. We �ad two streets  to cros s ,  but the 
walk was . not di sagreable as the street s  were illuminat ed, -­
when we  a.rri ved * * * · * .;t, * ; & we  took s eat s at [ the b] ack 
of [the cro] wd-ed hous e--- The church is very large , but 
plainer than any other I have s een here , exc ept the Unit arian, -­
it  has no ornament if  we  except the two rows of lamps along the 
gallerie s ,  & a crimson border , without fringe or tas s el ,  to the 
pulpit . A young man was declaiming in the usual Methodis t  
oratory-- without pause, or accent, and having striven for 
effect 'till he had gotten some women to shouting, -- they 
sung a hymn, & called up the mourners to be prayed for:-­
one or two girls went forward ; but as is usual, the young 
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men looked up 1& laughed . Methodists will be Methodists still-­
but I do love thier enthusiasm if they would not carry it to 
fanaticism • • • •  As we were coming from church, Dr Martin 
engaged me to go with him to the theatre3 1  tomorrow night, if 
we can make up a party-- � .! �  is worth haveing ! ---
These young * * * * * after sitting with us * *  oclock,-­
& the Doctor has been amusing us with some graphic stories of 
College life, which are rendered perfec tly irresistible by an 
interesting lisp, & an accompanying twis t, occasionally, of 
the most ineffable pair of red whiskers . I had actually to 
go out once to indulge the laugh with which I was struggling 
ineffectually . These i�teresting peculiarities added to the 
I I greatest good humour, & a really pleasing naivete of manner, 
makes the Doctor just the man to spend a few evenings with 
agreeably, without danger of falling in love: so here 's to 
31 The Augusta Theatre Company was incorporated in 
1824 . The theatre, variously known as the Concert Hall and 
the Augusta · Opera House, was located on Ellis Street . ( Jones 
and Dutcher, p.  292 . )  From Mary Moragne 's  account of the 
plays she saw there, it would seem that the entertainment 
offered was unusually good, all the plays mentioned being given 
by well known New York actors on tour. 
good Doctor ' s better acquaintance ;  but I .9£ wish he had not 
so plainly ascribed his visits here to !!!I account. 
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26th Mon • • • •  Late in the afternoon Ann Martin came 
in from school, & dressed with us-- we took supper before 
seven, & shortly after, the Dr,  & a brother· ChiE came , which 
latter was introduced by the name of Denham: -- he took charge 
of Cousin Mary ; Dr M-- realized his claim . on me ; & Miss Martin 
having fallen under Mr Cress's wing, we set off-- the night 
was a beautiful star light with the "moon ' s  sweet crescent 
glittering on the borders of the east"-- ,  and as we briskly 
followed the crowd along , I felt something of the high antici­
pation of novelty • • • •  oh the dear delight of new s cenes--
how ·it brought the blood to my cheeks, & thrill ' d  my nerves 
with a sensation of pleasure. Our party occupied the second 
box, in front of the stage, -- the theatre was crowded to excess, 
& some disputes arose about the misdirection of seats, one 
man who was sitting before us was forced to resign his seat & 
remove his family to another tier .of box�s-- this proved to 
be an advantage to us , as it removed a very large bonnet 
from before us, & oc cupied the seat with a party of ladies, in 
all the fashionable nudity of naked heads & shoulders. Dr 
Martin having by perseverance obtained the seat he had engaged 
for us , rewarded himself by sitting down at my right hand-- the 
curtain had not yet drawn up ; & we sat for some time looking at 
the various suggestions of nature & art .around us : - - the little 
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circular gallery which we occupied was literally heaped with 
human forms , half of which se emed to be ladi e s - - in the · cent re 
of the pit j ust  bene ath us was the orchestra-- cons i sting of 
a piano , & two violins in delightful conce rt , surrounded by 
men & boys -- who were s tamping, shout ing , & laughing , in all 
the exuberance of · excited imaginations . The curtain which as 
yet concealed the stage , was embellished with s cenes of land, 
& water , surmounte d  by a head of Shake speare clasped by s eraph­
ic arms , -- lamps suspended j ust without the enclo sure of the 
gallery exhibited  wreaths of ros es  painted on its panels ,  & on 
the arch ove rhead were written the words -- "The s e  are life ' s  
hi storie s : -- her smi les & t ears "---
The play was He.nry the IV-- & whilst we were reading 
the play bills the curtain was drawn ; in the midst of a splen­
did chamber a king was s eate d  on his throne &c , &c . --- Hackett32 
in the inimit able characte r  of Falstaff-- shook the house with 
raptures ,  & Forbes , 33 as the gallant Hot spur, sublimat ed the 
32Jame s Henry Hackett  ( 1800-1871 ) was one . of the foremost  
American Shakespe arean actors  of his t im� , and Falstaff was  his 
mos t  famous role . He was we ll known throughout America and in 
England as well , having made several suc ce s s ful appearances  abroad . 
He s trove to  introduce the psychologi cal element int o  his acting 
and was ahead of many of the actors of his day in hi s careful 
study of t ext and charact ers . He was a crit ic as we ll as an actor,  
being the author of Notes  and Comments upo0 Cert ain Plays and 
Actors of Shakespeare rn(}rit icisms and orre spondence {1863 ) .  
He was well acquainted with John · Quincy AdamR , whos e Shake spearean 
criticism he printed  iri hi s book, and Lincoln , with whom he vis it -
e d  and corresponded . ( Est-her Cloud.man Dunn, Shake speare in America,  
pp . 160-63 . )  
· ·33w• C .  Forbes w�s a well known actor on the New York 
stage , who , although he never attained anything like Hackett ' s  
fame , sometimes played leading ro le s in Shake spe arean plays , 
though more often, as here in ¥inqVIV, he played s econd to a 
more famous actor ' s  le ad . ( Ode , , 23 ,  24 ,  290,  291 . ) 
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enthusiastic  love of glory-- A handsomer face ,  or a fine r  & 
more athl etic  form could certainly never have worn the Tartan 
plaid of the noble Percy ; but it appear ' d  to my untutored con­
c eption, that his execut ion was the blustering boldnes s  of  a 
·bragging general , than the high & invincible daring of the 
pure patriot , - - s e lf s acrificing patriotism i s  deep , conc en­
trated, & s ile.nt-- . the man who would bring the brave Percy 
before our eyes must be proudly s imple in ges�ure , & deeply 
. . 
fervid, not boisterous , in expres s ion. 
The part of the coquetti sh husband Forbes gave to ad­
miration, whe re he take s the ins inuating lady Percy half re­
luctantly on hi s knee , & with the s ame breath in whi ch he s ays 
tr r do not love thee Kat e ,  rr34 fondly ki s s e s her-- &c ; ---
That which excited mos t  mirth bes ides the wit of "old 
Jack"  was the character of Franci s , · the bar keeper of Mrs 
Quickly : -- no imagination could have invent ed a more grotes que 
figure of  hurry & obsequiousne s s -- the s imple act of rais ing 
his apron to  avoid a repet ition of Falstaff ' s  ale amused me 
more than any thing I had s een- - it was s o  l ike truth. The 
death s cene was fine , tho ' rather over acted;  & it create s a 
disagree able feeling , to s ee so  much merriment ove r the body 
of the brave Percy---
34 I Henry IV , Act · I I , s c . iii , 11.  93-4. '' I love thee 
not ; I care not for thee , Kate . tt 
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In the aft e r  piece of ttBlack eyed Sus an"35-- a young 
lady made he r first appearance in Augusta-- she i s  Mis s �, 
a pret ty ,  mode st  looking little creature whi ch would have 
graced s o  swe etly her native cottage had she be en content in 
the unambitiousnes s of inno cence - - so I thought , as a long 
shout from the pit greeted her entrance-- she was s imply 
dres sed in a long gown of lead colored s i lk over a whit e 
skirt-- a boddice of the s ame , & a large  flat st raw hat on the 
back of her head-- her voice  was " soft & low , an admirable 
thing in woman"36 off � stage. 
Forbes was her " sweet William, " & to do him jus tice 
� eeme d to enj oy with � feeling the priveleges of a husband 
35Black-Ey 1 d Sus an or "All in the Downs " i s  a sentimental 
English comedy written in 1829 by Douglas Jerrold ( 1803: 1857 ) ,  
a well  known playwright , witty contributor to Punch, and friend 
of Dickens , Thackeray , and other prominent literary figureis of 
the period. Black-Ey ' d  Susan is bas ed,  at least in tone and 
character. , on a ballad by John Gay ( 1685-1732 ) ,  "Sweet Williams ' s  
Farewe ll to Black- eyed Sus an . " The connection between the two 
pie ces  i s  quit e apparent from the fact that the subtitle of 
Jerrold ' s  play i s  taken directly from the f irst line of the 
ballad . Als o  s everal s tanzas of the poem are sung by the s ailors 
upon their return home . Black-Ey ' d  Susan enjoyed considerable  
popularity both in this country an4 in England. It appe ared on 
the New York stage every s e ason from 1834 t o  1843. Be caus e it  
is  a s entimental melodrama, however,  somewhat trite in plot and 
given to frequent shift ing of s cenes- �  weakne s s es that were ob­
vious even to an inexpe rienced theatre-goer like Mary Moragne-­
the play lends itself readily to parody. Seve ral burlesques have 
been written on it , of which Sir Franci s  C .  Burnand ' s  i s  prob­
ably the most  widely known. 
36ngs Lear ,  Act V ,  s c .  i ii ,  11 . 272 -73 . "Her  voice was 
ever soft , enTie; and low- - an excellent thing in woman. " 
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after s ome years at s ea , -- but the sailor ' s  rude , & j oy-felt 
extravaganci e s  were far more tolerable to me than the s oft 
grace of her pas s ive tendernes s . Oh my heart ached for th� 
woman who had thus made her charms the abominable too ls of 
folly ;  & I s carcely had patience to  await the end of thier 
t iresome succes s ion of care s se s . This play is very weak in 
incident , & common place in expres sion-- in the cours e of it 
William is condemne d to death for having res cued his wife from 
the outrages of a superior officer ,  & in parting with him she 
faints  in his arms , & goes on with much s illy stuff , which 
bears the impre s s  of the "lamp & orange peel " - - but the char­
acter of the brave , true hearted Will-- i s  very touching , & 
his distres s  drew te ars from many eye s - - ; the s cene of his 
tri al i s  very intere sting-- I particularly admired the evi­
dence of one of his old shipmat es  when que st ioned of what he 
knew of this man- - "Know, my lord , -- I know nothing but good"-­
"Did you ever know of  hi s di sobeying a superior officer? " " Only 
once my lord, when I was put on the black li st he gave me half 
p hi � & & o .1. s grog - - c , c • But "poor Will " i s  condemned, in spite 
of the affe ct ion of hi s comrades , & is only re scued from the 
top of the gallows . -- His "Sue " then flies  madly to his arms , 
& . the j oyful s cene i s  consummated by a general shout of the 
s ailors --
In the cours e of  this play the s ai lors call loudly for 
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a song ,  & one of them give s in mos t  theatric s tyle the "Bay 
of Bis cay, n37 __ thi s  was encored, & repeated,  & afterwards , 
a little Mi s s  Wra,-38 dre s sed  in the s ai lor cos tume of white 
pantaloons & short blue j acket  danced the mo st  exquis it e  horn 
pipe-- -
Th e  l ittle creature , apparently highly pleas ed with the 
applaus e she recieved, came forth again , changing the step 
every five minutes  to  s omething new & pret ty : -- I never s aw 
any thing that pleas ed me more than this sweet child ' s  grace ,  
& agi·lity-- when she stopped &: picked up the money which had 
been . thrown her-- she. was greeted by the s ailors , &: 
0 sweet 
Will , "  who had been looking on with _hi s arm around his Susan ' s  
neck,  caught up the child in his arms , & c ares s ed her . --- I 
was much surpris ed to s ee thes e actors s eem to enj oy each 
othe r ' s  performance s  as much as the audience---
27th Teus day-- - This morning whilst  we were yet in 
bed a s ervant came from Mrs Edward Bust in inviting us to s pend 
thi s  day with her .  We promised  to  do so , though we had s ome 
37The "Bay of Bis cay "  i s  a rollicking s ailor s ong from 
the opera Spanish Dollars ( 1805 ) by John Davy, who i s  s aid t o  
have t aken the melody from a s ong he heard negro s ai lors s ing­
ing in London. The words are by Andrew .Cherry, an Iri sh play­
wright . ( Percy A .  Scholes , The Oxford Companion to Mus i c ,  p. 81 . )  
38Fanny Wr�y was a child star about ten years old at this 
time . She firs t appeared in 1835 at the age of s even at the Rich­
mond Hill ( New York }. Theatre and Circus in a Jim-Crow act � Odell ' s  
Annals of the New York Stage accords her the greate st popularity : 
"Little Mi�Wray J'I'm=Crowed in the late s t  gasps ; "  "Mis s Wray , 
' the young Ameri can phenomenon. ' "  Lat er she appeared frequently 
in . vaudeville , in ballets and pantomines until  her marriage in 
1842 to a Mr . Anders on .  { Ode ll , IV, 39 , 43 , 151 , 181 , 525 , 601 . ) 
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calls to  make first - - in the upper part of town. I pract is ed 
' till half past 9 , - - then having dres s ' d we went by , & took 
Jane Kneeland with us to cal l  on Mrs Carter. · We were conducted 
into a most  e legant parlour , in  which were two table s s trew ' d  
with beautiful books -- the first inst ance of the kind I have 
s een in August a ,  but it was Hesperian fruit to  me , as a fash­
ionable call would precul e  [ preclude ?] the idea of opening 
them. 
Ai'ter  waiting a reasonable t ime for the ladies  to dre s s ,  
which is  the t ribute that patience daily pays t o  fashion here ,  
we  were greet ed by the entrance of  Mrs . Carter,  & Mis s  Groves , -­
the former of whom i s  a beautiful woman with much grace & viva­
c ity-- the lat te r  I could . never think beaut iful. Whilst  we 
were the re ,  a piano was brought in which had been hired for 
M:i s s  Groves  to t ake les sons on. She s at doY{n, & played a tune 
or so , & we aro s e  to depart. 
When we had re- cros s ed the street , Cousin Mary stept in 
to call on some other ladie s ; & I went shopping to  look for 
s ome brown braid to make a chain for Mrs Taylor- - there  were 
only two �ieces to be found, & I returned with Jane K. -- to 
await Cous in Mary ' s  vi s it .  She s taid longe r . than I expected 
having been compelled to await for a half hour the appearance 
of the ladies , & it was now 12 o ' clock as we s et off for Mr 
Bus t in '  s .  A walk of a half mile perhap.s , brought us to the 
lower part of town ,  where trade ceas e s  ent irely, & where the 
s cattered hous es  with a few s tinted shrub s  around them, exhibit 
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neither  the beauty & cleanline s s  of the country , nor the 
elegance of town. But the s treet nicely s anded in front of 
a white railing ,  enclos ing a beautiful whit e  hous e , surrounded 
by wild orange trees  waving over e legant parterres of flowers 
bordered with boxwood , - .- admonished  us that we had reached the 
mansion of tast e ,  & as cending a flight of ten,  or twelve s teps 
into  a little porch, we touched the polished bras s kno cker 
which bore the name of "Edward A Bustin" - - - The door opened 
into a long pas s age , which �as e legant ly carpete d, & on one 
s ide was ornament ed by a large stand of flowers -- of prec ious 
rarity , among which some Camella ' s  were now blo oming beaut i­
fully--- Oh how my heart bounded at the s ight of them; it  was 
realiz ing some of the mos t  innocent indulgenci es  of my imagi­
nati on : -- I never heard of a flower that I did not long for ; 
& some of my fonde s t  aspirations for t ravel have been drawn 
from this  s ource ! - -
In an e legant arm chair by the fire  s ide was recl ining 
the elegant Mrs Bustin , - - & every thing around her was in the 
s ame s tyle of superior elegance : - - ros e-Damask curtains , of a 
pale buff-coulour lined with crims on s ilk , & edged with a 
bordering of s ilver flowers  on a red ground hung richly from 
large bras s rings down to the very Brus s els carpet-- a superb 
centre table , with a dark marble s lab corresponding with the 
colour of the chimney piece , s tood at one sid� before a large 
plain mirror ,  causing it to reflect the image of a beautiful 
shade lamp ,  the foot of whicn s eemed to spring from a bed of 
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green & red moss-- A sofa in the new style of tacked cushions 
sat back against the wall--- & dark cushioned chairs finished 
the toute ensemble of repose-- the rich rug lay brightly & 
softly along the borders of the white hearth, forming a 
pretty contrast to the jet black chimney stove in which a 
cheerful fire blazed-- the mantel piece was simply decorated 
with three magnificent chandeliers, throwing thier prismatic 
coulours into �very shape of fantastical variety-- and to 
complete the charm � by adding beauty to elegance, the windows 
looked out upon the snowy gravel walks of the garden, beauti­
fully contrasted with the green boxwood hedges which formed 
thier mathematical delineations-- there purple, & yellow 
crocus's-- hyacynths of all varieties , & gentle Hearts ease, 
were peeping up�- Oh l but that garden ih Summer must be a 
little bit of Paradise t 
. ' "Mais revenons a moutons " :-- we were recieved with the 
kindest, & most unceremonious ease; on the other side of the 
fire sat Mrs Watkins knitting, & by her, a young lady plainly 
dressed in a dark silk, whom we found to be the Miss Musgrove , 
much talked of in town.-- A bright�black eye & gentle smile are 
her chief pretensions to beauty; though I take her to be one 
of these sweet creatures, whom to know is to love . Mrs Bustin 
conducted us up stairs, & when we returned, Col. Sayre was 
sitting in the room • • •  · he is very agreable, & much less im­
posing than I had been led to expect • • .  • • About half past ' two, 
the folding doors were thrown open, ·& we were shown into the 
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dining room• - this  i s  fitted up in the s ame style as the other,  
but with crims on damask curt ains . A sofa was drawn to the fire 
on one s ide , & on the other s t ood a fine work table with a 
wil low baske t  l ined with blue s ilk, etc , but there were no books ! 
The dinner was s erved up in all the state of s ilver ,  & 
glas s -- each plat e had a wine gl.as s ,  tumbler,  &: Goblet . Wines 
were  drunk with the meats ,  & the Col . drank my health in a 
glas s of superior Port. The des s ert consisted of fruits , & 
cake-- On our return to the Drawing room� th� conve·rsation 
turned on flowers , which seems to be  Mr Bus t in ' s  f'ort e : - - it 
gave him an interes t  in my eyes whi ch p erhaps he would never 
othe rwis e  have inspired de spite his fine appearance - - there i s  
s omething s o  aimable  i n  the love of flowers , -- & s o  s eldom s e en 
' in the rough er nature o.f man ; - - but . apropo s to this  sub j e ct , 
Col Sayre told us an anecdote of Aaron Burr-- Col Burr once 
called on the man with whom Mr Sayre was then re ading law ,  in 
New York, & having asked for him, was told that he was in his  
!'lower garden-- meeting him s oon af'ter,  he  addres s ed him thus : 
"you have commenced the study of law, young gent leman, & if 
eve r you expect to gain dis tinct ion in it  you mus t have a 
flower garden no bigger than a hors e blanke t "---
Mr Sayre followe d  this plain advice , & has rec ieved 
his reward ; but perhaps he is no happier than the man who 
s catte rs flowers i n  the path of his friends - - - - Mr Bustin went 
out , & brought us s uch flowers as the s eason produced;  he s eemed 
to be perfectly de lighted with a Heart ' s  eas e whi ch was so darkly 
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purple that it had the appearance of black velvet with a 
yellow star in the centre. ---- he told me that he pos s es s ed 
150 spe cies  of Ros e , -- & talked  of hi s flowers with all the 
enthus iasm of a first  love -- He has retired from Busines s & 
finds hi s entertainment in his wife & flowers - - enough for 
any man cons idering the one is be aut iful , & the othe rs lovely-­
Mrs Bustin i s  an interest ing young woman, of the finest  form 
I eve r behe ld--- She is  elegant in thought as appearanc e ,  & 
though res erved in her manners , there i s  a tone of s incerity 
about her whi ch prevents it appearing like the st iffne s s  of 
pride - - -- She took us out to  walk in the garden & told us the 
names of all her husband ' s  flowers -- they were kept in the 
ne atest  o rde r ,  & attache d  to that was a vegetable garden in 
whi ch Mr B-- was then very busy directing the sowing of seeds ---
About sunse t  we  bid adieu to the family • • •  and walked 
up street to our ladgeings . 
28th Wed .• 
I am r_eading the little  French tale of Paul et 
Virgin1a39 __ which I got from the libraire of Mr Knee land--
but there is  no chance for reading or_ any thing else  here for 
company, -- company : -- Mr & Mrs Hart , the newly married, & Mrs 
Long were here this  evening , -- We have promised  to take t ea 
there on Friday, -- tomorrow we . are engaged at Mr Kneeland ' s ;  
39A we ll-known romance by J. H. Bernardin de St. Pierre , 
publi shed  in 1786 . 
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and the next day to Mr Martin ' s - - Oh for t.he wings o:f a dove ! 
[March ] 3rd Sat . Las t evening we spent at Squire 
Collier ' s -- we s et off about 3 oclo ck afternoon • • • •  In the 
upper part of Green Street  we found the house we were in s earch 
of : -- we entered a door on the :firs t  floor , whi ch conducted us 
into a parlour in which the old Squire & hi s ch�re amie were 
s itting very s ociably & comf'or�ably; -- but it s eemed that we 
were not in the right place , for they looked very cold; & 
immediately on Maria • s40 entrance she took us out of doors up 
a flight of steps through a handsomely furnished drawing room, 
which by means of folding doors communicat ed with another room 
furnished in the s ame beaut iful style , but as a bed chamber--
in  the s e  rooms we spent the evening with the except ion of  going 
down to t ea-- The centre table was filled with beautiful books , 
from among whi ch, Maria made a s election, & pres en .fu ed] Cous in 
M.  & I ,  with one , e ach . It was there that I first read Milton ' s  
"L ' Allegro , "-- " Il pens eroso u __  & we amus ed our s elves t ill dark 
with the be autiful engravings -- among which ws. s Parley ' s  s crap­
book . 41 Maria had dre s sed ,  & when _her husband came in,  she met 
him with the smile of welcome . The elegant shade lamp had been 
40Evidently the Mrs . Hart referred to in a previous 
entry. 
41one of the annual gi:ft · books , which were to be 
found in every Victori an parlor, put out by s .  G .  Goodrich 
( 1793-1860 ) under the ps eudonym, Pe t er Parley. 
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lighted, & it threw a s oft luxurious light over thier fine 
fo rms -- : they are indeed a handsome couple : - - tall , e legant , 
& youthful-- ; & long may they fin� , as they now do-- thier 
happine s s  in each other ' s  eyes ! Two young gentlemen , -- Mr 
Baker ,  & Mr King- - called purpos_ely to  s ee us - - the latter is  
re�arkably handsome ; but not remarkably vain ! About 9 o ' clock, 
wine s , cordials , fruit s ,  & cake s , were administered & we were 
then conducte d home by our beaux. 
Sunday 4th. The ground is covered  with snow so  the 
church bells may ring in vain to day for we shall have a 
little peace , - - I 'm truly thankful for it ! We walke d home 
from Ellis  s tr.eet in  the cold last night ; & I made an inward 
vow, & repeated it to Dr Martin on whos e  arm I hung- - that it 
was the las t  night I w�uld s ubje ct mys elf to  the danger of 
freezing in the s tre et s afte r 9 o ' clock . 
Howeve r we spent a pleasant day of it yesterday : - -
Ann & I read Shakespeare together all day & sometimes  for the 
amusement of the c omp�ny . She i s  the mos t  perre ct bookworm, -­
ttshe brings to me l!!Z childhood back, as if  I trod its  very 
t rack, & felt its very gladnes s " --- • • • •  
Monday 5th • • • •  Ann Martin concluded to  spend the 
night with us -- tho ' we s ee  her two or three t imes a day on 
her way to , & from school- -- We were s_itting round a table  
in the parlolll': , reading the poeti cal e_mblems which Ann found 
in her Botany . Mr Cres s had, as usual gone out to the store , 
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when a knock was heard at the door, & on sending the girl 
around with a light, Dr Martin's name was sent in . They 
obliged me to go out first to meet him, as Cousin M--, com­
plained of being sick. I am teazed about him continuly, & 
in a manner which I do not half like-.- for he might "drive 
liking to the name of love" for aug�t I know-- which God for­
bid-- as I am indebted to him for some civilities, & would not 
wish to hurt his feelings . I dont. know what to think of it ; 
for he acts very much like a fool,-- or-- any thing else you 
please . He kept us up • till nearly twelve, with his winks, & 
blinks, & unfailing college stories ; but we spent a very pleas­
ant evening in tell�ng fortunes & * laughing with, & of him--
he is naturally almost as go·od a subject as Garric�2 or Foote4.3 
were in the best of thier art; & yet he has something of dig­
nity about him which connnands respect, & notwithstanding my 
first impressions concerning him-- he possesses no contemptible 
powers of ratiocination-- : indeed they all tell me very sig­
nific�ntly, that he is not to be * at--. But will I ever marry 
a man at whom any one can point the finger of de.rision? Certainly, 
not unless I am bewitched t • • • •  
This is a beautiful moonlight night, & the people have 
been crowding into the Masonic Hall to a concert given by Mr 
42navid Garrick (1717-1779) ,  Shakespearean actor, pro­
ducer and playwright, who was a good friend of Dr. Johnson . 
4.3samuel Foote (1720-1777) , contemporary with Garrfck, 
was aJ.so an actor, particularly excelling in comic mimicry, 
and a satiric dramatist .  
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Russel-- Iverson,  the music teacher was knocked down there to 
night on applying for admission-- & his face much injured-- it 
appears that there was a prior quarrel between this red-haired 
German, � the door-keeper in whi ch his Germanship had threat­
ened to horse-whip the latter . • • • 
Wed 7th • • • •  To night we have had no company-- but 
enjoyed ourselves perhaps as much in sewing around a candle . 
After 9 o'clock Mr Cress came in from attending a lecture on 
Phrenology in the Masonic hall, that great forum of eloquence & 
the graces. Vilhen the lecturer had finished his discourse, he pro­
posed, if any one would come forward, to exa�ine his head . Dr 
Robertson produced Mr McDuffie t44 __ and now behold our dignified 
44oeorge McDuffie (1790-1851), Congressman, governor of 
South Carqlina, and United States senator, was a well known fig­
ure in the political world of his time . He was born in Columbia 
County, Georgia, of poor but intelligent Scotch parents . His 
chances for an education would have been very slim had his abil­
ity not attracted the attention of Mr . James Calhoun of Augusta, 
in whose store he worked . He boarded at .the Longstreet home 
where he and "Gus" (see note 24) became fast friends and went 
together to Dr� Moses Waddel's ( see note ·76 and Preface, p· .�iii) 
school at Willington, South Carolina . Here he showed a remark­
able avidity for learning and broke all records of the s chool by 
preparing 1212 lines of Horace for one recitation . After graduat­
ing from South .Carolina College with first. honors, he studied 
law and practiced at Pendleton, South Carolina, until 1821 when 
he was elected to Congress . When he entered Congress, he was a 
s�rong nationalist but later became an ardent opponent 0£ the 
tariff and a supporter of nullification, working very closely 
with John C .  Calhoun. McDuffie was a colorful figure in Congress . 
"His speeches, usually extemporaneous, were always delivered as 
if he were in a frenzy of passion . "  (DAB, XII, p .  35) He frequent­
ly .challenged and was challenged to duels ; he received a serious 
injury to his spine when he fought with William Cummings of Georgia, 
which permanently impaired his health and finally caused insanity 
before his death. His taciturn expression of "gloomy churlishness, " 
to which a smile was a stranger, was, like Carlyle ' s, the result 
of habitual . dyspepsia. (DAB, XII, 35-6 ; Wade, pp . 21, 22, 29, 30 ; 
George Armstrong Wauchope, The Writers of South Carolina, p .  277 . )  
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statesman-- seated in view of several hundred people, with a 
little man fingering his head, & telling to the smiling as­
sembly, all his priva�e thoughts, & feelings, by this bump, & 
by that: -- truly he is a more honest man than I ever thought 
him, else he would have feared to have thus publicly taken off 
the "silver veil"-- but what has the noble,. upright man to 
fear t I should like to hear Mr McDuffie's opinion of the sci­
ence ; for from what I am told, the Phrenologist must have guessed 
very nearly some of his traits. 
Thursday 8th 
I felt very unwell this morning ; but we had en­
gaged to visit Mrs Poe, & as the day was very fine in prospect, 
we walked up to Mr Kneeland's to get �iss Jane to go with us, 
but she was out; and we had to postpone • • • •  
After dinner Mrs Cress went with us to return the call 
of Mrs Croskery • • • •  Our conversation was principally con­
cerning the fairs of Augusta: -- the means by which the reli­
gious ladies raise money for thier benevolent .purposes . Mrs 
Croskery is treasurer of the Baptist society; and she remarked 
that the money was burning a hole in her pocket ; -- she is very 
anxious to buy a parsonage, the thing they have been aiming at 
for 8 years-- and they certainly do need it as thier pastor 
has to board out.-- The Presbyterians are now making up a fair 
which they will have in April-- I saw some ladies to day buy­
ing materials-- It is almost incredible the money they make 
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thus-- the last Baptist fair took in thirteen hundred dollars 
� of which they cleared. They put the money out at interest . 
We looked in at some of the shops, & met Mr Cress at 4 
o'clock to go to the Georgia rail-road:45 __ in .five minutes after 
we got there, the cars came . in-- very full of passengers-- it re­
minded me very much of the unlading of Noah ' s  ark, when the peo­
ple began descending from it ; for there seemed to be every vari­
ety of the human species. A great many men, like ourselves 
drawn by curiosity, or friend,hip, _ had been waiting thier ar­
rival ; & two or three omnibusses were drawn up ready to trans­
port them to town .-- In one second after the ·car had stopped, a 
man ran up to the window on the outside & enquired, "Where do 
you stop, gentlemen"-- "at the United States,"-- "Well, I am 
j ust in that route, & will carry you there in ten minutes-- " 
�en the cars were vacated, we went into them for a 
minute ;-- but there was nothing which struck me as remarkable-­
the ladies apartment has curtains for every two or three seats,-­
& the gentlemen ' s  have bills stuck up requesting them not to - .-
smoke-- In this time the omnibusses had been filled, & the 
. . 
horses were held under the lash-- Mary Turpin had gone with us ; 
& her father ' s  carriage having come round for her, we took seats 
in it, & set off with them; but the· six horses of the omnibus 
having bent nearly to the ground, gave a plunge forward, & swept 
past us . 
45The Georgia railroad, chartered in 1833, extended in 
1837 from Augusta to Berzelia, a little town twenty .miles away. 
(Writers ' Program of the W .P. A.,  Georgia, p .  80 . ) 
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As we arose from supper, a knock was heard at the door, 
which proved to be Dr Martin came to· take us to the lecture 
room of the Phrenologist-- . We went immediately as the room 
was very fast filling-- Mr & Mrs Cress went with us--: on the 
front side of the large dancing room, on. the second floor-- a 
table was set out, filled completely with human skuls, & busts 
of Plaster-paris-- sofas, & chairs, were arranged in a sort of 
half circle around this, -- & by the time we arrived, completely 
filled-- but a party of gentiemen resigned us a sofa-- immedi­
ately in front, which we considered very fortunate, as the room 
in a short time filled to overflowing . A brilliant chandelier 
overhead,-- & three or four smaller lamps branching from each 
one of the beautiful pillars which intersect & divide the room 
into four divisions-- spread a cheerful glow over the assem­
bly-- suffering the mirrors which ornamented the four mantel­
pieces to give back with distinctness a double image .of the 
multitude of human heads . In a few minutes the lecturer took 
his stand-- his first essay was to inform the people in an 
exordium of some length, that he was aware of the prejudices 
against Phrenology, · &  that he came there to inform them of 
facts which they might believe or not, as they chose, but,--
& he spoke with a corresponding independance of manner,-- that 
thier disbelief could not [at? ] all affect the facts which he 
was about to relate-- having thus armed ·himself against the 
incredulity of the crowd,  he proceeded to trace the origin, & 
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progress of his science : -- it was first suggested to the mind 
of Ga1146 when a student of 9 years in the university of 
Vienna-- by observing that all the boys who excelled in any 
one particular thing had heads of the same forms---
[ Several pages missing .] 
[Tuesday, March 14th ] 
Balmer came about · ll oclock this morning-- "was 
sorry for disappointing me de oder ebening; but had a very 
particular engagement, " &c . I got him to learn me to sing 
the ''Light bark"-- he is an excellent singer, & very particu­
lar in his instructions-- but the provoking creature wont play 
any for me . I spent all the morning in practising & writing • 
• • • This morning Mr Cress came in to inform me, that a young 
man, who claimed to be an old acquaintance of mine,-- a Mr 
Massengale-- had called at his store , & inquired for me, ex­
pressing his intention of calling to night, for the pleasure 
of my company to a lecture delivered in �he Medical College-­
this man I have a very slight remembrance of, -- though I was 
once well acquainted with some of the members of his family; 
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Franz Joseph Gall (1758-1828) was a German physician 
and the founder of phrenology, "the theory that the various 
faculties of an individual have each their organ and location 
in a definite region of the surface of the brain, the size 
and development of which is commensurate with the degree of 
development of the faculty 'itself. " (Oxford Companion to Eng­
lish Litera�ure, p. 305. ) 
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& of course I felt the awkwardness of going to a strange place 
with a stranger. Well just about dark, Dr Martin sent over to 
know if the young ladies would go to the lecture: -- Ann wrote 
to him an affirmative answer ;-- and we had just risen from tea, 
when Henry Kneeland entered the Drawing room. -- Ann, & I were 
standing at a window singing ; but she immediately fled: -- he 
took a seat & asked me if I would go to the lecture. I answered 
that we were going , & just then Mr Massengale was introduced-­
He no doubt felt embarrassed among perfect strangers ; -- but in 
the imperfect light I didnt recognise his features across the 
room , & neither of · us spoke : -- Mr Kneeland hurried me to get 
ready, so I left the room. By the time we had our bonnets on, 
Dr Martin, & his friend Mr Denham were in waiting for us : --
what were we to do? here were four beaux, & but three of us--­
I didnt consider myself positively engaged to any one so that 
when Martin ran .up to me , & offered his arm, I was obliged to 
take it-- I thought he would have run over me in his hurry: -­
the provoking creature-- if it were not that he is a man of 
some character I should be completely annoyed by him. ---- In 
the course of my flight I looked round, & observed that Denham 
had taken Ann, & Kneeland Cousin Mary-- but poor Mas sengale 
was left in the vocative.-- This is a cold meeting for old as­
quaintances; but what more coµld I have done?--
The lecture was begun before we reached the room-- but 
I was very much interested in it : -- it [was] the . first introduc-
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tion of a cour se of popular lectures to be given by Dr Davis 
of Charleston, now a member of the medical faculty of this 
college-- on Chemistry-- To night he discussed its origin, & 
general principles in a clear, forcible, & interesting manner-­
illustrating his remarks by many beautiful & successful experi­
ments. He was entirely surrounded by apparatus, which he 
managed with the ease & elegance of a lady arranging a boquet 
of flowers-- his exhibitions of the combustible gases were 
especially beautiful-- This gentleman has a remarkable fluency 
of speech, & a- tone, & address-- not the tess graceful, & 
polished , from being a little softened by affectation. His 
bow was succeeded by a clamorous knocking of canes on the stone 
floor-- from the medical students I supposed. We had got a 
seat near the front & as the room was ·crowded to excess-- we 
were some time making our way up the ascent of the broad stone 
steps along which the seats were arranged, like the gallery 
of a Theatre. 
When we had got out into the beautiful, pure moonlight 
again, I turned to look once more at the exterior of that hand­
some building-- oh that fine range of fluted pillars along the 
whole front looks so superbly simple & grand ! -- it is classic 
taste ! and shows one by .comparison the insignificance of the 
ca�vings, frettings, & patchwork of architecture • • • •  
Wed-- 14th--- • • • •  We had hardly risen from tea 
when Dr Martin was announced-- Cousin Mary very provokingly 
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left the room, -- and-- we sat 'till late--
Poor fellow: -- I do indeed pity him a little,--- but 
then, how on earth ..£§1! a man love so soon?-- four weeks past 
he did 1 nt know of my existence; & to night he is willing to 
live for me alone !-- Woman's .love, when it is genuine, comes 
not so easily-- I think--; but then the poet says 
Man's "fancies are more giddy, & iru-irm, 
More fickle, wavering, sooner lost & � 
Than Women's aren47 
I have always believed, that which is so easily won may be as 
easily lost; & I believe it still with respect to some natures ; 
but the Doctor is made of more durable stuff; & he speaks only 
from the honest &: sober convictions of reason-- I am afraid 
that forgetfulness will not be so easy a task for him, as I 
have endeavored to make him believe-- he is the very last man 
from whom .I would expect a rash &: unfounded action-- his nature 
is too solid, & pure ; &: love with him is the result of reflec­
tion, not the cause . 
Thurs. 15th Cousin Byonisious came down & went out 
with us shopping-- we were out nearly the whole morning ere 
we had completed our purchases-- he went off to meet his waggon 
& we returned homeward-- as we looked up at the windows we 
observed Dr Martin there, talking with Mrs Cress-- I did hope 
to have been spared a second meeting with him; but I suppose 
47Twelfth Ni,gQ!, Act II, sc . iv, 11. 34-6 . 
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the boat, -- much to his satisfaction-- didnt go off this morn­
ing ! We went in, & sat a few minutes ; but Cousin D sent word 
that the waggon would be ready for our trunks in a few hours-­
so we made an excuse of packing � to the Doctor . He left 
soon af:ter; but not befo�e he had sent in word to engage me 
for the Theatre to night-- Alass I alass l-- that I should not 
have firmness enough to give a decided no ;-- but these �en ·are 
so cunning they never give one a chance to express themselves 
at first ; without being thought too forward-- & then when they 
do speak to the purpose, they blame us for not anticipating 
them . 
Miss Turpin went up stairs with us to help pack up; & 
presently Miss Harris, & Miss Martin came . We had a great deal 
of mirt� on the occ�sion, so easily may light hearts be amused-­
Oh ! I shall long remember these girls with affection-- Our 
trunks being sent off , we made ready for the Theatre. Mr Mass.en­
gale was expected again, as w.ell as Cousin D. & the Doctor, and 
we engaged Ann to come so that there. might be no disappointment 
again . The doctor however was obliged to bring his sister, 
. / ' I which pleased me very much, as it prevented a tete a tete�-
Cousin D. took Ann, & Cousin Mary was accommodated by Mr Massen­
gale . 
We returned home early, the plays were short, & not very 
good: -- the first one however wiil be for a long time a favorite 
t f th t 
. /t � & 1 ·  it f it on accoun o e ex reeme naive e, pure symp 1c  y o  s 
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principle character, "Solomon Swap, '' or "The Yankee in Englandtt48 
Mr Hi1149 supported it admirably-- I was delighted both with 
the performer & his character, which is at the same· time, amus­
ing, & unexceptionable. The "brother Jonathan, " "down East"-­
tho' richly humourous, is too kind hearted to do a mean action, 
& too pure to concieve an indelicate one. 
Friday· 16th. Cousin D. & William Taylor proposed 
that we should take a ride on the Rail Road this evening-­
which was acceded . to by Mr Cress�- & they went off to get more 
company & eat thier dinners--. 
We reached the depot just as the Car was coming in, -­
that is Mr, & Mrs Cress,-- Cousin Mary & myself-- It was just 
three oclock, the other car was ready to be off-- & soon as the 
passengers were se�ted, the bell was rung, & away we went, 
48rrhe Yankey in England is a comedy by David Humphrey 
(1752-lSl's'f; aide-de-camp to Washington during the Revolution, 
minister to Spain, typical Yankee industrialist and Federalist. 
The play is concerned with some American officers who meet a 
French nobleman and an adventuress in a London hotel. The Yan­
kee tradition of "paradoxical simplicity and cunning" is inter­
estingly contrasted with the sophistication and refinement of 
the other characters. (Oxford Companion to American Literature, 
pp. 346, 856. ) 
49George Handel Hill (1809-1849) , was a very popular 
actor in Yankee comedy. The son of a Boston musician, Hill ran 
away from home at the age of fifteen to try to get into the the­
atre world. He was unsuccessful at almost everything he attempted 
until he had a chance to play a Yankee role in Philadelphia in 
1832, when he "leaped to stardom overnight ." After that, he filled 
engagements all over the country and in England and France . As 
an actor in other types of drama his talents were rather limited, 
but no one has ever approached his success in playing Yankee 
comedy. (DAB, IX, .31-2. )  
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leaving the rest  of  our company behind, who ,  as they afterward 
informed u� , arrived just  five minutes  too late-- just as well 
an hour ! --
The Car continued gradually to increas e in  velocity- ­
t ill at length my head grew dizzy 1? looking out upon the 
flying roads - - and the j arring of the wheels combined with the 
whizzing,  & sputtering of the boi ler, & the flapping of the 
curtains & loos e s ashes in the strong concussion of wind-­
caused  a commotion, which gave me rathe r a dis agre able s ensa­
t ion of hurry, & alarm-- ,  not that I felt at all frightened, -­
but it gives one the idea of  danger. The apartment in which we 
were . s e ate d contained two pass engers , bes ide ourselves , -- as· 
we were proceeding , a man walking along on the edge of the car 
opened the door & came in, to  recieve the t icke t s  o� the pas ­
sengers -- he made a [n] ineffectual attempt to  write the names-­
but this kind of riding wont do for writing , or  talking , -- it  
is de lightful for reading. ---
This rail road is  cons idere d much s afer than the Caro­
lina , 50 because the Car runs on solid ground, the hills having 
been cut to  fill the vallies . It has a very s ingular appearance 
to b e  travelling s omet imes b etwe en two high banks , & the next 
moment looking down from a pre cipice on either s ide . In 30 
· 501.'he Carolina rai lroad ran from Charle s ton to Hamburg 
in 1833 and is s aid to  have been the first  railroad in �eriea . 
( Jones and Dutcher ,  p .  171 . } 
6 1  
minutes  the Car s topped at the first stat i on a dis tance of ten 
miles . -- We got 01.1t & went into a store where were some people 
wait ing for the arrival of the return Car. This hous e was a 
s ort of confe ctionary, or fruit sho�, kept as  a bait for idle  
pas s enge rs , the beams of  the long piazza  were hung with cage s 
of birds , & s quirrels  & the s tore was tas tefully decorated  with 
evergreens . -- In ten minutes the other cars  pame puffing on, 
with the black smoke spouting from its chimney-- truly a dia­
bolical image of ugline s s -- it had a train of s ix cars -- three 
of which were baggage , & the others  full of pas s enge rs - - the 
one in which we c ame had s lided back a little to get into  the 
other track , & was now filling its  boiler by means of a leathern 
tube , depending from a wooden re servoi r  about ten fee t  high,  
which was supplied with water  by means of troughs from a natural 
spring . The return Car having performed the s ame ope rat ion on 
the othe r s ide , the s ignal was given for starting-- at such 
times every person goe s  in indis criminately,  & get s  a s e at as 
�e can ,  & ' ti s  only after they are s eate d, that the owner finds 
how many pas senge rs he has . 
We got a very comf'ort able s eat in the car called "Augusta " - ­
they were  all crow [d) ed immens ely-- with every variety o f  people ; 
& being all open I had the satisfaction of indulging my t as t e  
for variety for at least  thirty minute s - - strange how imperti-
nent even the best  of  us can be  at such t ime s ! - - The only pretty 
thing I s aw on the ride was· the cottage res idence of John Phinizy-­
the mayor of the c ity-- its  white & green looked so  rural- - .  
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By the time we had reached Augusta the clouds had blown 
up thickly, & the wind was a strong nor-easter-- our walk home 
was not delightful & its comforts were not enhanced by the cries 
of little John Graham, whose head had become so bewildered by 
the ride , that he was entirely lost, & kept constantly running 
back in the greatest distress crying "Pa that a 'nt the way 
home"-- the poor chilq. was frightened out of his wits, & all 
that his father & Mother could do would ' nt satisfy him that he 
was going home. 
We have bid· ·them all adieu to be off in the morning by 
light-- for a day 's drive home Well, Augusta, in the language 
of one of thy Poets : 
"It must be months ., -- it may be years"--
ere I shall see thy busy scenes again ; but however long-- the 
remembrance of the place ., & people will be that of gratitude ., 
& pleasure . Henry ., & Jane Kneeland ., called after tea, to bid 
us farewell-- So exuent-omnes,-- and now for a good nights 
rest--
Sunday evening 18th March-- 1838--
I am at � again,-- and dear, old homely home, 
I 've felt mo�e real happiness today, than I have known, since 
I left thy humble walls,-- none but those who have soj ourned 
among strangers for a time can know the exulting happiness of 
hearing "home voices ., " & greeting things familiar, & beloved-­
We may be treated with kindness ' &  attention, we may even feel 
the force of generous affection ; but this is merely mechanical--
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it is  not like the natural impuls e  of home affections -- a free , 
light & j oyous impuls e  which lift s  the spirit up into something 
like rapture- - • • • • I thought the Jonquils blooming on the 
borders of my little garden never looked · s o  beautiful as to  day--. . 
for why , be caus e they are mine own ! • • • • We left Augusta 
about sunrise , with the snow beating in our faces ; and though 
well wrapped up , I never felt more acutely· a s ensation of dis ­
comfort--- About ten o ' clock the snow was blown off, & suc­
ceeded by a wind s o  t empestuous , & heavy that the hors e  s e emed 
s truggling on against it by inches - - and thus we toiled on all 
day; and dark, perfect dark came with night , & we were ten miles  
from home , s till we stopped not , Cousin D led  the way ; and 
neither of us oppo sed him, tho ' our spirits nearly died  within 
us from fatigue . However I found something to laugh at occa­
s ionaliy , and whenever we ran on a s tump told Cous in Mary we 
should be thankful we had not turned over l - - -
We were obliged t o  proceed very s lowly, a s  it was dark 
as pitch, & in this painful unce rtainty, I was not much sorry 
on finding that the gig was broken down , about two mi les from 
home-- Cous in D who was on before s aid that it was no laughing 
matter,  but we only laughed the more , and as it was impos s ible 
to mend it  in the dark, Cous in M & I- - both mount ed his. hors e ,  
& left him to get along as best  he coul d- - - We were obliged to  
go  in a walk at  the imminent peril of a fall , cons idering Cous in 
M was without a pommel to her s addle , & I was behind her;  this 
matter afforded us much mirth & we were enj oying the adventure 
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very highly , - - when just  at my feet I heard a voice  s ay , "Come 
along . " The suddennes s  of the thing surprised  me into a violent 
s cre am, for I had seen nothing , but Cous in D s aid it was a 
negro speaking to his dog-- it might have been a ghos t  perhaps -­
any how I had nearly fallen off in the fright---
We reached Unc le ' s  Roger ' s  a (t] 9 o ' c lock in a mos t  de­
plorably harassed s tate and this morning Cousin D. brought me 
home . 
Teus . 20th W�nt thi s morning to t rimming my shrub s , & 
having the borders of · my little garden made up , -- worked a.t it 
till 8 o clock, then took my French Grammar & read an hour in 
the plum grove ; what smell on e arth is so delicious as a plum 
blossom, -- it has the delicat e ,  but penetrat ing sweetnes s  which 
conveys exs tacie·s to  my sens e s , -- and it s as sociations are s o  
redolent of all that i s  fre sh & sweet in the spring of memory-­
it i s  the harbinger ,  the type , the e s s enc e , - �  it  i s  Spring it­
s e lf r. • • • 
Friday 23rd • • • • I should fee l  very much the los s  of 
the gay s ociety of town, if I did �ot find so much employment-­
Thi s place is little bet ter than a hermitage , but whenever I 
feel lonely I fly to my Guitar-- I practis e  all the s e  evenings  
' t ill bed t ime whilst my Sis ter  & brothe r  are reading near me ; 
and I can hardly realize  the change whi ch � week has produced 
from the gay sprightly evenings so  full of high anticipations , 
& novelties , to the hopele s s , - - dre amle s s , s obernes s of thes e-- ; 
and yet the s e  las t  are the be st , for they are pre ceede d  by no 
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heart-burnings, & leave no regrets behind them • • • •  
Sunday, June. The examinations are at Greenwood this 
week, we look for my brother5l soon; 'twill be quite an epoch 
in my book-worm life--
�unday 17th Sister & I went to church at w. 52-- dined 
at Uncle H ' s, and on coming home at evening had the inexpress-
ible pleasure of finding William already arrived • •  • • 
21st T.b.urs : My Brother having gone to W-- day before 
yesterday met with a parcel of girls, & only got back last 
night at supper, bringing me a very beseeching note from Florida 
to join them ll day in a trip to Thornville-- I go reluctantly. 
Arrived at Col. Noble ' s  we found 4 or 5 young :;Ladies as 
many young gentlemen & old Mr Calhoun, with his excellency, Gen . 
McDutfie. 53 'Twas a dining party!-- in which the Gen . himself 
had given the exampl� the preceding day-- ;  and the company 
having joked him, -- not with him, -- and drank his wine so 
lately seemed to have forgotten the awe which genius imposed, 
5l"My Brother" always means William. ( See note 7 . ) 
52Willington, only a few miles from New Bordeaux,  was 
a well known village to this part of the state as the site of 
Dr . Moses Waddel 1 s famous academy where many of South Caro­
lina ' s  most outstanding men received the ir preparatory educa­
tion. { See notes 43 and 74. ) The Presbyterian church which 
Mary Moragne attended, and of which her husband was subse­
quently pastor, was locate� here. Several prominent families  
whose business took them to  the larger . towns and cities · during 
most of the year came back to spend their summe rs at Willington. 
53see note 44. 
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& st ill continue d  to  rally him mo st unmercifully out of the 
gravity which constitut ional re s erve , rather than dignity 
enforced on his manner-- entre nous , I ' ve s eldom seen a le s s  
dignified man than Gen_. McDuffie being totally deficient in 
thos e graces  of mind which harmoniz e  the thoughts ,  & manner 
for social inte�course -- he was never known to have said a 
pretty thing in company-- his mind i s  always ' di strait , ' & 
when he i s  forced into a compliment , or commonplace , he looks 
exactly like a man s cared out of a sleep , & would run if he 
could; but f inding himse lf at bay, stands trembling at the 
awful neces s ity of s aying s omething.  - -- How unequal are 
nature ' s  gift s : behold this St ate sman whos e  voice has shaken 
s enates  with fear ,  & admirat ion, hims elf trembling at the 
lightest  whi sper of a lady ' s  lips , l ike a s chool  boy under the 
frown of a pedagogue . But this nervousne s s  so  awkardly ludi­
crous in a great man shows at 1·east ,  that he has the t aste  to 
be aware of thi� deficiency-- The General will be off in a 
few weeks for England on bus ine s s - - What a gallant ambas s ade 
he would make to the Court of Queen Victori a-- he , the rustic , 
uncompromis ing , William Penn of a republi c an !  But there is  
no danger to  be  apprehended on the s c ore of the gentl eman ' s  
gallant ry in that way : -- he never thinks of a drawing room 
but as the starling did of his cage , -- " I  cant get out ff __ " I  
. I cant get out " ; -- and malgre his independance of the ladie s ,  his 
s ens it ivene s s  is  such, that he would sooner  me et any othe r ani­
mal on  this s ide of Mis s is s ippi. The Gene ral though, had 
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promis ed in a fit of desperation ., under the teazing import�i ­
t ie s  of Florida , to  make one of our party to  Thornvi lle- - We 
were  to set  off immediat e ly after dinner ;  but pre s ently thun­
der was heard-- clouds crune gathering on , & the Gen . began to 
take courage- - "You dont think it ·will rain-- do you General ?" -­
said Floride in an imploring tone , . going up to  him as  he  was 
walking the piazza ,  after his old habit with his hands cro s sed  
on  his back--
" I  think its  likely , - - said the gen , putting his hand 
to hi s head with an awkard smi le-- the smile of the shy man 
i s  always  awkard-- " Come , now, General ., you mus ' nt s ay so '' - ­
s aid Florida hurriedly-- then turning to  the company she 
c lapped her hands with an expres s ion of j oy-- "The Gen.  does 
not think it  will rain- - we are going ., - - oh ! I 'm s o  glad " ! 
The Gen . turned nervously to the lit tle teaze , stopped ., 
smiled, again ., and s aid nothing-- what could he s ay?--
During dinner . the que st ion was put to  vote & when Gen 
McDuffie vote d in the affirmative the company looked at Florida , 
& laughed--
"What ' s  the matter" ! s aid she , a l ittle puzzle d nsee , 
you have influenced the generals vote " -- - The Gen.  l.ooked up 
into her face ., & showed the whole of his strong white t eeth in 
another of thos e peculiar grins -- he was about to make an ef­
fort , for he bowed, & his lip quivere d ;  but as fate would have 
it his eye fell on Miss  Belt. , at his e lbow who had volunteere d  
her services  to  carve a fowl-- & distre s se d  at her ignorance 
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of the physical deve lopment s of the unfortunate chicken, he 
kept j abbing his fore finger  towards a cert ain point of it ; 
without utte ring a wo :('d ; but s eeing that she did not take the 
s ign, he s i ezed the fork from her hand , & tore off the breast 
bone-- "there" ! s aid he drawing a long breath. 
Whilst the poor poulet was lllldergoing thi s scientifi c 
dis s ection ,  the vote was going round the table- - ngo , by all 
means " s aid a girl at [my] elbow- - Mis s  McGehee - - "go , cer­
tainly"-- s aid  Mi s s Calhoun, -- "What do you s ay Mr Bowie and 
there was a laugh- - Mr Bowie was the proj ect or of the measure , 
& had showed hims elf vecy res tles s s ince it s agitation-- "Go, 
rain or shine , "  s aid Bowie rather stoutly "Ha !  ha ! "  laughed 
Mr Berrien, - - "Mr Bowie is  a loco foco54 -- this  is a loco foco 
party with Mr Bowie at its head" ! 
Thus they rattled on, during dinner , & the vote s were  
t en to 1 ,  in  favour of  going , but ·when we  ros e  from the t able 
54 
This i s  s s lang expres sion of rather interesting 
origin. It was apparent ly derived from Italian words mean­
ing self�firing and was first applied to friction matches ,  
then a recent invention. The t erm took on a polit ical me an­
ing when,  at a Democratic meeting in Tammany Hall in 1834 , 
tpe dis cus sion became very heated,  and the pr e s ident put out 
the gas as a s ignal that the meeting was adj ourned. One of 
the extremists , however , produced some " loco -foco " matches 
and . relighted the gas ; s o  the meeting was . continued. Thus the more radical Democrat s came to be known as the " loco-foco" 
party , a term which was later applied to  the Democrats  as a 
whole .  ( Dictionary of  American Engli sh, pp. 1440-41 . ) 
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it was raining slightly, & Mr McDuffie declared v�ry triumphant­
ly that the thing was impracticable, as it _was now too late--
Shortly he came in to take leave, & going up to Miss 
Belt,-- the young lady from Burke, he said in his deep low 
voice, "Miss Belt I hoped to have formed a detachment of you"-­
Miss Belt who was not much versed in military terms, here drew. 
back & tried to blush-- She thought he said attachment--
11young ladies, "  quietly continued the Gen[eral] "to take home 
with me this evening"--- This was ari immense effort in the 
General. But Miss Belt, who pretended great pique at his op­
position to the party, turned up her pretty nose, certainly 
not very politely, & replied-- "I  know none of us would go with 
such a turncoat as you."--
A saucy baggage is that Miss Belt, & her shafts are 
levelled alike at great & small l ---
The General was completely hors-de-combat-- he laughed-­
but there was marked· upon his strong feautures a very evident 
surprise at the rude familiarity of one, whom he · had never 
flattered, farther than taking a glass of wine with her. 
Mr Bowie in the defaillance of his 'grande scheme '--
for he had it very much at heart to see Miss Richardson, -- threw 
himself on the sofa, with a motion which plainly betrayed the 
impat-ience of contradiction; but Miss B seemed chari.tably dis­
posed to anticipate his ennui-- she drew him to the door, & in 
a pretty trivial way, for which ladies of a certain stamp are 
most remarkable, she spread out her stores of knowledge before 
him---
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nno you like Latin"? said she, -- & without waiting for 
an answer, went on-- 'it is a beautiful language-- so easy-­
I liked it better than any thing I studied at school---
Bowie glanced at me, & smiled, as he replied : "Ah ! you 
have studied Latin then-- I did-,'nt think you were so learned" 1 
'Yes: would you think it, I never studied a word of 
English grammar in my life---
"Ah" t exclaimed Mr B. now really surprised & amused·-­
"what did you do then"?  
"Oh I went straight into the Latin Grammar-- it  is  Ma's 
plan not to let her children study English till after they've 
gone through the Classics". 
"But did'nt you find it ratber difficult? 
- "Oh no t-- Dont you love Greek?-- it is such a soft 
pretty language--
Did you accomplish them both?--
' No: I had so many other studies to attend to-- Philos­
ophy, Chemistry , Rhetoric, & Mathematics-- now there's some 
parts of mathematics I liked right well, such [ as] Algebra, 
Geometry & some others; but TrigamS?metry I never could bear"--
Here, Bowie looked at me, & laughed downright-- I had 
half a mind to assist him in quizzin·g this learned young lady 
monster-- but I resented the antipathy which the lordly sex 
always manifest toward� the least degree of learning in ours-­
and besides Miss B-- was then engaged in a dispute about the 
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pronunciation of Ego, & Aves [ ? ]  with some young gentlemen 
just from college who had ventured up on hearing those old 
familiar sounds. 
At the request of those young ladies Mr Bowie ordered 
a buggy & drove Miss B [elt ] & Miss C.-- to Vienna 5 5 and back-­
during thier absence the residue of the company becoming tired 
of cards took a stroll on foot. As in all mixed companies there 
,.,. must be some one 12.Bi, for the wit of all the others to strike 
at ; we found in the present instance, a very good sub ject, [in }  
a Mr Wilson of A .  C-H� 56-- This young gentleman is a lawyer of 
some promise, has [a]  �ell cultivated intelle�t, some taste in 
literature, & a generous heart; but all thos e charms are com­
pletely outdone by an ung�inly rusticity of manner, giving 
double .effect to a species of ugliness very nearly disgusting-­
from the peculiar colour of- his hair he has obtained the pretty 
little soubriquet-- of "red· head". --- appros [ apropos] of this,-­
a foreign lady a short time since, having heard the girls call 
him by no other name, committed the innocent ttfaux-pas "-- of 
addressing him as "Mr Red-head, " when he entered the room. 
What strange fanciful creautures women are, -- what butter­
flies t that they overlook every thing good & useful, 1.: follow 
5 5vienna was one of a group of small villages, founded 
near the beginning of the nineteenth century, which had become 
practically extinct at the time of the Journal. All these ham­
lets were less than ten miles from Willington. 
56Abbeville Co
.
urt House .  (See note 3. )  
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with such empressement the painted shadows of beauty & grace--
why, I have seen men with hearts as hollow as a brass globe, -­
mere "whited sepulchres, " carry all before them by the power 
of manner-- they hang out a gilded sign; & imagination will 
ever be the betrayer of the enthusi stic sex 
" ' Tis true; 't i.a pity · 
And pity 'tis, 1 1 tis true . "5' 
So that Mr Wilson, or Mr "Red head" [ if you] please, though 
habitually polite, --* * principled, genuine politeness, always 
finds his best efforts rewarded by a laugh of no very doubtful 
tendency, & his loftiest sentiment or happiest bon mot is ever 
perverse-a. from its proper effect by the ludicrous artillery of 
grimaces put in operation to convey it: it has been rightly said 
that "Manners make the man". With this individual Floride had 
been carrying on a flirtation all day-- the flirting, it will 




for the young man was 
deeply, most deplorably in �- $iough she had some esteem 
for his good qualities_, & some woman ' s  feeling for his weakness 
a *  [illegible French word] , she could not overcome the despic­
able vanity of showing her power over him-- in every possible 
way which her pretty caprices could display his sotte idolatrie-­
In this manner she had wrought him up to that degree of blind · 
folly, than which a man � be no �reater fool; but it was very 
evident to all that the passion shJ had roused would soon make 
[h ] er repent her thoughtless levity. 
5?Hamlet, Act II, sc . 11, 1 .  97-8 . 
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[When ] we set out to walk he siezed her hand and 
walked on before-- they had not [pro] ceeded many steps, ere 
she jerked her hand away par force, & this occurred several 
times . She then seemed to be rallying him, or trying by 
excessive gayety ·to turn the current of some headlong stream,-­
as well attempt to turn the wind with a feather; he had the 
air of a man who has committed himself in some serious deter­
mination. It was nearly dark when we were all again gathered 
in the drawing room, -- candles were lighted; & it was soon ap­
parent to all, that the last act of the drama was drawing to 
a close: -- bid the man who hangs suspended by a hair,-- be calm, 
& then ask the lover who is waiting for his yes, or no, -- be 
still !-- In this crisis F-- . came to me, where I was sitting 
by the piano . 
"Maryn said she "what shall I do? that man expects an 
answer , -- do give me a flower to give him-- do, Mary, one that 
you think will do-- you know the language "--
"The variegated pink, " said I ,  is*. "Ah, that will do, 
but you must write * he will see me-- quick, quick; here ! 
[A] nd just as I slipped the paper in her . hand he came 
up, & led her out into the piazza: -- Some of the girls were 
standing at the window. 
"Dear Miss Floride" gasped the poor fellow " I  lo.ve you 
more passionately than words can tell: -- I cannot stand this 
suspense-- may I-- � I h�pe? 
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"No, Mr Wilson-- 1you may not-- let us go in-- here read 
this paper-- I hope sir you dont blame me for this" l 
n No, no, I cant blame you 11 said he, very sadly. They 
came in, & W-- took his station by a candle to read the paper , 
in which position he stood for at least ten minutes, during 
which time his feautures became rigid as stone-- so eloquent 
of despair had been that � word to him . He said not a word 
more during the evening, but once �e came as if involuntarily 
& took a seat by her.--
"You will go with us to Thornville tomorrow, Mr Wilsonn ? 
she asked--
ny (es ]  said he, & as he turned to her his eyes [filled] 
with tears: -- poor fellow ? how I pitied the tortures he must 
endure : -- forced by etiquette to remain where there was no 
hope for him-- yet I doubt much whether he could have volun­
tarily forced himself ·away-- it was such a melancholy pleasure 
to see her still l-� 
The next morning by sunrise a messenger was despatched 
to inform Mrs & Mr Watkins · that ten of us would dine with them 
on that day • • • •  Within a mile or two or Thornville, we 
were j ust leaving the broad road when we saw Mary R-- in a 
buggy with a handsome young gentleman-- & some others in a 
carriage-- We stopped, & sent our names to her, she returned 
for answer, that she would call on us the next morning--- We 
found only the old folk at home-- as agreeable as ever , & we 
enjoyed ourselves without restrain� in singing, waltzing, play-
ing the pi.ano, & romping with Mr W 's  two 11 ttle boys. 
The next morning we adjourned sine die . 
29th Friday---
• • • 
Today they have been down here in a frolic, & re­
turned-- Floride, Sally, John Middleton, & big Zeke--- What 
* * they make, such as our cottage is a [stran] ger to. 
4th July-- 1838 Wednesday. 
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Cousin Mary & her two yo� brothers came down last 
night and we are to return with them today. Theophilus is a 
slender handsome youth of twenty, this is his first visit here-­
he has been living in Sparta since boyhood. 
We stopped at Gibert's mill where we met Dr, & Mrs 
Taylor, & several gentleman • • • • •  After dinner I asked for 
some french books & _ was shown up into the garret, into ver [it­
ably] Les dhbris of . my grandfather 1' s 58 library * *  descended 
to the eldest son, have been [discarded? ] by his Grand-daughter-­
as useless lumber�- The books are mostly Evangelical , but I 
found some interesting histories-- I took only "L' * Anglais"--
& the letters of Mad�e De Sevign�59-- The first of which 
58p1erre Moragne, Mary's pa ernal grandfather, was one 
of the original settlers of the co ony of New Bordeaux, having 
come to this country from France i 1765. Isaac, father of 
Mary, was his youngest son . See P: eface,pp . xix-xxiv . 
59Marie de Rabutin-Chantal, Marquise de Sevign� (1626-
96) , is remembered for her letters to her daughter, Francoise , 
Mme. de Grignan, which in an easy, natural style give a vivid 
picture of the time of Louis XIV. 
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William immediately took possession. 
We went on to Uncle Roger's in the evening in a very 
great glee • • • • A lovely moonlighted piazza: we sat in it 
till late listening to William, who was playing the flute-­
I was prevailed on to sing also-- The next morning intended 
returning home; but Isaac60 went off hunting with the boys, 
& we were · [compe] lled to await him . 
Engaged in a very animated discussion between Dr Taylor, 
& my brother on the comparative talents of the sexes:-- the 
Dr-- does not think them equal--; but brother holds, that by 
nature women are in no wise inferior to men-- I do not exactly 
think thus; but [it] �s an aimable concession for a young man 
of twenty, & William brings some very plausible reasoning to 
the support of the system. Dear boy ? how much his principles, 
his thoughts, his manners,-- are as I would wish them t Setting 
aside the claims of consanguinity, -- so strong in my breast--
I know not the young man that I would sooner call � brother l -­
ttQh mayst thou ever be what now thou art ; 
Nor unbeseem the promise of thy springt "  
Friday 6th--. 
We are very busy-- the time is · come: my brothers set 
off for Greenwood in the morning-- Uncle wrote last week, very 
earnestly requesting me to come; but little Lucy61 is too sick 
601saac Moragne, third son and fourth child in the 
Moragne family. 
6luary's Y?ungest sister. 
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for me to leave • • • •  
Sat 7th • • • •  Aunt B-- returned to W-- this evening; 
and I entered· upon 11Ernest Maltraversn 62 __ The first volume 
passed like a dream, & at bed time I found myself seated on 
the floor of my · chamber with the second-- the clock struck 
one, my candle expired in its socket, & I was through. There 
is no pleasure· in such o [ver] wroug t excitement. 
11th This morning I arose t take poor little Lucy,-­
who had been fretting all night under a severe fever-- day was 
just breaking, & fascinated by the coolness I walked with [her] 
in the piazza-- but little creature [soothed? ]  & cooled, looked 
up earnestly, & quietly at the sky, & the flowers, which looked 
of a dark red in the .purple light of morning. 
She fell asleep, but I watched by her cradle en-disabill�, 
till after sunrise-- in consequence I have a distressing head­
ache, & have · been in bed all day-- maintenant, finished "Alice n 62 
-- it is a strange production: I have never heard two persons 
62 A novel by Bulwer-Lytton if which Ernest, who seeks 
shelter from a night on the moors i the hut of one Luke Dar­
vil, a villainous cutthroat, falls n love with his pretty 
-dau
. 
ghter Alice and fina
.
lly seduces per. She, after the fashion 
of romantic heroines, remains fait�ul to Ernest through years 
of desertion during
. 
which time he h�s numerous other love af­
fairs, but he returns to Alice in t�e end and marries her. 
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travers. 
Alice .Q£. the Mysteries is � sequel to Ernest Mal-
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expres s  the s ame opinion of it-- certainly it  i s  not the leas t 
intere sting of Bulwer 1 s novels , but by far the least pleasant ; 
be s.ides certain little indelicacies  of thought , & circumstance 
which disfigure the s tyle , & the tone of absurdity whi ch strikes 
at the very foundation of the narrat ive , - - the charm of � 
i s  effectually des troyed-- the re�der does  not s ympathize in 
a s ingle pas s ion entertained there • .  Ernest  has loved so often , - ­
or at leas t  been called upon to wear love ' s  chains , so  often,  
that hi s heart seems little worth , when at last it is  cas t at 
the feet of Alice  [ and] yet it produce s a feeling of dis appoint­
ment to [ see  a ? ]  proud man s acrific ing all his bright dreams 
to his s ens e of duty towards this victim of his e�rly pas s ion. 
There are s ome striking portrait s in this work, - - s ome living 
picture s ,  and I believe they are very generally true to nature 
but , as the author has hims elf prefaced, there i s  little of the 
"high philosophy" he has s ometimes preached, & none of the 
quaint remark, & sparkling wit : - - all i s  s tern, moody,  & t ragic .  
13th Friday Reviewing "T�l,maque " ,64  in o rder t o  prac­
t ice  the French prononciation-- how delightful is  an hour or 
two , spent thus in the cool of morning, in the mus ical groves ! --
! was standing thi s  morning unde� - an apple tree , reading, when 
64 � I 
Aventures de Telemaque is  a prose  narrative written by 
Francois F'enelon ( l�l-1715 ) ,  for the instruction of his pupil ,  
the son of the Dauphin of France.  
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a large hawk pounced down, brushing my feet  with hi s wings , & 
carri ed off a chicken in hia t alons -- the audacious creature l 
Was the like impudence ever lrnown?-- As I had a bonnet on,  I 
thought it was a hen, ' t ill I looke� up & s aw it fly s lowly 
off . 
Wed . 18th Found a literary treasure to  day , in an old 
Cathol ic ritua1 ,65  which mus t have been publ·i shed in Paris 
' nearly a century pas t ; & was brought .over by my Grandpere . It 
has the Latin text ,  with a very easy French translation-- how 
inexpres s ibly grand those servic·e s  must be , chanted  in the 
stately e leganc e of the perfect Latin-- so  dignified- - so  im­
pos ing ! -- so  brief ! -- the French i s  mere chattering when com­
pared to it : take par example ,  the be autiful hymns "Te Deum, " 
& "Gloria in exce lsis , u  or the magnificent chants of the lit ­
tanies , "Ora pro nobi [ s . " ] I have hung ove r  thi s all day in 
I delight for my curio sity always reche rche on · this �ubj ect , finds 
in it the best  of noveltie s - - I shall lay it .by for my Sunday ' s  
reading . I love t o  .repeat thos e fervent , & beautiful hymns ! ---
! had s at down to writ ing French late at  evening , when 
I heard the hue ,  & cry of some one coming , & I went down [ to] 
6 5 · Thi s  little old prayerbook ·i s , oddly enough , st ill in 
exis tence .  It was found two or three years  ago in the remains 
of the theologi cal library which be longed to the Rev . Wm. H .  
Davis ,  Mary Moragne ' s  husband,  and i s  now i n  the e ditor ' s  
pos s e s s ion . 
mee:t Grandma, 66  & Uncle Jack6 7  jus t  on from Cambridge . 68  
Uncle J ' s  health i s  in  s erious _decline - - my heart ache s at 
every cough : --but we mus t  no� despond-- we cannot ; for who 
ever gave up a darling hope while l ife its elf remained?--
Thurs . 19 • • • • I went to W-- with Grandma , & Uncle 
J-- . Aunt B-- had just  returned from st aying a day or so  
with Floride Noble , who i s  s i ck or· a feve r • •  
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Mis s  Carline M-- went with me in the evening t o  s e e  
Floride • • . • •  We found a house full a s  usual . F .  was better,  
& in good spirit s , tho ' in bed . Soon after my arrival Mr 
Calhoun, 6 9 __ that strange James Edward-- s ent for the young 
ladies  t o  walk, -- they went , & I remained alone with Florida . 
I went out to tea ;  & remained in the room a short time after : 
66Her maternal grandmother ,  Mary Vaughn Caine . ·  
67 John Caine , anothe r of Mary Moragne ' s  maternal uncles . 
He died in March , 1839 , of consumpt ion . 
68 The town of Old Cambridge , pract ically extinct at this 
t ime , was located  near the s it e  of the Revolutionary fort , Ninety­
Six ( see  p .9 5 ) . The name of  the original community was changed 
from Ninety-Six to Cambridge becaus e of the founding of  a college 
there , with the high hope that it would some day be comparable 
to England ' s Cambridge . ( Howe , I, 557. ) There i s  a modern village 
called Ninety-Six with a populat ion of ne arly 1400 , which is lo­
cated about two mile s from Old Cambridge . Writers' Program of the 
W . P . A . , South Carolina , p .  358 . 
6 9Jame s Edward Calhoun ( 1798-1889 ) was a brother of Mrs . 
John C .  Calhoun and cous in to  the great state sman. He was for a 
t ime , as the Journal indicat e s , an officer  in the U. S .  Navy . 
He did not marry the coquettish Mis s  Belt who s o  took his fancy 
at this  t ime . His wife was Maria · Simpkins . ( A . S . Sall ey, Jr . , "The , 
Calhoun Family of South Carolina , tt South Carolina Historical and 
Genealogical Magaz ine ( July, 1906 ) , VII , 155-56 . 
-
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I was s itting by "Sally , lovely Sally" at the pie.no , when 
happening to look behind me , I se.w two forms s e ated very 
clos ely on the dark corner of the piazza  with thier fe et [ on] 
the ground-- What was my surpri s e  to see  them start up on 
being obs erved, in the living s emblanc es  of Mis s  Belt & Mr 
Calhoun?-- They paraded the piaz za for some t ime very lovingly, 
but she left him, & he then came in & walked the room with an 
impatient s tep . Sarah Calhoun was playing, & I �as as s is ting 
he r to s ing-- he came up , & made s ome remark about my pl�ying 
the Guitar, of which he acquired a proficiency in Spain,  when 
young , & a rover of the Ame rican navy. --- Jus t then unfortunate­
ly for my entertainment ,· Mi s �  Belt entered the room, & he  pounced 
upon her ,  like a duck upon a June -bug. -- I wish to  heaven I 
he.d a more elegant s imile , but nothing else  could convey the 
idea half s o  well ! - - The boys , John , & Ezekiel , looked  at me 
& laughed, even Col. Noble ' s  polit ene s s  compromis ed with a 
smile , & I ,  shook in spite of a hankerchef stuffed down my 
throat- - .  The young lady by a very expert manoevre , not dif­
ficult to coquetts , had avo ide d  the f irst pas s , but he s i ezed 
her again, & calling upon Sarah to  play for ·them, whirled his 
amante into  the s eductive measure s of a waltz-- I w�s inter­
e st ed,  yea charmed,  for he i s  a graceful , & s killful waltzer,  
having learnt it  in Germany ; -- & waltz ing is  a new s ight for 
me , -- but Sally ., who doe s  not [t] ole re.te this amorous absurdity 
of her learned & hitherto unloving cousin , would not long 
indulge him in the evident pleasure of encircling hi s mistre s s  
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in his arms ; they had to  stop for want of mus ic  • • • •  
But in a few moments  this  amorous youth of rorty five , 
who has j ust found out that making love i s  better than �aking 
fun, had s eated hims elf by his inamorat a ,  & was holding a 
convers at ion in love ' s  low tones , in which his large eager 
blue eye s , s eemed to  expre s s  the better * *  Upon that , Sarah 
left . the room,  & I followed. Thes e  doings cre at e  mirth for us 
all ;  but we are all equally as tonished to find this invincible , 
who res is t ed the whole armada of Spa (in ' s ] bright -eyed daughters -­
the pensive grace of German beauty ,  & the sparkling effulgence 
of the bright galaxy of American stars , into which birth & 
station have thrown him-- this traveller-- this s cholar, - -
this ' bon-vivant , ' thi s sceptic in love , now bending ' �  genome, " 
before a heartle s s  coquette , with a dark skin,  & muddy blue 
eye s ! -- She has drawn him int o the toils , & he has given him­
s e lf up inre servedly,  l ike an old foo l of forty five . And the 
best  of it i s - - Florida , & Sarah are ' en fureur 1 about it�- ! 
ha ! ha ! ha ! -- s ome little  j ealousy I warrant - - no incons ider­
able dis tinction to be mi stre s s  of ' Milwood ' !  • • • •  
Last  night got up to  attend to Floride , the maid was not to be  
found, & I had to go out in the night air  to get  her some 
water-- woke this morning with a s evere headache , j ust  as  Mr 
Calhoun s ent in for Mi s s  Belt to arise  that they might make an 
early start ; -- her little brother  has come to take her home , & 
Mr C-- i s  re s o lved to carry he r to Mrs N ' s  in hi s carriage-- I 
hope they will  sett le the matter ;  They took breakfast , & were 
off by 6 o cloek. ---
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When � came out to breakfast , Col Noble asked me with 
a smile ·what I thought of the eccentric behaviour of hi s rela-
t ive . 
I told him, ' that the symptoms were certainly tho s e  of 
love ; and giving due cre dit to the honor of a gentleman they 
inevitably tended towards mariage ' --
He concurre d  with me in s aying , ' that Mr C-- had . gone 
too far to  recede honorably ; b [ ut ]  appeared to b e  incredulous 
on · the subje ct of his marri age . -- Ah thought I, how 
"A man can smile , & smile , & be a villain . n70 
� may have made the first  advance it  i s  t rue , but will any 
man ' s  code of  honor jus tify him in re turning such harmle s s  
sporting with attentions , calculated to exci te hope s ,  which he 
never intends t·o realize ?-- • • • • 
21st  Sat . 
Came home to  day with Rebecca who returned at evening. 
Sunday 22nd Spent the day reading my Catholic  ritual , 
s leeping , -� writing j ournal . - - at _night [a ] lett er  was brought 
me from Brother , written in a very cheerful strain. An adver­
tis ement for prise  compos it ions for the ttAugusta  Mirror "71 had 
been forwarded to him from Columbia Co . with .the re que s t  that he 
70 
Hamlet ,  Act I ,  s c . v ,  l .  106 . "That one may smile , 
and smile , and be a villain. " 
71 See Preface ,  p .  liv�lvi . 
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would enter the list-- he transferred the paper, & the request 
to me. Dare I do it?--it is a fine field for my ambition----
Sat 28th I � As I was returning from reading Telemaque, 
saw Grandma going out to mend her barouche top, which ha� been 
severely rent by a bush--went & mended it for her & then came 
in & set the house in revolution� -. Went up stairs exhausted, 
& wrote the remainder of the evening, what time I did 1 .nt sleep. 
This weather is inaui'ferably hot-- miserably so-- the earth is 
A brulante, & the parched fields speak fearfully of famine. The 
oldest inhabitants say that th�y do not remember hotter weather-­
This evening there is prospect of rain, here ; and from �he win­
dow where I am now writing I see a heavy shower falling on the 
low grounds of Savannah river. 
I have been called down to read a letter from John, the 
first one in six weeks or more-- he is now in camp reading � 
Quixote-- he gives me a humorous description of Mr Watkin ' s  
visit to him, -- spoke of the examination �of the board of vis­
itors, & the honors paid them, & concluded with a ·discription 
of the young prince de Joinville, 72 second son to the king of 
72Francois Ferdinand Philippe Louis Marie, Prince de 
Joinville ( 1818-1900 ), was the third son of Louis Philippe , 
duke of Orleans, later king of France. Joinville held an im­
portant position in the French navy. Although no mention is 
made of his visit to the United States in 1838, he is known 
to have come to this country at the outbreak of the Civil War 
and to have offered his own and his son ' s  services to  the Fed­
eral government. Later he wrote a book entitled La Guerre d '  
Amerique, Campa,ne du Potomac . ( Encyclopedia Brit"aiinica, 14th ed., XIII, 134 . 
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France ,  · who is on a tour through Ame rica ,  & of cours e could 
not fai l to vis it that celebrated institut ion. " I  was dis ap­
pointed" s aid my brother , " in s eeing the prince : e specially 
as being an officer of the French Navy, I expected that he 
would appear at the review giyen him here , in hi s uniform, & 
thus give us an opportunity of s ee ing that which has been 
de s cribed as the gayest , & most splendid mil itary dre s s  in  the 
world-- on �he contrary , he was dre s s ed as a common American 
cit izen, & in no wis e  could he have been di s tinguished from one , 
· except that he had something. of a foreign air .  He i s  tall ,  & 
goodlooking ; -- tho ' not handsome , -- a boy in years - - but a man 
in s ize-- ; & to  judge from his looks : de licate  as a child,  & 
doc ile as a lamb .  He remained here only a few hours . When he 
departed,  he was conducted to the river by the guard , attended 
by the superintendant , & connnandant of the Corps . He appeared 
very grat eful , · though not much ple as ed with the honors paid him 
here . tt 
Perhaps the prince de Joinville has been rai [s ] ed in the 
plain democratic princ iple s of his father , . that virtue of hu­
mi lity which was taught him in the · s chool of' adve rs ity ; if s o ,  
he has not much of the pride of .£2!:E & circumstance. 
Sun. 29th 
Went to Liberty , 73 where in the first instance we had 
73Liberty Church was originally a l og s chool-house near 
a fine spring where a mis s ionary pre ache r ,  the Rev. John Springer ,  
in  1797 conducted s ervices once a month for the Huguenots  at  New 
Bordeaux only a mile away . They built · a  church here , and Dr .  
·Waddel succeeded Mr . Springer a s  minister . ' Pierre · Moragne , Jr . ,  Mary Moragne ' a  uncl e , was one of 1 ts  first elders • . ( Howe , I , 631-32·. ) 
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a very cutting sermon from Mr Wadde174 on the prevalent vices  
of  the day, & afterwards an eloquent spee ch on  the mi s sionary 
ques tion from a Mr Custi s , ·agent for the board of foreign 
mis sions . Delighted with his acute  & e legant reas oning , & the 
harmonious expre s sion of hi s de livery- - I paid him clo s e  at­
tention ; the young me.n must have observed thi s , for I remarked 
with a g,ood deal of surprise , that · his eyes wandered towards me 
when he had s at down, oft ener than be came the abstract duty of 
a minister. When the congregat ion was dismi s s ed we watched 
each other mutually fo r s ome time ; but I dis cove re d that he was 
a Yankee , by a cert ain . obs equiousne s s- - a busy s ervility ,  s o  
oppos it e  t o  the stately indifference o f  the haughty Southrons -­
and· I turned on my heel [ and] mounted my horse-- he  i s  a tal l ,  
darck complected,  & rather good looking man, with fine ge s [tures ] 
& a large mouth • •  • • • 
[ August ] 5th Sunday . 
Returned from Church to  Uncle H ' s -- ate two of the 
rinest  wat ermelons I have eve r s een ; & in the evening went in 
Mrs Noble ' s  carriage to Dr Waddel ' s 75 where I spent the night . 
Mary Anna & I took a long walk over the creek and talked in the 
confidence of "old familiar days . "  
74This was · probably the Rev. I s aac Waddel ,  s econd son of 
Dr . Mos es  Waddell , well lmown t eacher and minis t er. ( Se e  note 75 . ) 
Isaac Waddel was pastor of Hopewell Pre sbyterian Church from 1833-
38 and suppli ed s everal ' other churches in that vicinity. ( Howe , II , 
538. ) 
75nr. Waddel ( s ee Prefac e ,p � �.Jhad su.ffered a s t roke of 
paralys is  in 1836 -w�i ch affected his mind. He died in 1840 .  
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The famili e s  of Dr Tenant , & Mr C alhoun, who are summe r­
ing at Willington ., were riding out-- .  A . complaint was brought 
in from a negro woman whom the old Doctor [ Waddel]. had beaten 
this evening ; poor old man , he is  now subj e ct to  the most* .ln­
consi st encies , owing to his inability to  comprehend things . He  
still keeps up his old practice  of catechis ing his young s er­
vants of a Sunday evening-- it i s  amus ing to hear the answers 
the poor things make , que stioned ., & cro s s - questioned as they 
are now by his imperfect memory- - he asked one what Christ  
would s ay to  the righteous at the last  day-- the negro ans ­
wered very well- - he then asked the s ame questi on to  anothe r 
little ·boy� - the child knew that it was not hi s ques tion-- s o  
he stumbled ., & stopt- - " Come ye ble s s ed- - of my father-- in­
hereit the kingdom-- prepared n __  repeated  the old man-- "for 
the devil & his angels tt s aid  the boy quickly-- it was too much!  it 
.o ver c a m  .e my reverence : -- I shook. 
I s at up reading in my room ' t ill late , then threw my­
self on the bed,  by the cool breath of the window, .& looke d out 
with a s trange feeling upon the moonlight playing among the 
darkly beautiful trees below me : -- it was a s c ene for wild 
thoughts at the s ti ll deep hour of midnight ; & I felt oppres s ed 
by the s adnes s [ and ] the dis appointment s  which have ever come 
to cru [sh] all the finer impulses , & softnes s es of my woman ' s  
nature , - - they al l rushed over me in the maj estic  beauty of that. 
s cene ; but I could no� weep , my brain s eemed dry, & a fierc e ,  un­
quenchable ambition., to be what I have nev�r been ,  to uniry my 
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fee lings - - to incorporat e my thoughts & s entiments with the 
beautiful things of earth-- to place  my name among the undying 
things of exi stenc e -- siezed my soul , thus s aid I to mys elf-­
might I be  revenged on the rigours of my fat e  • • • •  
Thurs . 16th We went to day to  Mrs .  Covin ' s . I stopped 
at Jacob ' s & borrowed Don Quixot e  with the intent ion of review­
ing it , read it all the way the re ,  & back--
When we reached home ·thi s evening we found Is aac , ar­
rived from Greenwood-- I am delighted with the change in his 
views , & manners ; - - · his mind i s  just awakened t o  the beaut i e s  
of knowledge , & t as te ,  & awakened t oo with a keen ,  strong relish , 
which reminds me of the firs t dawnings of my own intellectual 
vi sion. The manner with which the mind re cieves the firs t  ad­
vances  of Science , is a sure te st  of its  powers , & capacities : -­
the person that delights in a thing i s  sure to master  it ; - -and how 
the young mind doe s exult in the first new ideas it has acquired 
of it s elf-- ! It is  very strange though to me , to  s ee this boy 
whom two months ago , I could not inspire with any ambition :for 
learning- - now de s c anting on the beautie s of natural phylosophy ,  
& declaring it  the mos t  delightful study in  the world : - - the 
chrysolis  i s  just  burs ting from its shell , & unfolding. its 
beautiful wings ! There are certain periods of our live s when 
the scales s eem to  fall from our eyes , & we see  with the eyes 
of a new vis ion ; thus has Is aac made the change from boy to  man, 
in the short space of two months , -- he has tried the s trength 
of his powers , -- he feels expe rienced---
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Teus . 22-- Isaac set off on his .return at an early hour, 
& we girls having risen to bid him adieu, enjoyed the freshness 
of a morning ' s  walk.  I have been above stairs writing all day. 
Grandma said this evening that I was employing my time & talents 
· to a very selfish purpose ,  for no one saw any thing that I did-­
true enough, my friends must think strangely of my retired hab­
its if I do not come before the world-- but can I venture my 
wing over that wide & treachorous ocean? If once unfolded it 
can never shut its plumes again ; but must speed on , on, ' till 
it sinks worn & weary in the weave of time • • • •  
[ September ] Sunday 6th Mother has gone to W with Grand­
ma for the benefit of her health76-- the cares of house keeping 
hang like a leaden weight on my mi�d & I have struggled toil­
·somely through this day. Sat down this evening & formed the 
children into a class-- to read the bible -- they went through 
the story of Joseph & some others with much interest-- I am 
e�ceedingly pleased with the quick fancy & warm imagination of 
my second . sister Louisa-- she has poetry in her soul ! • • • •  
Monday [ 21st] • • • •  Answered William & Isaac ' s  letter , 
read one from John, sealed a packet for Augusta , & carried it 
to the post office. Whilst there three gentlemen rode up & 
stoppd in the road :-- one of them called loudly for Harris, who 
76The whole family evidently suffered from frequent at­
tacks of malaria , which was quite prevalent th·roughout that 
region on account of its situation on lowlands near the Little 
River. 
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was waiting on me ; & a shabby looking sheep who was standing 
near kept urging-- "Harris why dont you run?-- You know Mather­
s on-- he wont wait , dont you hear him Harris -- run- - you know 
Matherson wont wait-- " but Harri s would not move , t ill  I 
picked up my purchas e ,  & calling to my bro ther ,  mounte d  & rode 
off in haste--
In the middle of the road me t Mr Jacobs-- that . panderer 
of evil taste s , s allying out to accommodat e Mr M. -- who was too 
infirm to leave his chais e ,  with a decanter of sparkling brandy . 
Mr Petigru, and Gen . Bull ,77 just arrived from his northern 
tour,  had alighted in the piazza-- Returned home in very good 
spirits having heard that my brother is appoint ed to the - Acad­
emy at Greenwood, in lieu of Mr Le s sly-- res igned--
Taus - - - Tripped up s tairs this evening from my guitar 
' I 
• 
to ma chere table d ' ecriture ; but s carce was I s eated when I 
heard a gentleman ' s  s alutation, & divining .,. by the tone of my 
mother ' s  re cept ion that it was a guest  of s ome consequenc e , --
my mother i s  a little aristocratic  bye the bye , - - I tripped 
down as lightly again,  & heard on the stairs that I was the sub­
j ect of convers ation-- the General appearing to amus e himself 
highly with the retrospection of my last evening ' s  maneuvre-­
continuing to repe at with a corresponding illustration of his· 
77 Although the name s of Bull and Petrigru are prominent 
in the history of South Carolina , I have not been able to det er­
mine the identity o.f these  part icular individuals . 
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right arm, how I whipped up my little horse & went off, without 
giving him time to speak to me. He then lived o'er again his 
travels for us, appearing [ ? ] himself perfectly delighted with 
the reminiscenses - - Oh, thos e two hours might have filled vol­
umes ; for the Gen. was a little-- "how come you so? "78- - ; & 
went on with rapid energy to  give us vivid , & ele�ant descrip­
tions, -- no les s  s triking for being sprinkled with a damn, or 
so-- of rail roads, manuf'actories, cities, grave yards, rivers, 
ships-- ·indeed every thing new, & Northern ; but what chiefly 
pleased me was an almost poetic picture of the North river & 
Westpoint where he staid all night, & brought word that my 
brother looks finely, & happily, & s tands high- - .  
Every body seems to have been good & clever that the 
general met & every thing fresh & delightful-- Canada especially 
charmed him:  he went on board a fine ship at anchor in the St 
·Lawrence, where he was taken, & honored for a naval officer-­
how I laughed to see old fifty five so dashed �1th the novelt ies 
of youth ! -- Well : true enough, a man may live a long life like 
78 According to the DictionaH of Slang and Unconven-tional English the common meaning o this colloquialism at 
that time was "intoxicated. "  I have heard it used in modern 
times by older people when its meaning seemed to be "out of 
sorts, " referring to disposition or s tate of health . It 
seems obvious from the context, however, that the first mean­
ing is the appropriate one here • .  
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a sultan , at a southern home without seing �- -- en pas s ant . 
I hope his general ship wont forget the Dahlias he swore he 
would s end me • • • • 
Monday 24th The three last have been busy days with 
me in writing-- After having complet ed, sat down at a quilt 
this morning-- & was delighted with two le tters brought in 
from the office ,  one from William, & the other from Uncle S-­
contalnlng a number of the Augusta Mirror,  for one of the 
prizes  of which my Uncle n suppos e s  that I . am writing"-- De ar 
' 
Uncle , -- you are determined to place me a la dist inct ion by 
s ome means , whether my fortune de signed it or not-- . 
[ October ] 13th Saturday. At home all the week, s ewing 
& reading Don Quixote par review for the purpo se of finding 
s ome instruction where I could find no amusement -- really I 
have no comic propens iti es , & Sancho ' s  pr·overbs  only int eres t  
me a s  the means o f  sust aining an original character. • • • 
Lat e this evening Grandma, & Aunt B .  arrived from W-- .  
They asked if  William had come-- having expe cted to  meet  him 
here-- we had not heard of such a thing ; but as we were s it ting 
by the fire-- we heard the hue & cry of  "Brother William" , & 
I s creamed involuntarily with surpris e  & j oy-- We have had a 
de lightful night ·by the fire side-- William t e lls  us that Isaac 
ls one among thos e convert ed in the revival at Greenwood : -- God 
bles s the boy with s trength. to  walk according to the faith ; - ­
lt is a wonderful change . 
. 9.3 
14th Sunday . 
We attended service to day at Liberty-- Aunt B [ersheba] 
returned with us to dinner, & Cousin D-- also dined here-­
William has come to take us to Cambridge, & we set off early 
tomorrow morn.ing . • • • 
Cambridge, Teusday 16th . 
We set off from Uncle Harris ' s  yesterday morn , & 
arrived here before sundown . Uncle Jampson came out with his 
wife leaning on his arm to meet us joyfully-- Uncle Jack sat 
still in the piazza & the first thing which greeted us was that 
melancholy cough of his-- Oh how it cast a blight over the joy 
of our meeting . • • • Uncle s�- who is fat & hearty, maintains 
the life of our society, sometimes by quizzing, & sometimes by 
argufying-- a species of warfare which he always turns into 
amusement by his drolleries-- he is however mu·ch provoktJ"d at 
finding me invincible on the subject of matrimony, & holds with 
a singular degree of tenacity to his darling scheme of seeing 
me � married-- Dear Uncle your generous love is doomed to 
disappointment in that quarter • •  • • 
27th Sat. William came this evening-- insists on my 
going to Greenwood-- the young ladies request me to attend a 
music party there &c, &c • •  • • 
Friday 9th November • • • •  We had a very cold drive of 
twelve miles, & entered the village of Greenwoo� by 5 o'clock-­
my first remark was that I could not see the town for the 
houses-- woods I mean ; for it is in fact :ho 12.!m, but a -11 ttle 
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rural hamlet covered with trees, with little winding footpath's 
leading from one house to the other . One broad road however, 
forms the principal [street ] in which we alighted at the house 
of Dr Griffin . I felt as if I were in the country. 
The Dr. was not at home, being gone out as usual every 
friday 'Lectioneering., but Mrs G [riffin] ,  who is both lively 
& affectionate, entertained us kindly. 
Brother returned, & with the assistance of my Uncle & 
Mr Thomas Griffin we were gallanted to the .female Academy where 
the musical party was given, which they call a concert , & a 
concert it was of human voices truly!-- We ·left our hats, & 
cloacks in an anteroom, & entered a room which was filled with 
a score or two of girls & ladies, & only � gentleman who was 
standing by the piano, seemingly absorbed in the musical evapor­
ations of Miss Anderson's fingers-- I knew � l'instant that 
this was Mr Lessly-- the Adonis of Greenwood, & my brothe r's 
friend I--. . . . 
Miss Chapman, the instructress sent for us to come 
round to -the fire, & I was introduced to a host of girls all 
of whom seemed pleased with my acquaintance. [ It ]  was delight­
ful l whether the attentions were on [my]  brother ' s  account or 
my own it was delightful to me • • • •  During this time the 
.Young ladies of the school were taking thier turns at the piano ; 
but the room was now filled to a pret�y respectable squeeze of 
girls, & boys, old men, & old ladies, who stood up indiscrimi­
nately talking, laughing, & flirting, or it may be courting, & 
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[ paying] the greatest indifference to the music; as an inst [ance] 
of the perfection in which the art of courting is ta[ ught] 
the!e, or it may be, of precocity of genius-- I saw a boy of 
8 or 10 years come to a sweet, cherub girl of 6 presenting a 
rose chrisanthamum with a graceful [bow] begged her to keep 
it to remember himt-- these were his very words ! it was a son 
of Dr Calhoun-- The little girl took the flower; but looked 
very indif [f.erent] ,  she is so celebrated for her beauty that 
she had learned to be something of a coquette: --though she had 
never seen me before, she clung to me very fondly, says she 
is engaged to my brother . ·He boards at her papa ' s. 
At 9 o ' clock the party was dissolved & each gentleman 
returned as he came with a lady on his arm. 
Sunday 11th 
. . . 
�his evening being very fine we had horses saddled 
& rode out to the old fort79 to gratify Nat t s80 curiosity--
79The old fort known as Ninety-Six was a part of Old 
Cambridge, a once promising and ambitious village extinct at the 
time of the Journal. Here General Greene� men,during the Revo­
lution (1781),laid unsuccessful siege to the fort while it was 
in the hands of the Tories and British under the command of 
Colonel Cruger. The attempt to capture it is deemed by histori­
ans a very foolhardy undertaking in view of the fact that the 
fort could be easily defended with a few men on account of 
Cruger ' s  having constructed the "star redoubt, " a blockhouse 
in the shape of a star which permitted a look-out from every 
angle. Greene wasted the lines of many men here (he started out 
with an army of over a thousand) , and the time h� spent gave the 
more powerful British forces a chance to come to Cruger ' s  aid. 
The fort received its name from the fact that it was supposedly 
ninety-six miles from the Cherokee Indian town of Keowee. (Ed­
ward Macready, Ih!l History of South c,rolipa in the Revolution, 
1780-83, pp. 279, 280, 281, 298, 303 . 
8�athaniel Moragne, Mary ' s fourth brother. 
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Time which levels all things has much reduced the walls; but 
like all other ruins they are now covered with thorn trees & 
mosses-- looking so quiet & s�cluded where the fall leaves 
have spread thier meditative :carpet-- how I would · like to lie 
here & dream away a day t We rode home in [ vi.ew] of old Cam­
bridge-- tis a noble site for a town: every view of it is 
elevating-- but situa [tion] & climate both conspired for its 
ruin; &: it*. 
M�nday 10th December 1838 
I recieved a letter to day which put me in a trem­
bling fit for an hour, poor me t-- it came from E Starnes of 
Augusta who, it. seems, was one of the committee appointed by 
. 
Mr Thompson to adjudge the prizes, 81 which he offered this fall, 
for tales, to be written for the "Mirror" .  This gentleman--
an entire stranger to me-- inform s me that I am the successful 
competitor for the first prize ;  & with the eloquence of mingled 
gallantry, flattery & enthusiasm, addresses me as the author of 
the "British Partizan. n 82 Gracious heavens ! then the ' Rubicon ' 
is passed, & I am indeed an authoress t No very comfortable 
81 
Other judges on the committee were John W. Wilde, the 
Rev. A .  N .  Cunningham, and Augustus B. Longstreet. (Flanders, 
p .  3 5 . )  
82The British Partizan, a short historical novel based 
on the lives of its author's Revolutionary ancestors, is Mary 
Moragne's only work of fiction to be published in - book form. 
For a short sketch of the plot, history and criticism of the 
novel, see Preface, pp. ci-cvi. 
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reflection-- but then Mr s .  speaks of the delight which the 
perusal of the piece has given him-- is it not something to give 
pleasure to others? 
Friday 21st Dec . 
To day Nathaniel came in fro� the post office, & 
threw in my lap a large package addressed to Miss Moragne. Grand­
ma, Aunt B, Brother & all the family were present-- I opened it 
with some trepidation, which was not lessend .on pe [r) ceiving my 
name in full at the head of the nprize tale of the British Par­
tizan"-- there were three copies. My Brother siezed one & im­
mediately -read it aloud-- imagine the feelings of a young author 
on hearing her first production read a�oud in her family: -- a 
something between tears & laughter, if that limit could be de­
fined-- William had not proceeded through ha�f of the first 
chapter when Grandma took off her spectacles to wipe her eyes : 
she had discovered the "original of the portrait", & my secret 
was out ! The old lady wept at beholding the "picture to the 
lifen which I had drawn of qer husband's uncle; 83 & in those 
tears I found my sweetest reward. Let no one say that a woman 
cannot keep a secret; if it is her .Q.!fil: this tale had been written 
& sent to the editor, Augusta mirror, full three months, & till 
the letter came containing its triumph my nearest friend did not 
know of its existence . This renders the surprise so much the 
s3wa1,; .. ,,,, 
J"Qii&S Caine was the original British Partizan, from 
whom Ralph Cornet, hero of the novel, was drawn. 
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more joyful, & now the innumerable question, -- the eager curi­
osity of the children, every one of whom must read Sister's 
tale-- it is all new & delightful. This evening rode up to 
JacQb l , Brother & I with Aunt B. & Grandma on thier return to 
W.-- Met with Cousin P F  Moragne who immediately accosted me 
with tidings of the 'good news' which he had heard about me, 
& at my suggestion he came by with me for one of the papers. 
Sunday 23rd Went to church at W. where Mr Wadde184 
. . . 
preached his farewell sermon-- Saw the Governor's daughter, 8 5 
who appeared quite delighted at seing me after so long an ab­
sence, & I was prevailed on to go home with her in th� carriage 
with herself, & father, who was just on from Columbia, & had his 
carriage filled with official papers, I suppose ; nevertheless 
we crowded in with little Sam on his father's knees, & made 
quite a cheerful & happy groupe. Floride had only preceded her 
father by two weeks, from Columbia & now in the exuberance of 
her delight with all �he had seen, & heard, & proved, she show­
ered upon us her sparkling reminiscences, in the meantime ask­
ing a thousand questions, only the half of which, her dear, 
kind, accommodating father could find space to answer. The 
Good Governor's appointment has certainly given his children 
excessive delight, & if I mistake not,  a little inward satis­
faction to himse [lf ]  is apparent, through the calm graces of his 
841saac Waddel . (See note 75. )  
85Floride Noble. 
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demean [or ] .  James Edward Calhoun gave additional interest to 
our family circle that evening,-- he is an original & very 
striking character, possessing resources though for much better 
entertainment than he usually gives his friends-- when his con­
versation is personal he discovers a haughty & bitter temper, 
by the most caustic, concise, & unqualified sarcasm; but a light 
or literary topic brings out immediately the graces & strength 
of a well trained intellect-- however, one cannot help feeling 
that he is too dogmatical in his. tone •. -- this I suppose, arises 
out of the circumstance that he is a ''damn' d old maid" for so 
he calls himself. 
Teusday 25th Christmas day;  
We all dined at the Governor ' s-- in Colwnbia style. 
I presume, this is Floride's valedictory to this part of the 
world, . which she declares to be 'the la st spot that God made 
at the creation' . She is dragging her father back to Abbeville 
in order to maintain some degree of ton-- she is not greatly 
to blame : for she is a governor' s daughter t 
Wed 26th 
We had returned to Willington from Gov Noble's 
last night, &· had been all this morning anticipating an eggnog. 
About twelve o'clock we had got fairly under weigh drinking it, 
when .who should step in but Mr Bowie of Abbeville .-- When I 
returned into the room Mr B's face lit up with a very bright 
effulgence, which seemed to be directed towards me; & I was not 
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left long to divine its mysterious source, before with defer­
ential bowing & smirking he informed me that 'mz fame' had 
reached Abbeville . I pret�nded great dulness on this matter 
but it cost him no pain to elucidate it-- 1 there was one copy 
of the Augusta Mirror , '  he said , 'which had been much sought 
after this week , at the village. " Mr Bowie setts off in a day 
of two for Charleston. 
entertainment with him . 
Thurs . 27th Dec . 
I ' m sorry for it, for I have had much 
• • • 
As we were seating ourselves at the breakfast table, 
a servant informed us that G�n Bull had been found dead early 
this morning in the road not far from his house-- killed as was 
supposed by a fall from his horse, as his foot was fastened in 
a stirrup-- We rejected this as an idle tale, thinking it some 
drunken frolic perhaps, but though we breakfasted, we gradually 
became very serious, & Cousin D .  & Isa�c ordered thier horses 
to investigate the affair. 
Until Isaac ' s  return we remained in wondering suspense, 
but what was our horror, & distress to hear , that it was clearly 
evident that the poor creature had been murdered by his own 
negroes during the night l-- oh it was a heart· rending tale to 
those who have stood face to face - with [the o ]ld general, not­
withstanding his vices, & errors. [ It ] . was ascertained, that 
two of his negroes fell upon him with clubs last night, as he 
was returning about nine o'clock from his usual visit to his 
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plantation . They dispatched him with five or six ghastly 
wounds on the head, & then dragging him through the woods past 
his house, it appears that Dick, his body servant, brought 
them his horse ready saddled, & then placing his right foot 
in the left stirrup-- murder will out t-- they dragged him 
along the road ' till the stirrup gave way, & there he was 
found this morning by a negro who gave the alarm. 
But Dick had also come out in search of his master & 
his terror stricken countenance evincing guilt so strongly, 
he was the first taken up--
Sunday 29th Today the poor o�d general is buried in 
the Willington Church yard by the side of his mother-- this 
day � week ago I saw him there alive & well l 
Eight of the negroes have been committed to jail-- it 
seems to have been a fearful plot--. 
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